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Preface

The first edition of this book was published more than a 
decade ago, with warnings that the age of “ecodemics” had 
arrived. The years since have only confirmed the suspicion 
that human activity is behind many of them. Environmental 
change—whether brought about by agriculture, urbaniza-
tion, or various technologies—has given rise to entirely new 
diseases and caused existing ones to expand their range.

New ecodemics alone would more than justify this up-
dated edition. The first influenza pandemic since the Hong 
Kong flu of 1968 emerged in 2009; a new tick-borne infec-
tion appeared in the Midwest; a second novel bird flu was 
identified in China; and yet a new SARS-like virus recently 
appeared in the Middle East.

But in addition to emerging diseases, the past decade has 
produced a host of new information about the six plagues 
covered in the first edition:
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•  Chronic wasting disease of deer, covered almost as a 
footnote in the first edition’s chapter on mad cow dis-
ease, has greatly expanded its range—and apparent 
risks—in the United States.

•  Genetic analysis has now pinpointed the origins of the 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).

•  New fronts have opened up in the battle against in-
creasing antibiotic resistance. (On the positive side, the 
US Food and Drug Administration recently began tak-
ing more decisive action on the issue.)

•  Additional studies have confirmed the link between for-
est fragmentation and urbanization and the increased 
risk of Lyme disease.

•  A major outbreak of hantavirus in California’s Yosemite 
National Park in 2012 has renewed scientific interest in 
that infection.

•  In 2012, more than 5,500 infections with West Nile 
virus were reported—mostly in Texas—making it the 
worst outbreak since 2003. Research during the past 
decade has greatly expanded the understanding of the 
ecology of this virus, including its connection to the 
American robin.

Disease is a process, not an event. Over the past ten years, 
the plagues have continued to progress, as has our knowl-
edge of them. The first edition of this book now stands as a 
snapshot of where we were. This new edition offers a more 
complete understanding of where we are today and what the 
future may hold.
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Introduction

I first learned of the strange new disease in the city nearly fif-
teen years ago while reading the New York Times. Just across 
the East River from my Manhattan office, several elderly 
victims had been admitted to Flushing Hospital Medical 
Center in Queens. They had been having trouble walking, 
were confused, and in some cases were comatose. Several 
soon died. Nearly a month passed before the affliction was 
identified as brain inflammation caused by an exotic virus. 
Before long we learned it was West Nile encephalitis, a dis-
ease originally seen in Uganda that was now being found for 
the first time in the Western Hemisphere.

Cases of the illness soon emerged near where I lived, in 
northern New Jersey, an hour’s train commute from Man-
hattan. The idea that a potentially fatal disease almost un-
heard of there a few months before had suddenly popped 
up near my home was terrifying. Was this how the Black 
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Death, which wiped out as much as one-third of Europe’s 
population in the 1300s, or the 1918–1919 Spanish influ-
enza epidemic, which killed at least 20 million people in my 
parents’ lifetime, began? As a veterinarian, I am familiar with 
diseases, including some frightening ones. But no amount of 
medical training had prepared me for new, life-threatening 
diseases heretofore unknown in my neighborhood.

At the time, I wanted to dismiss West Nile virus as anom-
alous. Problem was, it wasn’t the first new disease to ap-
pear during my lifetime or even in my town—nor would it 
be the last. Some outbreaks seemed like faraway curiosities, 
whereas others had become personal, everyday concerns. 
Lyme disease, which hadn’t even been described until the 
mid-1970s, was now endemic in Morris County, where I 
lived. And then there was HIV/AIDS, a disease whose deadly 
global spread was known to almost everyone, not least of all 
those of us in the New York City region. Even mad cow dis-
ease and other afflictions I knew of only through the scien-
tific literature sometimes seemed only a supermarket or an 
ill airplane passenger away.

In late 2002, the point was brought home when word came 
from China that a previously unknown coronavirus had been 
causing a form of severe acute respiratory syndrome—later 
known as SARS. This deadly and highly contagious pneumo-
nia was rapidly spread by international air travelers. Within a 
month almost twenty countries, including the United States 
and Canada, reported cases.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
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tion, the outbreak began in Guangdong Province in south-
ern China when dozens of people there began to experience 
headaches, muscle soreness, and dry coughs that quickly de-
teriorated into life-threatening pneumonia. Within months, 
the illness had spread throughout Guangdong, where gov-
ernment authorities, fearing social unrest and the loss of 
tourism, tried to keep the outbreak secret. No medical sta-
tistics were released, and journalists were prohibited from 
reporting on the deadly epidemic.

In February 2003, Liu Jianlun, a sixty-four-year-old kid-
ney specialist from Zhongshan Hospital in Guangdong, 
traveled to Hong Kong, where he stayed in room 911 at the 
Metropole Hotel. He had a fever and had not felt well for 
five days, but when he began to have trouble breathing, he 
went to Kwong Wah Hospital in Hong Kong. Suspecting he 
had contracted the highly infectious illness, he asked to be 
put in an isolation unit. He died several days later. China’s 
secret was no more.

By March 2003, Chinese authorities had begun to reveal 
the extent of the outbreak in Guangdong. But then the dis-
ease was already sweeping through Hong Kong, infecting 
hundreds and killing dozens. It had begun to invade Beijing 
and other cities. It had also arrived in the United States. 
The disease spread readily from person to person through 
coughing, sneezing, and other means. It was also quickly 
disseminated around the globe by jet aircraft. One traveler 
flew from Hong Kong to Frankfurt and Munich, then on to 
London, back to Munich and Frankfurt, and then again to 
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Hong Kong, apparently before even suspecting he had con-
tracted a new disease.

In mid-March, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
declared the new virus “a worldwide health threat.” Strict 
isolation of suspected cases and extreme precautions by 
health care workers eventually began to slow the spread in 
many countries, but the virus remained out of control for 
weeks in China, where dozens of new cases were reported 
every day. At the time, epidemiologists suspected that about 
7 percent of patients died. Researchers soon learned that 
the fatality rate, at least in Hong Kong, was closer to 15 per-
cent for those under sixty years of age and more than three 
times that for those older than sixty. Finally, in May 2004, 
WHO announced that through quarantine of infected pa-
tients and other control measures, the SARS outbreak had 
been contained.

Genetic analysis suggested that the SARS virus had come 
from a nonhuman animal. Scientists suspected that the 
coronavirus was spread by the masked palm civet cat, a wea-
sel-faced tree-dweller native to Asia and consumed as a me-
dicinal in China in the belief that it helps people withstand 
cold weather. (But bats may have been the original source.) 
Officials ordered the killing of every civet cat in captivity 
in southeastern China’s Guangdong Province. The killing of 
the estimated 10,000 cats would be followed by efforts to 
trap and eliminate the animals in the wild.

For someone trained as a veterinarian, it is no surprise 
that diseases frequently jump from other species to humans. 
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Nearly 75 percent of new human diseases discovered over 
the past few decades are carried by wild or domestic an-
imals. We acquired many ancient diseases from other an-
imals, including smallpox from cattle and, apparently, the 
common cold from horses.

An enormous reservoir of potentially disease-causing vi-
ruses resides in wild animals, with many of these microbes 
remaining undetected until they suddenly appear on the hu-
man horizon. What’s more, when a particular virus exists in 
both humans and other animals, as opposed to being present 
only in humans, there is almost no way to eradicate it. The 
best we can do is identify the animal reservoir and try to pro-
tect ourselves by showing a healthy respect for the natural 
boundaries between that species and us.

All this was not even to mention the super-exotic diseases 
such as Ebola hemorrhagic fever, which had undergone peri-
odic irruptions among people and some wildlife in Sudan and 
Zaire during the previous two decades—deadly outbreaks that 
continue to this day. Infection with the usually fatal Ebola 
virus causes massive internal hemorrhaging. Barely a decade 
before West Nile virus broke out in New York, several mon-
keys infected with Ebola virus were imported into Virginia in 
what could have led to the first human outbreak of the disease 
in the United States. Fortunately, quarantine of the animals 
and rapid identification of the virus prevented its spread to 
the monkeys’ human caretakers. Still, the evidence was clear: 
numerous new, sometimes fatal, infectious illnesses were 
pounding at the door. Some had already made it through.
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But hadn’t the surgeon general of the United States 
proclaimed, way back in the late 1960s, that the time had 
come when Americans could “close the book on infectious 
diseases”? Hadn’t the miracle of modern medicine all but 
ended the war against pestilence?

In fact, now, nearly four decades later, infectious disease 
still kills more than one in three people worldwide. The 
World Health Organization reported in 1999 that “diseases 
that seemed to be subdued . . . are fighting back with renewed 
ferocity. Some . . . are striking in regions once thought safe 
from them. Other infections are now so resistant to drugs 
that they are virtually untreatable.” Even the Central Intel-
ligence Agency has expressed concern about the resurgence 
of infectious disease. In 2000 the CIA predicted that emerg-
ing infections will “complicate U.S. and global security over 
the next 20 years . . . endanger U.S. citizens at home and 
abroad, threaten U.S. armed forces deployed overseas, and 
exacerbate social and political instability in key countries 
and regions.”

This prediction was partially realized when, in April 2003, 
an estimated 10,000 residents of Chagugang, a two-hour 
drive from Beijing, rioted and gutted a building where SARS 
patients were supposedly to be housed. SARS riots else-
where in China soon followed.

Scientists tell us that this global rise in infections com-
prises two general trends. Old diseases once believed to be 
controlled have resurged and in some cases have sprung 
up in new regions of the world. In recent years, malaria, an 
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ancient disease, has dramatically increased in many areas, 
such as East Africa. This mosquito-borne illness kills nearly 
2 million people annually. Half of the victims are children 
under five years of age. Some forms of the disease have be-
come resistant to chloroquine, a mainstay of malaria treat-
ment. The disease is also appearing in places where it was 
supposedly eliminated. In 2002, a fifteen-year-old boy and 
a nineteen-year-old woman in Loudoun County, Virginia, 
contracted malaria from mosquitoes near their home—the 
first time in at least twenty years that malaria had been 
found in both humans and mosquitoes in an American 
community. In some areas of the globe, the increase in 
malaria has been linked to a warming global climate and 
degradation of forests, which have given mosquitoes more 
places to breed.

In 2002 the tropical paradise of Maui, Hawai’i, reported 
its first case of dengue fever in more than fifty years. Trans-
mitted by a mosquito bite, this virus causes a sudden high 
fever, severe headaches, joint and muscle pain, vomiting, 
and rash. It is sometimes fatal.

Perhaps like many people, I was tempted to dismiss these 
increases as artifacts of better detection methods. Weren’t 
investigators simply picking up on diseases that had eluded 
our older, cruder methods of surveillance? Unfortunately, 
the facts do not support this optimism.

A second, equally ominous trend is the emergence of new 
diseases, of which WHO had identified more than thirty 
between 1980 and 1997—and many more by 2013. That 
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list doesn’t even include many earlier ones, such as rotavi-
rus infection, the already mentioned Lyme disease (now the 
most common disease in the United States transmitted by 
a tick or other “vector”), Legionnaire’s disease, Ebola virus 
and hantavirus infections, and toxic shock syndrome—to 
mention a few. In 1995 this plethora led the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention to create an entirely new 
journal, Emerging Infectious Diseases, which has since pub-
lished 10,000 articles.

In 2009 swine flu swept the globe, the first pandemic 
since the Hong Kong flu in 1968–1969. Continuing to lurk 
in the background is the highly deadly (but not contagious, 
yet) bird flu, H5N1. In 2013 yet another variety of bird flu, 
caused by the similarly lethal H5N7 virus, emerged in China.

In 2011, two men on farms in northwestern Missouri 
came down with a severe illness that caused them to be 
hospitalized for a week with high fever, diarrhea, nausea, 
muscle pain, erratic blood counts, and liver problems. After 
intensive investigation by CDC and other scientists, a new 
disease carried by a tick was identified. The scientists who 
identified it called it Heartland virus.

The following year, in 2012, the SARS-like MERS-CoV 
virus burst onto the scene in Jordan and Saudi Arabia. And 
in 2013, the CDC released a report detailing the rise of 
new antibiotic-resistant bacteria in medical settings, which 
Dr. Thomas R. Frieden, director of the CDC, called “night-
mare bacteria.”

While antibiotics, better sanitation, and other measures 
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have lowered the percentage of deaths from infection world-
wide since 1900, such improvements have hardly closed the 
book on infectious disease. If anything, we are in the process 
of writing entirely new volumes.

This emergent-disease phenomenon is actually more 
widespread than is at first apparent. Populations of frogs 
and other amphibians around the globe have declined dra-
matically since the 1980s, partly because of novel infectious 
diseases. Plagues are striking a wide range of other species, 
including crayfish, seals, honeybees, wolves, gorillas, prai-
rie dogs, ferrets, penguins, snails, snakes, wild dogs, sala-
manders, pelicans, and kangaroos, to name a few. Infections 
threaten to drive some species to extinction. Ebola hemor-
rhagic fever is rapidly wiping out many of the world’s re-
maining wild gorillas. A cancer epidemic, apparently caused 
by a virus, threatens many species of sea turtle worldwide. 
Chronic wasting disease, a brain-destroying affliction similar 
to mad cow disease, is spreading among wild deer and elk 
in the western United States and could eventually spread 
throughout white-tailed deer in the East.

We’ve all heard some of these accounts, but our under-
standing tends to be based on piecemeal news, with little 
sense of an encompassing story. In some ways we are get-
ting the least important part of the picture. Media reports 
usually describe isolated battles against new diseases and 
rarely tell us the larger ecological story of which many new 
afflictions are a part. The larger story is not simply that 
humans and other animals are falling victim to new dis-
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eases; it is that we are causing or exacerbating many of 
these ecodemics.

Intensive modern agriculture, clear-cutting of forests, 
global climate change, decimation of many predators that 
once kept disease-carrying smaller animals in check, and 
other environmental changes have all contributed to the in-
crease. This is not even to mention increased global travel 
and commerce, which can rapidly spread many diseases. 
This view is not an alarmist’s leap of the imagination; it is 
quickly gaining ground as evolutionary and epidemiological 
fact. Noted scientist Peter Daszak, executive director of the 
Consortium for Conservation Medicine in Palisades, New 
York, put it this way: “Show me almost any new infectious 
disease, and I’ll show you an environmental change brought 
about by humans that either caused or exacerbated it.”

Environmental change and human behavior have long 
played a role in fostering epidemics. In fact, historians such 
as William H. McNeill believe that major, extended waves of 
epidemics have swept across the human species on several 
occasions, beginning some 10,000 years ago, when the first 
agricultural settlements and close human contact with cattle 
and other livestock gave microbes a new bridge for jumping 
to humans, aiding the rise of smallpox, measles, leprosy, and 
other diseases.

Then, some 2,500 years ago, increasing contact among 
established centers of civilization opened new avenues for 
emergence or spread of disease, giving rise to a second ex-
tended wave of epidemics. Increased global exploration then 
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ushered in a third phase of epidemics as indigenous peoples 
in Africa, the Americas, the Pacific region, and elsewhere 
fell victim to introduced diseases.

Mercifully, throughout the late nineteenth and most of 
the twentieth centuries, many societies enjoyed a dramatic 
decline in infectious disease. This was largely because a 
state of relative equilibrium had been reached: societies had 
developed immunity to many of these old diseases and had 
adjusted their ways of life to control them. Unfortunately, 
this period of relative microbiological peace has been short-
lived; humans now appear to be entering a fourth phase of 
epidemics, spawned by an unprecedented scale of ecologi-
cal and social change.

One example of a human-assisted, if not human-made, 
disease is Nipah virus, named after the place of its discov-
ery in Malaysia in 1999. For humans, the infection is of-
ten mild, though it may elicit influenza-like symptoms, in-
cluding high fever and muscle pain. In some instances, the 
disease progresses to encephalitis, or inflammation of the 
brain, leading to convulsions, coma, and, in half of symp-
tomatic patients, death.

The natural reservoir of Nipah virus is the giant fruit bat 
of Southeast Asia, to which the virus apparently causes no 
harm. These enormous “flying foxes” normally feed in wild 
fruit trees in sparsely settled areas. But since the 1980s, log-
ging and the spread of agriculture in Southeast Asia have 
decimated the bats’ forested homes. In 1997 and 1998, hu-
man-set forest fires in Borneo and Sumatra, spurred by an 
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El Niño–linked drought, blanketed much of Southeast Asia 
with a thick haze. This confluence of fires, unusual drought, 
and forest degradation caused the natural fruit crop to fail 
and forced the flying foxes to migrate farther north in search 
of food. They ended up in new locales, such as cultivated 
fruit orchards near pig farms in Peninsular Malaysia, where 
their hitchhiking virus attacked new species whose immune 
systems were unprepared for this microscopic invader. More 
than a hundred people died, and the Malaysian pig industry 
was devastated. Although reappearances of the virus in the 
region have been sporadic, the high fatality rate makes it a 
serious public health threat.

People in the United States, Europe, Japan, and other 
developed countries can no longer safely relegate new, ex-
otic, or deadly diseases to faraway places. HIV/AIDS has in-
vaded every part of the globe. The human form of mad cow 
disease infected people through meat served on ordinary 
dinner tables throughout England. In some regions, Lyme 
disease and West Nile encephalitis pose a risk to people in 
the city, in suburbia, or on a casual walk in the woods in 
spring or summer.

In the pages that follow, I tell of the human role in fos-
tering modern epidemics through the stories of seven mod-
ern diseases. (The number of diseases in this book alone 
has grown, up one from the six covered in the first edition.) 
Mad cow disease, first isolated in cattle in England in 1986, 
causes an ultimately fatal degeneration of the victim’s brain. 
HIV/AIDS is moving toward the top of the list of human-
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kind’s most deadly modern scourges—with no end in sight. 
A form of food poisoning caused by a new strain of the sal-
monella bacterium known as DT104, which people usually 
contract by eating contaminated meat, is resistant to almost 
all the antibiotics commonly used to treat more traditional 
forms of salmonella food poisoning. The rate of Lyme disease 
is increased by ecological disruption of forests. A fatal illness 
caused by a newly discovered hantavirus, a virus spread by 
mice, makes regular appearances in the American South-
west and other areas, depending, in part, on global meteoro-
logical cycles. Unknown to almost all Americans just a few 
years ago, West Nile encephalitis is becoming a dismal fact 
of life as the virus spreads throughout most of the United 
States. In addition to the original six, this edition explores 
the story of a seventh plague for the ages—pandemic influ-
enza—including both swine and bird flus. Seven diseases, 
seven parables of the unintended consequences of disturb-
ing the natural systems on which our own health depends.

The ecological whole of these seven diseases is far greater 
than the sum of their individual parts, and their significance 
is far greater than the relatively low incidence of some of 
these diseases. Together, these epidemics offer insights into 
the way we live, how we think, and the assumptions we em-
brace as children of the age of medical miracles. For all that 
modern medicine has prolonged life and relieved suffering, 
it has also fed the profoundly dangerous illusion that we are 
above or apart from the natural world, with its weather, for-
ests, and cycles of life and death. The seven diseases de-
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scribed in this book remind us that no amount of medical 
technology can rescue us from the heart-stilling fact that hu-
man beings, as William H. McNeill put it, “will never escape 
the ecosystem and the limits of the ecosystem. Whether we 
like it or not, we are caught in the food chain, eating and 
being eaten. It is one of the conditions of life.”

This realization is not all bad. In preserving the ecosys-
tems on which health fundamentally rests, we stand to pro-
tect the health of many people for generations to come. In 
carelessly exploiting water, forests, fossil fuels, other spe-
cies, and other natural resources, we will continue to sacri-
fice the long-term physical health of many for the financial 
gain of a few. Preservation of natural ecosystems, along with 
greater social equity, research, good surveillance, and bene-
fits of modern medicine, can improve the health not only of 
people but also of many other species. Human health does 
not belong to us alone. Nor, unfortunately, do the plagues we 
are all now experiencing.
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The Dark Side of Progress:  

Mad Cow Disease

1.
Near the village of Midhurst, West Sussex, an hour’s jour-
ney south from London through green glens and soft hills, 
stands a seventeenth-century brick-and-timber farmhouse 
surrounded by purple hydrangeas and lipstick-red gerani-
ums that tilt in the breeze. The lichen-covered clay tile 
roof and weathered walls seem to have grown from the 
earth itself. Sprays of red and yellow flowers spill from ev-
ery corner of the grounds, and wild roses climb a trellis 
above a gate leading down to lush pasture and an ancient 
stone stable. It is as if Pitsham Farm were drawn from 
the enchanted poetry of William Wordsworth, where “ma-
jestic herds of cattle, free / To ruminate, couched on the 
grassy lea.” Or so it might have seemed until, three days 
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before Christmas in 1984, one of Peter Stent’s cows began  
acting strangely.

“At first we dismissed her as a cow with a bad disposition, 
kicking in the milking parlor and all that,” Stent told me. 
But when she got worse, Stent called his veterinarian, David 
Bee, who visited the farm. The cow hunched her back, lead-
ing Bee to believe she might have a painful kidney ailment. 
More cows soon fell ill, and Bee returned several times to 
attempt to diagnose the ailments. The first cow grew worse, 
developing head tremors and an unsteady gait. In February 
1985 she died. The mysterious illness continued to spread 
through the herd. At a loss for a diagnosis, Bee dubbed the 
affliction “Pitsham Farm syndrome.” Whatever the root of 
this malady, Bee concluded that it was attacking the brain, 
and he and Stent decided to ship a sick cow to the local ag-
riculture ministry.

“I shall never forget that cow,” Stent said. “The man came 
with a trailer already loaded with two sheep on their way to 
slaughter. When we prodded the cow into the trailer, she saw 
the sheep; then she went berserk and killed them. I thought 
she was going to destroy the whole trailer. She was extremely 
violent.” Unfortunately, when the cow arrived at the local 
ministry she was killed with a gunshot to the head, which 
destroyed the brain and rendered it useless for analysis.

Determined to find the cause, Stent and Bee loaded up 
cow number 142—the tenth cow to be afflicted with the ill-
ness—and had her driven to the ministry. The head was re-
moved intact and sent to the Central Veterinary Laboratory 
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in Weybridge, Surrey, where the brain could be examined by 
a pathologist.

A stocky man with gentle blue-gray eyes, Stent sat in a 
lawn chair at a table and paused to sip his tea. A row of royal 
purple foxgloves nodded in an early summer breeze from the 
English Channel, twenty miles away. “Spooky behavior for 
these kindly animals,” he recalled. “I cared about them and 
hated to see them sent to slaughter.”

Stent’s wife, Diana, appeared in the sunny yard and re-
filled our cups. A wood thrush sang three platinum notes 
followed by a reedy tremolo from a bush near an abandoned 
brick privy. Stent separated his right hand from his teacup 
long enough to make a short, sweeping gesture. “It’s becom-
ing more difficult to make a living from the farm anymore. 
I’m fortunate indeed to have other means. The price of milk 
has gone so low that we can’t compete with larger operations. 
Now, with the Channel Tunnel open, tanker trucks bigger 
than my milking parlor bring cheap milk from the continent. 
We have 600 beef cattle, but people’s feelings have really 
changed about eating meat.”

Eager to give his respected veterinarian a place in our 
conversation, Stent called Bee on his cell phone to arrange a 
meeting. We drove the backroads of the 600-acre farm past 
mostly empty pastures. When we arrived at the dilapidated 
milking parlor, Stent leaned out the car window and pointed 
inside the building’s wide doorway. “I couldn’t justify mod-
ernizing the operation in light of things. Now, look in there. 
Those are the old feed bins. At the time, I couldn’t imagine 
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what my cows were being fed. It’s in there we first noticed 
the cows acting strangely. That’s the spot where BSE began 
as far as the history books are concerned,” he said, using the 
initials for bovine spongiform encephalopathy, the technical 
name for mad cow disease.

Bee’s clinic was in the village of Liss, a twenty-minute 
drive. “As if BSE weren’t enough, the foot-and-mouth epi-
demic last year finished off a lot of farms,” Stent said as we 
drove along. He was referring to another highly contagious 
cattle disease that had recently swept through the United 
Kingdom. Although not dangerous to humans, it is one of 
the most contagious and economically devastating livestock 
diseases. “We didn’t get foot-and-mouth at Pitsham, but we 
were quarantined like farms throughout the UK. Any farm 
with the disease, all the animals were burned.”

Bee greeted us in the waiting room of his clinic and ush-
ered us into a treatment room so we could talk without in-
terruption. A man in his late forties or early fifties, he wore 
wire-rimmed glasses, and his eyes shone with inquisitive-
ness. “Still haunts me sometimes,” he said, recalling his first 
encounters. “You’d never recognize it in an undisturbed graz-
ing herd. Then I’d walk up to the fence and suddenly a cow 
two hundred yards away would lift its head and fix its gaze on 
me with an eerie hypervigilance. ‘That cow’s infected,’ I’d say 
to myself. If you stressed it, its symptoms could explode into 
kicking, tremors, aggression, a wobbly gait. An infected cow 
would come apart at the seams. Really spooky.”

The task of examining cow 142’s brain fell to Carol Rich-
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ardson, a pathologist at the Surrey laboratory. She noted a 
strange sponge-like appearance strikingly similar to what 
is found in sheep with a well-known neurological disease 
called scrapie. Richardson wrote “spongiform encephalopa-
thy” on the necropsy form and left the slide for Gerald Wells, 
her supervisor, to examine. Wells confirmed Richardson’s di-
agnosis and filed the slide.

A year later, a cow from Kent developed similar symptoms; 
it became clear that the disease was not limited to Stent’s 
farm. When this cow’s brain reached Wells’s laboratory, he 
discovered that it also had a spongiform encephalopathy. In 
1987, fourteen months after Richardson’s diagnosis of cow 
142, Wells hailed his own discovery of “a novel progressive 
spongiform encephalopathy in cattle” and published a paper 
on his finding without so much as mentioning Richardson’s 
diagnosis of the cow from Pitsham Farm—the first-ever doc-
umented case of mad cow disease.

Prior to Wells’s 1987 publication, several cows at a farm 
in Malmesbury, Wiltshire, seventy-five miles east of Pitsham 
Farm, had also developed a fear of walking over concrete or 
venturing around corners. Some hung their heads low as if 
exhausted. Others developed a high-stepping gait in their 
back legs as if walking on hot pavement. Milk production 
dropped. Cows fell down and couldn’t get up. The epidemic 
soon affected fourteen counties in southern England.

Although mad cow disease was apparently a new afflic-
tion, it belonged to a class of known brain-wasting diseases 
called TSEs, or transmissible spongiform encephalopa-
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thies. The name indicates that the diseases can be con-
tagious and lend a spongy appearance to the brain, just 
as in the cow’s brain Richardson had described. The first 
human TSE, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), was de-
scribed in the 1920s. This degenerative disease leaves its 
victims, in the early stages, with loss of memory, unsteady 
gait, muscle spasms, and jerky, trembling hand movements. 
Another TSE, scrapie in sheep and goats, was scientifically 
described in 1936, although one of its symptoms—violent 
scratching to the point of mutilation—had been known for 
centuries. About a decade later, a TSE was identified in 
ranch-reared minks.

In 1957 yet another human TSE, kuru, was identified in 
Papua New Guinea. Then, in 1967, chronic wasting disease 
was identified in some deer and elk in the western United 
States. BSE was officially added to the list of TSEs in 1987 
with the publication of Wells’s paper. But mad cow disease 
was not just another TSE: never before had the affliction ex-
pressed itself in such a widespread outbreak. By 1988 more 
than 2,000 cows had been stricken, and in 1992 alone more 
than 35,000 cases of BSE in cattle would be reported. By 
January 1993 almost 1,000 new cases in cows were being 
reported every week. “Incurable Disease Wiping Out Dairy 
Cows” proclaimed a headline in London’s Sunday Telegraph 
in 1987: “A mystery brain disease is killing Britain’s dairy 
cows, and vets have no cure.” Farmers began to fear for their 
livelihoods and their rural traditions. But at least they were 
not fearing for their own lives—not yet.
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In October 1989 a report surfaced describing a woman, be-
lieved to be at least thirty-six years old, who had been diag-
nosed with Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. That disease struck, 
according to one study, fewer than one in every 10 million 
people in Britain and Wales each year, and its usual victims 
were middle-aged or older people; the average age of vic-
tims at the onset of the disease was fifty-seven. CJD in the 
young—a teenager, for example—is so rare as to typically 
occur only once every twenty or thirty years. Conventional 
wisdom held that CJD was either inherited or contracted 
from contaminated surgical instruments, transplants, or ca-
daver-derived growth hormones once used to treat dwarf-
ism. When it was learned that the young woman had been 
associated with a farm where mad cow disease was present, 
people began to wonder whether she had contracted her 
disease from an infected cow. This was dismissed by a gov-
ernment scientific committee, however, which concluded 
that “the risk of Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy to hu-
mans is remote.”

In August 1992 came the case of Peter Warhurst, a sixty-
one-year-old dairy farmer at Meadowdew Farm in Simister, 
north of Manchester, who died of Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. 
Warhurst had culled a “mad cow” from his herd three years 
before. The prestigious British medical journal Lancet de-
scribed this as “the first report of CJD in an individual with 
direct occupational contact with a case of BSE.” The report 
said that the case was probably a chance occurrence but 
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raised “the possibility of a causal link.” It was not a link the 
government wanted to hear about. Livestock is a mainstay of 
the United Kingdom’s economy, and the stakes were huge.

Kevin Taylor, the government’s assistant chief veterinary 
officer responsible for BSE control, publicly dismissed the 
notion of a link between mad cow disease and CJD, say-
ing, “I don’t think that a link between this case and BSE is 
even conjectural.” This echoed repeated claims by British 
agriculture minister John Gummer that there was “no evi-
dence anywhere in the world of BSE passing from animals 
to humans” and that “on the basis of all scientific evidence 
available, eating beef is safe.” At a boat show in Ipswich in 
1989, Gummer had vouched for the safety of beef, this time 
in a BBC television report that showed him helping his four-
year-old daughter, Cordelia, chomp down on a beef burger 
nearly the size of her face. “When you’ve got the clear sup-
port of the scientists who deal with these matters [and] the 
clear action of the government, there is no need for people 
to be worried,” he proclaimed, “and I can say completely 
honestly that I shall go on eating beef and my children will 
go on eating beef because there is no need to be worried.”

But new cases kept emerging. In May 1993, Duncan 
Templeman, a sixty-four-year-old Somerset dairy farmer, 
came down with CJD. There had been three cases of BSE 
on his farm, and he was a beef-eater. Eight months later, in 
January 1994, a third dairy farmer, from Just, in Cornwall—
some of whose cows had also contracted BSE—entered a 
hospital with loss of memory and slurred speech. The fifty- 
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four-year-old farmer soon became mute, and he died of 
pneumonia some months later. The Lancet, which reported 
the case, concluded that “the occurrence of CJD in another 
dairy farmer . . . is clearly a matter of concern.” Although the 
report emphasized that the farmer might have contracted 
the disease from his cows, the government’s Spongiform 
Encephalopathy Advisory Committee emphasized that he 
might not have done so and the case therefore did not re-
quire “the Government to revise the measures already taken 
to safeguard public health against occupational and other 
possible routes of exposure to the BSE agent.” But one 
member of the committee warned that should a fourth case 
arise, the tide of probability would turn: farmers were prob-
ably catching CJD from their cows. In September 1995, a 
fourth ill farmer came to light. As if that weren’t convincing 
enough, a rash of puzzling CJD cases had begun to occur in 
beef-eating young people not associated with farms.

In 1993 fifteen-year-old Victoria Rimmer of Connah’s 
Quay, Deeside, came down with CJD—the youngest re-
ported victim in Great Britain in almost twenty-five years. 
Victoria had been exceptionally healthy until May 1993, 
when she began losing weight, developed trouble with her 
vision, and soon became apathetic. A brain biopsy revealed 
spongiform encephalopathy. Her condition deteriorated. 
She had fits, her body twitched uncontrollably, and she went 
blind. According to her mother, the British newspaper To-
day reported, beef burger was Vickie’s favorite food. Ken-
neth Calman, England’s chief medical officer, countered, 
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“No one knows what illness she is suffering from . . . there is 
no evidence whatever that BSE causes CJD.” Victoria soon 
fell into a coma that lasted four and a half years, ending in 
her death.

The notion that CJD might be linked to a person’s diet 
was not new, and the supporting evidence was as tantalizing 
as it was scant. In 1984 the American Journal of Medicine 
reported four cases in which individuals who commonly ate 
animal brains—those of wild goats, squirrels, and pigs—
came down with CJD. The authors concluded: “Our case, 
along with experimental evidence for oral transmission of 
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease and other spongiform agents, sup-
port[s] the hypothesis that ingestion of the infective agent 
may be one natural mode of acquisition of Creutzfeldt- 
Jakob disease.”

After the identification of mad cow disease, not surpris-
ingly, such speculation increased. In 1997 a neurologist at 
the University of Kentucky came across a CJD patient in 
Florida, a native of Kentucky who had a long history of eat-
ing squirrel brains back home—not an uncommon practice 
in rural parts of the state, where the brains are sometimes 
scrambled with eggs or put in a meat and vegetable stew 
called burgoo. The neurologist later discovered that all five 
patients of a neurology clinic in western Kentucky who 
were suspected of having CJD had a history of eating squir-
rel brains. The patients were not related, and they all lived 
in different towns, facts that minimized heredity or direct 
contact as a means of transmission. The study was widely 
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reported in the media but criticized in the scientific commu-
nity; for one thing, squirrels apparently don’t get spongiform 
encephalopathy.

In 1998 the Lancet reported the intriguing case of a sixty-
year-old man from Italy who had been admitted to the hos-
pital with muscle contractions, an unsteady gait, visual diffi-
culties, and problems speaking. Two weeks after admission, 
he became mute and couldn’t swallow, and several months 
later he died. The man, as far as anyone knew, had no un-
usual eating habits. But about the same time he was admit-
ted to the hospital, his seven-year-old cat developed uncon-
trollable twitches and episodes of frenzy and hypersensitiv-
ity to touch. The cat grew progressively worse and soon was 
unable to walk. There was no evidence that the cat, which 
slept on the owner’s bed, had ever bitten him. Analysis of 
cells from the man’s and the cat’s brains showed remarkably 
similar abnormalities. Either the man caught CJD from his 
cat, the cat caught it from the man, both were infected by a 
common source, coincidence led them to become infected 
independently, or the cases were simply misdiagnosed.

Epidemiologists rightly caution that for every victim of 
CJD who had eaten the brain of a wild animal, there were 
thousands of other people who had eaten the same thing 
without contracting the disease. Such is the slippery nature 
of anecdotal evidence. But it is also worth noting that of 
the thousands of people who may have eaten BSE-infected 
beef, only a select few contracted the human form of mad 
cow disease.
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By the end of 1995, ten suspected cases had been doc-
umented in young people in the United Kingdom. Senior 
government officials continued to insist there was no link 
with beef. Even as official denials flew, several prominent 
scientists, including some government advisors, were pre-
paring a paper for the Lancet that would confirm people’s 
worst fears—that the bovine disease and the human disease 
were connected—by acknowledging the “possibility that 
[these cases were] causally linked to BSE.” Not until just 
before the study’s publication in the April 6, 1996, issue did 
the British secretary of state for health, Stephen Dorrell, ad-
mit to the House of Lords that the ten young people proba-
bly were suffering from what had become known as variant 
CJD, the human form of mad cow disease. Researchers soon 
added physical evidence to the statistical case: the agent of 
mad cow disease in humans was indistinguishable from the 
agent that caused BSE.

Mad cow disease seemed like medical science fiction. 
One of humankind’s most ubiquitous domesticated com-
panions, the dairy cow, widely known for its gentle nature, 
and a frequent subject of poetry and painting, had delivered 
a ferocious new disease unto its keepers. No one could say 
how the cows had gotten it, but speculation soon shifted to 
their pastured brethren the sheep. It was one more connec-
tion in a strange set of circumstances that seemed to link 
sheep, cows, and humans in a bizarre and unprecedented 
web of affliction.
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3.
Scrapie, the illness of sheep and goats that can cause the 
animals to madly scratch themselves raw, was first clinically 
recognized in Great Britain in 1732. An early description 
from Germany describes how suffering animals “lie down, 
bite at their feet and legs, rub their back against posts, fail to 
thrive, stop feeding, and finally become lame. . . . Scrapie is 
incurable. . . . A shepherd must isolate such an animal from 
healthy stock immediately, because it is infectious and can 
cause serious harm in the flock.” The French term for the dis-
ease translates as the “malady of madness and convulsions.”

Not until 1936 was scrapie proven to be infectious, though 
its origins remained a mystery. In 1966 researchers at Ham-
mersmith Hospital in London suggested it was no ordinary 
infectious agent because, whatever it was, it possessed no 
genetic material, or DNA. It therefore was not a living agent 
at all. Researchers drew their dramatic conclusions from the 
fact that DNA is fragile and can usually be destroyed by ul-
traviolet light, heat, or chemical disinfectants. But the scra-
pie agent remained infectious even after prolonged boiling, 
exposure to the extreme dry heat of sterilization, blasting 
with high levels of ultraviolet radiation, or even soaking in 
formalin and alcohol. Scrapie thus joined the strange frater-
nity of infectious brain-wasting diseases caused by a nonliv-
ing infectious agent. These are the perfect agents of disease: 
you can’t kill them because they’re already dead. But scrapie 
would not be the last in its class.

In 1957 American scientist D. Carleton Gajdusek and an 
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Australian colleague began investigating kuru, the fatal neu-
rological disease that was killing the Foré people, an ancient 
tribe of about 15,000 in Papua New Guinea. The victims’ 
brains looked so much like those of scrapie-infected sheep 
that in 1959 American veterinarian William Hadlow sug-
gested the two diseases were the same. Like scrapie, kuru 
was infectious—in this case, it was passed through the tribe 
by the ritualistic eating of brains of the dead. A neuropathol-
ogist noted further that the brains of kuru victims looked a 
lot like those of CJD victims. If kuru looked like scrapie and 
CJD looked like kuru, then CJD looked like scrapie. These 
three brain-wasting diseases came to largely define TSEs, 
and for his work on kuru Gajdusek would receive the 1976 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.

But “TSE” was merely a descriptive term signifying 
something transmissible that made the brains of its victims 
spongy. It revealed little about the disease-causing agents 
themselves. In the early 1980s Stanley B. Prusiner, at the 
University of California, San Francisco, School of Medi-
cine, sought to unravel the mystery. He proposed the hereti-
cal idea, for which he would later receive the Nobel Prize, 
that TSEs were caused by a special protein—that is, noth-
ing more than one of the body’s common molecular building 
blocks bound together in a lethal way. Unlike bacteria and 
viruses, these special proteins, which he called prions, do 
not reproduce—or at least not in the case of mad cow dis-
ease. Rather, once in the victim’s body, they force normal 
proteins into abnormal configurations. Prions don’t replicate; 
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they enslave. The notion of an infectious protein was strange 
enough. That it could also be inherited, as some cases of 
CJD showed, revealed an entirely new and fearsome type of 
infectious disease.

Just as the brains of various TSE victims looked a lot 
alike, so did some of the symptoms. In fact, the human form 
of mad cow disease was almost indistinguishable from the 
better-known CJD. The most striking clinical difference be-
tween the two diseases was the age of the victims. The term 
“variant CJD,” or vCJD, was soon coined to reflect the finer 
distinctions.

The knowledge that people could get the disease from 
eating parts of infected cows, though a landmark discovery, 
was only one element of the larger story. How, in the first 
place, had the cows gotten it?

Scrapie-infected sheep remained the top suspect. Yet for 
centuries cows in England had intermingled with infected 
sheep, and there was not a single documented case of a 
cow becoming sick from scrapie. Nor, in the more than 350 
years that scrapie had been known in England, was a single 
case documented of a person becoming sick from the sheep 
disease. If mad cow disease did in fact come from sheep, 
why had it just recently begun showing up in cows, let alone 
in people?

Perhaps a random mutation of the scrapie agent had sud-
denly made it infectious for cows—and people. Or maybe 
mad cow disease had nothing to do with sheep. Perhaps a 
protein in a cow’s brain had randomly mutated into a lethal 
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TSE protein. Then again, conceivably mad cow disease had 
been around for a long time at such low frequency that it 
had never been detected in bovines, let alone in humans—
until something happened to cause an explosive epidemic.

No one could say exactly what changes had caused the 
emergence of mad cow disease, but scientists soon began to 
wonder whether the intensive management practices in the 
production and husbandry of cows and sheep in the United 
Kingdom were responsible. Over the previous few decades, 
for example, as livestock production had intensified, many 
relatively small farms had been absorbed into huge indus-
trial enterprises where livestock was treated like oil, natural 
gas, or any other commodity. The animals’ natural needs for 
space, proper diet, and other comforts had been overshad-
owed by demands for greater efficiency and profit—but at 
an unexpected cost.

The fact that BSE seemed to be transmitted by consump-
tion of certain parts of infected animals would have, under 
natural circumstances, prevented its spread between sheep 
and cows for the simple reason that these placid herbivores 
don’t eat each other.

Or do they?

4.
Cows, sheep, and other herbivores evolved over millions 
of years to eat plants. Just about everything about them is 
geared to living in a world of greenery. Their teeth are de-
signed for grinding tough plants, not for grabbing prey or 
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cracking bones. Their large, padded lips help them grasp 
and pluck short grasses from the ground. Their broad clo-
ven hooves help steady their weight on grass and soft earth, 
where lush forage is likely to be found. What’s more, the 
bovine digestive system is designed to extract hard-to-get-at 
nutrients from grasses and other vegetation. Through grind-
ing action and fermentation, their three “stomachs” break 
down and absorb the nutrients contained in their tough, 
lignin-based diet. Bacteria living in their gut are equipped 
to break down plant fibers. Cows, like all species, tend to 
function best within dietary boundaries drawn by evolution.

Violating such evolutionary boundaries can seem unnatu-
ral, if not disgusting. The term “rendering” is a euphemism 
for refining and repackaging animals’ blood and guts into 
palatable feed for livestock. For example, for decades ren-
derers in France routinely added human excrement to the 
mix, creating a high-protein feed supplement that was sold 
to livestock producers throughout Europe—a practice not 
stopped until the year 2000. Ignoring natural dietary bound-
aries of species is more than bad manners; it can also be bad 
for our health.

In the mid-twentieth century, meat producers realized 
they could save money if they recycled and sold the nor-
mally discarded by-products of butchered livestock, includ-
ing the intestines, bladder, udder, kidneys, spleen, stomach, 
heart, liver, lungs, and other organs, as well as the bones. 
Through the process of rendering, these leftovers could be 
turned back into feed for cattle, sheep, and other herbi-
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vores. Nature’s plant-eaters could be transformed into hu-
man-made carnivores.

The problem was that high-protein diets can cause se-
rious problems in digestive systems designed for grass and 
other low-protein food. But the livestock producers saw 
this as nature’s problem, not their own. Although cattle fed 
high-protein diets did routinely suffer from digestive prob-
lems, the animals usually survived to market, and, whatever 
the consequences for the animals, the effect on the profit 
margin was positive.

In the process of rendering, the use of heat, mechani-
cal pressure, and chemical solvents reduces entrails and 
other organs into two basic chemical components. One 
product is fat, known as tallow, which is used for anything 
from soap manufacture and human consumption to pro-
duction of animal feed and chemicals. The other product 
is greaves, used in fertilizer or as high-protein feed for 
cows, sheep, and other animals. Greaves can be further 
processed to yield a solid residue and small amounts of a 
valuable, highly purified fat used in perfumes and cosmet-
ics. The solid residue can be ground up to produce con-
centrated meat and bone meal, or MBM. This is added to 
animal feed to boost the protein content, which can help 
the animals gain weight faster.

But scientists were puzzled. If rendering had caused mad 
cow disease, why had it not occurred forty years earlier, 
when rendering became a standard practice?

Although most prions survived rendering, one theory sug-
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gests that lowering the amount of heat or solvents in order to 
offset rising costs during the energy crisis of the 1970s had 
allowed even greater quantities of the scrapie agent to re-
main intact. Therefore, more prions ended up in MBM and 
in the diet of cows. Or, possibly, the modified rendering pro-
cess physically altered the agent, making it more infectious 
for cattle. But such changes in rendering during the 1970s 
had occurred throughout Europe, so why did mad cow dis-
ease emerge only in the United Kingdom? The problem with 
the theory is that in subsequent experiments the use of sol-
vents had little or no impact on the prion.

A unique British contribution to the emergence of mad 
cow disease may have been the dramatic increase in the 
number of sheep in the United Kingdom about the same 
time the disease emerged—from about 31 million sheep in 
1980 to more than 44 million in 1990. This in turn meant 
that a greater number of scrapie-infected sheep carcasses 
were being sent to rendering plants—and ending up as 
MBM. By 1985 there were about two sheep for every cow 
in England, which meant that cattle in England were prob-
ably eating more scrapie-infected sheep, via MBM, than 
anywhere else in Europe. Perhaps the increased number of 
infected sheep consumed by cows tipped the balance to an 
infective dose of scrapie. But meat meal and bone meal with 
sheep material had been flowing to the feed bins of cattle in 
Britain for as long as seventy years. Surely if this were the 
route, cows would have become infected before the 1980s.

Or perhaps, some scientists theorized, the greater number 
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of scrapie-infected sheep simply increased the probability of 
a random change occurring in the infective agent, thereby 
turning a sheep disease into a bovine and human one. But 
there is no evidence for this—any more than there is for 
mutations in cattle leading to the outbreak of BSE.

“The most widely accepted hypothesis is that BSE origi-
nated in scrapie-infected sheep, but it’s still just a hypothe-
sis,” Marcus G. Doherr of the Department of Clinical Vet-
erinary Medicine at Switzerland’s University of Bern, told 
me several years ago. “I don’t think that riddle will ever be 
completely solved.” Wherever it started, BSE rapidly spread 
in the cow population via feed containing meat and bone 
meal of infected animals. Whether farmers knew it or not—
and Peter Stent was one who didn’t—virtually all of them in 
the United Kingdom were feeding animal protein to their 
animals to make them grow faster.

Whatever the actual origin of the mad cow prion, in-
tensive agriculture dramatically multiplied the agent and 
quickly sent it throughout the industrial food web. The Brit-
ish government’s inquiry into the epidemic concluded that 
“BSE developed into an epidemic as a consequence of an 
intensive farming practice—the recycling of animal protein 
in ruminant feed. This practice, unchallenged over decades, 
proved a recipe for disaster.” A 1988 ban on the feeding 
of recycled animal protein in the United Kingdom slowly 
stemmed the epidemic a few years later, but not before harm 
had been done to many humans and herds of cattle.

In January 1993, by the time the epidemic reached its 
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peak, an estimated 1 million cows had been infected. By 
November 2000, cases had been confirmed in more than 
35,000 herds in the United Kingdom. Cases also appeared 
in Belgium, Denmark, Switzerland, Italy, Greece, Germany, 
France, the Netherlands, Portugal, Ireland, and Spain. Be-
fore long Japan and Israel had cases as well.

By early 2002, a total of 125 cases of the human form of 
mad cow disease had been reported worldwide: 117 in the 
United Kingdom, 6 in France, and 1 each in Ireland and 
Italy. Almost all the victims had lived in the United Kingdom 
between 1980 and 1996, the time of the BSE outbreak. In 
fact, there has never been a human case in which the patient 
did not have a history of exposure in a country where the 
disease was occurring in cattle.

5.
State of Colorado
Roy Romer, Governor
Department of Natural Resources
Division of Wildlife

20 December 1997
Christopher Melani

Dear Mr. Melani,
Thank you for participating in the Division of Wildlife’s 
chronic wasting disease survey. I am writing to let you know 
that preliminary laboratory results indicate that the buck 
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you harvested . . . was probably affected by chronic wasting 
disease. When it’s convenient, I would enjoy speaking with 
you to get some additional information on the location where 
this buck was harvested and discuss any observations you may 
have made in the field. In addition, I would appreciate your 
marking the harvest site on the enclosed map and returning it 
to us for inclusion in our survey database.

Although there is no evidence linking chronic wasting dis-
ease to human health problems, I also want to advise you that 
the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 
has recommended against consuming remaining meat from 
this carcass since laboratory tests indicate the animal may 
have been infected. If you wish to receive a refund on your  
license fee, please complete the enclosed application and  
return it to the Division of Wildlife. . . .

Sincerely,
Michael W. Miller, DVM, Ph.D.
Wildlife Veterinarian

The problem was that Chris Melani and his family had 
already eaten the venison. They’d also had part of it made 
into sausage, which they’d sent as presents to their friends.

Chris had shot the animal some time before. As requested 
by the state, he sawed off the head and took it to the fish and 
game office, where pathologists would examine the brain for 
the telltale sponge-like appearance of TSE. The state en-
couraged the hunting of deer in affected areas, hoping to 
reduce the number of infected deer. If a brain was found 
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to have TSE, the state would notify the hunter within ten 
weeks, with instructions to dispose of the venison.

“I didn’t get a notice, so I figured everything was okay with 
the deer,” Chris was quoted as saying, having waited several 
weeks without receiving word from the state. His wife, who 
also ate some of the venison, said, “What’s done is done. You 
just go on with your life.” So far, they are still healthy. Given 
the extremely long incubation time for the disease, many 
more years may pass before they feel truly safe.

First described in 1967 in captive mule deer in north-
ern Colorado, chronic wasting disease, or CWD, causes in-
fected deer and elk to develop a blank stare and to walk in 
repetitive patterns while their bodies waste away, though not 
until 1977 was the infective agent determined to be a prion. 
By the mid-1980s CWD had spread to new parts of Colo-
rado and into Wyoming. And despite the optimistic predic-
tions of wildlife managers, by 2001 the disease had spread to 
Nebraska, to the Canadian province of Saskatchewan, and 
to captive herds in Oklahoma and Montana.

Even though there is no proven link between CWD and 
human illness, Chris Melani and his wife learned that three 
young venison-eaters had in fact come down with a degener-
ative brain disease with symptoms almost indistinguishable 
from those of mad cow disease. Twenty-seven-year-old Jay 
Dee Whitlock II of Oklahoma, a truck driver, began having 
difficulty finding his hometown. Soon he forgot how to drive 
his truck. He died of vCJD on April 7, 2000. A hunter, he 
had eaten deer meat regularly for most of his life.
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In May 1998, twenty-eight-year-old Doug McEwan of 
Syracuse, Utah, also an avid deer hunter, had trouble cal-
culating his travel expenses after a routine business trip and 
then began forgetting the names of his wife and other close 
relatives and his home telephone number. He soon had diffi-
culty talking, writing, naming objects, and dressing. He died 
ten months after the onset of his illness. His brain showed 
the telltale sponginess of vCJD.

About a year before McEwan fell ill, a twenty-eight-year-
old woman showed up at the emergency room several times 
with weakness and difficulty in walking. When her condi-
tion grew worse, she was admitted to the hospital, where she 
died. A brain autopsy showed spongiform encephalopathy. 
As a child, she had regularly eaten deer meat harvested by 
her father.

Given that there are normally only five reported vCJD 
cases per billion people each year in people thirty years of 
age or younger in the United States, three in such a short 
time was more than worrisome. According to the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention, of the 4,700 reported 
“classic” CJD deaths in the United States between 1979 and 
1998, the victims’ median age was sixty-eight.

“You cannot say with absolute certainty that CWD won’t 
transmit to people, but there is no evidence that it will,” vet-
erinarian Tom Thorne, director of the Wyoming Game and 
Fish Department, told me. Thorne, who had hunted and 
eaten venison from the infected area for thirty years without 
ill effect, called himself the “longest ongoing experiment. All 
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evidence indicates it doesn’t jump from deer to elk to other 
animals, let alone to humans. You’re more likely to get run 
over by a Winnebago in downtown Omaha.”

Thorne emphasized that “the only thing that BSE and 
chronic wasting disease have in common is that they’re 
both TSEs, and, possibly, they both originated from scrapie 
in sheep.” Those similarities may be enough to stop some 
people from eating venison, but it obviously hadn’t stopped 
Thorne. “CWD just isn’t a risk to humans,” he said. At the 
same time, Thorne acknowledged that it was “all a big mys-
tery. We don’t know where CWD came from. Maybe it was a 
spontaneous change in a protein that started in deer. Maybe 
they picked up the scrapie agent and it evolved to be patho-
genic in deer. We just don’t know.” Pierluigi Gambetti, di-
rector of the National Prion Disease Pathology Surveillance 
Center at Case Western Reserve University, who autopsied 
the brains of McEwan, Whitlock, and the other victim, was 
quoted as saying that he would not eat venison: “Why should 
I? I can eat something else. But that’s not because I really 
think there is great danger. I just think the whole issue of 
prion disease in the United States, both in animals and hu-
mans, has to be confronted seriously.” Although the brains of 
the young victims lacked the telltale physical signs common 
to TSE, five other vCJD patients—all of whom were at least 
middle-aged and frequently hunted deer or elk—raised fur-
ther suspicions of a possible link.

Chris Melani, his wife, and their friends, meanwhile, 
probably became a lot more worried when, in May 2000, By-
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ron W. Caughey at the National Institutes of Health’s Rocky 
Mountain Laboratories in Hamilton, Montana, demon-
strated that chronic wasting disease, at least in the labora-
tory, is as infectious to human tissue as BSE. Then, in 2002, 
a cow was experimentally infected with CWD, suggesting 
one more worrisome similarity between the two diseases. 
That same year, both the US Food and Drug Administration 
and the National Institutes of Health announced major new 
studies to determine CWD’s contagiousness to humans and 
other species.

In 2002 the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
also announced that three deer shot near the village of 
Mount Horeb had CWD—the first time the disease had 
been found east of the Mississippi River. Of the more than 
500 deer later shot near Mount Horeb, 15 were infected. 
Alarmed state wildlife officials began shooting deer from he-
licopters. Given that hunting is a multi-billion-dollar indus-
try in some states, widespread infection among deer could 
deliver a severe economic blow. The density of deer in Wis-
consin is high, and there is evidence that the higher the den-
sity of animals, the more deer become infected. According 
to Thorne, under some circumstances there is a 100 percent 
“attack rate,” meaning that all the animals will come down 
with the disease and die from it.

But officials soon realized the futility of trying to elim-
inate the disease by eliminating deer. By 2010 more than 
1,000 Wisconsin deer had tested positive for CWD—and it 
continues to rapidly spread, with the disease concentrated 
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in two areas of the state. The first is in western Dane and 
eastern Iowa Counties. The second is located in northern 
Illinois and extends into southeastern Wisconsin. Contin-
ued hunting in the face of the spreading disease means that 
more diseased deer will be hunted, more harvested deer will 
go untested, and more hunters will eat infected deer.

In 2005 CWD was documented in a captive white-tailed 
deer in New York—the state’s first. Then it was found in the 
state for the first time in a wild deer, in Oneida County. The 
same year, a wild deer in West Virginia tested positive for 
the disease.

As the need for a better understanding of CWD grew, sci-
ence lost two of its greatest CWD researchers. In 2004 Tom 
Thorne and his wife, Beth Williams, died on a snowy late 
December night when their pickup truck hit a jackknifed 
tractor trailer on US 287 in northern Colorado. Tom had 
extensively researched chronic wasting disease in deer and 
elk and brucellosis in bison and elk. Beth was considered to 
be among the foremost authorities on CWD.

The disease continued to march east. In 2010 a wild deer 
in Virginia was diagnosed with CWD. Then came the dis-
covery, in 2012, of CWD in captive deer in Pennsylvania.

Will CWD ultimately spread throughout the suburban 
East Coast, where deer density is astronomical? The specta-
cle of blank-eyed, disoriented, and haggard deer wandering 
aimlessly through backyards in New York and New Jersey 
would bring home awareness of the omnipresent web of in-
fectious disease as never before. Will this be the disease that 
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Rutgers University biologist Edmund W. Stiles warned will 
“knock down” the deer?

Meanwhile, disturbing findings about the nature of the 
CWD prion continued to emerge. Not only had the disease 
spread to deer in more than nineteen states; it had also been 
found in moose for the first time, in Colorado.

Then researchers from University of Wisconsin–Madison 
discovered that the infectious proteins latch onto certain 
minerals in the soil and remain infective, revealing yet an-
other possible way for grazing animals to pick up the dis-
ease. What’s more, binding to certain minerals appeared to 
actually increase the infectivity. Subsequent research at the 
University of California, San Francisco, showed that white-
tailed deer can shed the prions in their feces long before 
they show signs of the disease, adding yet another possible 
route of transmission.

In 2011 the American Dietetic Association published a 
major study on the possibility of people contracting CWD. 
“Multiple studies have indicated that a significant species 
barrier exists that limits the potential of human prion disease 
resulting from exposure to CWD,” the authors wrote. But 
they warned that “there is concern that increasing exposure 
to deer or elk meat from CWD-endemic areas may result in 
infrequent human infections.” The concern is based partly 
on the fact that the prions have been found in the muscle 
tissue of deer—the part the venison-consumers usually eat. 
What’s more, squirrel monkeys that were experimentally 
inoculated with brain tissue from infected deer developed 
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the disease. “Primates are capable of becoming infected by 
CWD prions,” the study stated. The researchers also warned 
that the long incubation time for the disease raises the pros-
pect that some people already infected don’t yet know it. As 
with the victims of mad cow disease, only time will reveal 
the toll of the new disease.

6.
The infectious particles that cause CWD and mad cow 
disease had proved themselves capable of spreading in sur-
prising ways. Sooner or later, agricultural officials feared, 
BSE was going to travel from Europe to cattle in the United 
States. In an effort to prevent it, as early as 1997 the US 
Food and Drug Administration had banned the practice of 
feeding animal by-products to cattle. The FDA stated it was 
consequently “highly unlikely that a person would contract 
vCJD today by eating food purchased in the United States.” 
Still, officials worried. For good reason.

In 2003 an adult Holstein cow in Washington State tested 
positive for BSE. The cow had been imported from Canada 
two years earlier. In 2005 a cow born in Texas tested pos-
itive—the first endemic case of the disease in the United 
States. The following year a cow in Alabama tested positive.

As efforts to control the disease continued, scientists 
tried to solve the riddle of BSE’s origin. In 2005 a contro-
versial new explanation was published in the Lancet. The 
authors proposed that the disease began when a prion caus-
ing human TSE contaminated cattle feed and that the origin 
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was “the Indian subcontinent, from which large amounts of 
mammalian material were imported during the relevant time 
period. Human remains are known to be incorporated into 
meal made locally, and may still be entering exported mate-
rial.” Decades after the emergence, there is still no consen-
sus on the origin of BSE.

Meanwhile, new infections have occurred sporadically in 
the United States. At the time of this writing, the most re-
cent involved a dairy cow at a rendering plant in California 
in 2012. The cow had been euthanized after becoming lame 
and unable to stand; she was then tested and never entered 
the food chain. Her only offspring was tracked down, euth-
anized, and also disposed of, although it was not infected.

The California cow had an unusual kind of BSE known 
as the L-type. Although typical BSE has been linked to con-
taminated feed, the L-type had not. But extensive research 
into feeding records showed that the cow had not eaten food 
from any suspect source. How the cow contracted BSE is 
unknown. As of 2012, twenty-three cases of BSE had been 
reported in North America—four in the United States and 
nineteen in Canada.

7.
Some three decades after the discovery of the disease in 
cows, memories of BSE still pulse through life at Pitsham 
Farm. “In retrospect, I’m appalled at what I didn’t know 
about my own cows,” Stent confessed several years after the 
infamous case of cow 142. “I didn’t know they were being 
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fed other cows and sheep that had been ground into a pow-
der. We’ve forced these hoofed grazers into cannibalism. On 
some farms they’re fed growth promotants, and that’s prob-
ably causing other problems. In many places in the world, 
livestock is kept in deplorable conditions, all for human con-
venience and profit. We’ve put cows on an assembly line and 
we take them off at the other end and butcher them. Did we 
really think we could just rearrange the world in any way we 
pleased? Nobody could have wished for or foreseen this aw-
ful thing called BSE. But should we be all that surprised?”
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A Chimp Called Amandine: 

HIV/AIDS

. . . 

2

 . . .

Going up that river was like traveling back to the earliest 

beginnings of the world, when vegetation rioted on the 

earth and the big trees were kings. An empty stream, 

a great silence, an impenetrable forest . . . the earliest 

beginnings of the world.

—Joseph Conrad, “Heart of Darkness”

1.
It poured before daybreak, and by eight o’clock the smell 
of raw meat hung in the humidity at the open-air market of 
Oloumi. As I entered, the morning Air Gabon flight to Paris 
was passing over Libreville. Inside the market, flanks of dui-
kers, smoked porcupine bodies, and crocodile tails covered 
the ground. A hairy arm languished in the shadows; a leg was 
half hidden among brown fur bellies. A monkey lay on its 
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back in eternal slumber, its black, leathery palm half open. 
My eye fell on an olive-colored tortoise leg, a giant monitor’s 
mottled tail, and the huge, mute beak of a hornbill. Eyes 
were everywhere, some ratcheted open in blank terror, oth-
ers squinting as if into sunlight. There was the exhausted, 
depressed look of a palm-nut vulture and the stunned ro-
sette face of a decapitated mandrill.

A man without a left forearm slid the limp black body of a 
cat-size colobus monkey off his right shoulder and onto the 
ground. An aged woman with dried blood on her forearms 
tossed it onto a pile of intact simian bodies behind her; then 
she slid another in front of her. Its hair had been singed off. 
She picked up a knife, carved through soft meat and the 
stubborn cartilage of a joint, and then loosely wrapped the 
severed arm and shoulder muscles in plastic and handed it 
to the man, who tucked it under his good arm and limped 
away, the casualty of some terrible misfortune.

One by one or in pairs, women with glistening, sunlit faces 
moved gracefully through the market. By midmorning the 
tables had been emptied of meat, and by noon Oloumi was 
quiet but for a few lingering souls packing up their remain-
ing wares. I caught a taxi back to the hotel and ate bright 
orange carrot and parsley soup for lunch.

I had first come to Gabon in 1994 with colleagues from 
Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine, near Boston, 
to help develop a plan for conserving that country’s forests, 
which French timber companies were rapidly stripping away. 
Thousands of the loggers living in remote timber camps sur-
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vived on bushmeat like that featured at Oloumi the morning 
of my first visit to the country, and the demand was drain-
ing the remaining forests of their wildlife, including gorillas, 
chimpanzees, and nearly every other kind of remotely palat-
able animal living there. At the time, the threat to wildlife 
brought about by such hunting was just becoming widely 
known, thanks to the efforts of the World Wildlife Fund and 
other groups that pressed for a reduction in logging, arguing 
that this could in turn reduce the demand for bushmeat.

Few people suspected at the time that the hunting trade 
might also be contributing to the emergence of AIDS. 
Whether bushmeat hunting was the vehicle that carried 
the virus from its source in wild animals to humans is still 
unproven, but mounting evidence points in that direction. 
Although the mystery of this elusive, ever changing, and still 
spreading virus remains, its message has become clear: hu-
man health does not exist apart from the larger natural world 
we share with other species. AIDS is not only a medical is-
sue but also an ecological one.

2.
The conventional medical story of AIDS began in the late 
1970s when doctors at three Los Angeles hospitals noted a 
cluster of illnesses among homosexual men. All of the men 
had strange life-threatening infections usually limited to 
people with highly compromised immune systems. In 1981 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
published a report suggesting that a new immunosuppres-
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sive disease—apparently caused by a virus—had emerged; 
the following year the name “acquired immunodeficiency 
syndrome”—AIDS—was coined. Because the virus attacks 
the immune system, it leaves the body susceptible to other 
infections. Many erroneous theories—from nuclear fallout 
to illicit drugs—arose to explain the malady’s emergence.

Over the next few years, records came to light of im-
mune-ravaged patients in Europe a decade or so earlier 
with symptoms similar to those of AIDS patients. All had 
a history of close links with Africa, which hinted that the 
virus may have emerged there. One of the early cases, for 
example, was that of a Portuguese taxi driver in Paris who 
had repeated bouts of illness. Several years earlier he had 
worked as a truck driver in Zaire, where he could have come 
into contact with prostitutes on the highway between Angola 
and Mozambique. Belgian physicians had begun to describe 
patients with similar symptoms in West Central Africa, but 
they were clueless about the cause.

In the 1990s the theory of the African origin of AIDS was 
strengthened when researchers in the United States dis-
covered a frozen blood sample that had been taken from a 
Bantu man in 1959 for malaria research. The man was from 
Léopoldville, Belgian Congo, near the Congo River—now 
known as Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
When scientists thawed and analyzed the sample, they 
found human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the AIDS 
virus. This Bantu man currently remains the earliest sus-
pected case of HIV-1 infection.
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But to know where HIV-1 had come from geographically 
was not to know what it had come from. Was the virus new? 
If so, what had created it? Had it existed in some unidenti-
fied animal reservoir and, given the opportunity, jumped to 
humans, where it evolved into a deadly new disease? Or had 
the virus long lurked in humans, but with its spread limited 
by the isolation of villages where it initially occurred? Had 
modern transportation and large human migrations sud-
denly unleashed this long-established infection on the rest 
of the world?

Understanding the history of the virus, it turned out, was 
crucial to understanding its future, and while most scientists 
initially focused their attention on developing treatments for 
AIDS, a few pursued the lonelier quest to determine its ori-
gins. One of those was Beatrice Hahn.

3.
Born and educated in Germany, Hahn trained after medi-
cal school in the laboratory of Robert Gallo, the American 
co-discoverer of HIV. In 1995 she joined the faculty at the 
University of Alabama, where she worked to pinpoint the 
elusive origin of HIV-1.

“With the public health calamity of AIDS, it’s not surpris-
ing that little money and effort was put into discovering the 
virus’s origins early on,” she told me. We spoke in the sum-
mer of 2002 in her eighth-floor office at the University of 
Alabama at Birmingham Medical Center in downtown Bir-
mingham. “But that was before people began to realize that 
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understanding the origin of the virus might hold answers to 
controlling the disease. After that, the interest in discovering 
the origin of the virus really surged.”

What made the quest complicated, Hahn said, is that the 
AIDS epidemic didn’t stem from a onetime event. In fact, 
two different HIV families have been identified. “Evidence 
suggests that HIV-1-like viruses, which are responsible for 
nearly 99 percent of AIDS cases worldwide, have been in-
troduced into humans on at least three occasions,” she said. 
HIV-2, the second human AIDS virus, has jumped from an-
imals to people on at least seven different occasions. HIV-2 
is less virulent and is largely limited to parts of West Africa. 
But both types cause AIDS, and once these viruses entered 
the human population, they rapidly spread.

Exactly how they jumped is not clear. “We don’t know if 
similar jumps are still occurring, but there’s no reason to 
think they aren’t. If anything, the opportunities for jumping 
have been increasing with the accelerating trade in bush-
meat,” she said, implying that there may be more HIV types 
out there that could infect people, if they have not already 
done so.

Hahn’s description of her work brought to mind the im-
age of a contemporary astronomer who tracks asteroids for 
a living. The chance of an asteroid striking the earth, we are 
told, is infinitesimal. But given enough asteroids and a long 
enough time, an impact is inevitable—with potentially cata-
strophic results. Hahn, however, is not looking at sterile as-
teroids from outer space. She is tracking evolving microbes 
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from inner space—the space that separates humans from 
other species. She is tracking the origins of HIV by recon-
structing its recent evolutionary tree.

A tall, intense woman with a German accent, Hahn cau-
tioned: “You have to speak of HIV in the plural—HIVs. 
There is no one ‘HIV virus.’ There are many.”

She interrupted our conversation to take a phone call 
and then stepped out of the office to have her secretary 
send a fax. She offered to get coffee, and when she re-
turned a few minutes later, she rested her white mug on the 
knee of her jeans.

The closest thing to the human immunodeficiency vi-
ruses, Hahn explained, are the simian equivalents, SIVs. 
But “simian immunodeficiency virus” is a huge misnomer. 
The virus doesn’t harm the immune systems of these natural 
hosts; they don’t even seem to get sick. “If we could figure 
out how simian immune systems deal with the viruses, we 
might have a clue to controlling AIDS,” she said. “That very 
hope drives my work.”

Although SIVs have been known for some time, not un-
til the late 1980s was an SIV discovered that was almost 
indistinguishable from HIV-2. It came from a sooty man-
gabey, a small forest monkey of West Africa. That discovery 
strongly suggested that HIV-1 might also linger somewhere 
among the hundreds of other simian species in the forests 
of Africa. But exactly where, no one could say. Its eventual 
discovery would result from a combination of good science 
and good luck.
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4.
In the mid-1980s, the National Institutes of Health sought 
to develop a vaccine to prevent HIV infection. The research 
would require chimpanzees as subjects. Chimps used in 
the study had to be screened to make sure they hadn’t  
previously been inadvertently exposed to HIV through ex-
periments that might have included HIV-contaminated 
blood. So the NIH began testing more than a hundred 
chimps held at the Alamogordo Primate Facility at Hollo-
man Air Force Base in New Mexico. More than 99 percent 
were “clean.”

The test results from a chimp named Marilyn, though, 
were quite different: her blood was full of antibodies to HIV 
or to something like it. Although the actual virus may or may 
not have been present in her body then—the test was in-
capable of showing this—Marilyn’s immune system clearly 
had reacted to something like HIV. Where she had been ex-
posed wasn’t clear. Perhaps it was in the African forest of her 
birth, or perhaps it was during her captivity. It didn’t seem to 
matter at the time; the main concern was that the positive 
test result had disqualified her from the NIH vaccine exper-
iments. When the scientists who conducted the blood test 
published the results, though, they also warned keepers and 
researchers that chimps might carry HIV.

On December 17, 1985, Marilyn died from complications 
of childbirth. During a routine necropsy, tissue samples were 
collected and sent to Larry Arthur at the National Institutes 
of Health in Maryland, who froze them. That was the end of 
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the story of Marilyn, the chimp who might or might not have 
had HIV. Or so it seemed.

5.
Around 1993, while Marilyn’s tissues lay frozen at the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, a common tragedy was befall-
ing yet another chimpanzee in the forests of West Central 
Africa. A mother chimp was shot, perhaps in Equatorial 
Guinea or Cameroon; the location is uncertain. The hunter, 
or perhaps a middleman, brought the chimp’s baby to Libre-
ville and sold her to a childless French dentist and his wife. 
They named her Amandine. She was given a decorated room 
of her own in the couple’s Libreville home, and in the fami-
ly’s photograph album she can be seen, dressed in toddler’s 
clothes and sunbonnet, accompanying them on a skiing va-
cation in the Swiss Alps.

Amandine was often ill, in part because her diet lacked 
the fruits that chimps require. In 1988, her “parents” found 
Amandine clinging to the swing in her cage, screaming, her 
body rigid as if paralyzed. They uncurled her arms and lay 
the chimp prostrate. A physician in Libreville prescribed an-
tibiotics, aspirin, and other medication. Over the next week, 
the episodes recurred. At one point, Amandine’s left hand was 
clenched firmly closed, and she tried to pry it open with the 
fingers of her right. Her left leg and arm jerked. She screamed 
again and eventually went into a series of seizures. In despera-
tion, her caretakers flew her to Franceville, Gabon, to the pri-
mate facility Centre International de Recherches Médicales.
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Robert Cooper, an American veterinarian, was the cen-
ter’s director of primatology at the time. “When Amandine 
arrived, she was one sick chimp. She was on the small side 
for a three-and-a-half-year-old. Her owners kept her in di-
apers, and she lived the life of anything but a chimpanzee. 
When she tried to stand up in our clinic, she fell over on 
the floor and started screaming,” Cooper told me recently. A 
meticulous man, he kept copious notes from the time.

Cooper and a French colleague, veterinarian Jean-Chris-
tophe Vié, drew blood, testing of which revealed severe ane-
mia. They gave Amandine a transfusion, and she improved. 
Vié and Cooper also sent a blood sample for routine HIV 
testing as part of a program that had been set up to screen 
wild primates. Cooper and the rest of the staff were stunned 
when the test came back positive. Unlike the test adminis-
tered to Marilyn several years earlier, this one identified the 
actual presence of HIV-1—or, rather, the simian equivalent, 
which was virtually indistinguishable. What’s more, given 
the unlikelihood that Amandine had been infected by a hu-
man, she almost surely had been infected naturally in the 
wild. This suggested that she—and perhaps her kind—were 
the natural carriers of HIV-1.

Less than a year later, a second baby chimp with a re-
markably similar history was brought to the center for treat-
ment. Her mother had been shot a few days earlier. Two 
French couples on a weekend outing happened to be passing 
through the village of Macolamapoye in northeastern Gabon 
when they came upon this chimp, who had an infected bul-
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let wound in her arm. The couples took the chimp from her 
captors and made their way to the primate center in France-
ville. GAB2, as the chimp was designated, died a few days 
later, but not before a blood sample was taken. By this time, 
Cooper had departed—fired, he claims, to clear the way for 
the Europeans who managed the center to claim ownership 
of the prized discovery—and Martine Peeters and her hus-
band-to-be, Eric Delaporte, had assumed primary responsi-
bility for the HIV-chimp study. When they tested blood from 
GAB2, it came back positive for HIV. Like Amandine, this 
animal had been infected in the wild. But the researchers’ 
elation at possibly having discovered the origins of HIV-1 was 
tempered by a sobering thought: the couples who brought in 
the chimp, who happened to be their good friends, had had 
their arms and legs badly mauled by the chimp during the trip 
from Macolamapoye to Franceville. Saliva from the HIV-pos-
itive chimp had almost certainly entered their bloodstreams. 
Would they therefore contract HIV? Delaporte, a physician, 
was plenty worried. As one might imagine, so were the cou-
ples. Delaporte put them on sedatives while they anxiously 
awaited the results of their own HIV tests.

“The standard practice for accidental blood exposure to 
HIV was to give a drug called AZT, which was the only treat-
ment available, and I recommended that all go on AZT as 
a precaution,” Delaporte told me when I visited him at his 
office in Montpellier, France. “I got some sent from a physi-
cian friend in Paris, and we put them on it. Fortunately, all 
four of their tests came back negative.
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“The fact that our friends didn’t get infected doesn’t mean 
that chimps can’t transmit the virus through a bite. . . . 
Maybe it happens only one in a hundred times. We’re just 
thankful it didn’t happen in this case.”

6.
The fortuitous discoveries of two HIV-positive chimps in 
Gabon were eureka moments in the quest to discover the 
origins of the disease, though these two cases were not in 
themselves definitive. In 1990, however, a third captive 
chimpanzee in Europe was found to be HIV-positive. Si-
mon Wain-Hobson at the Pasteur Institute in Paris then 
used detailed genetic analysis to confirm that the virus frag-
ments found in chimps were indeed related to HIV-1. And 
since their infections had occurred naturally, evidence for 
chimpanzees as the natural reservoir for HIV-1 was now 
rapidly mounting.

Then, in early 1998, Larry Arthur at the National Insti-
tutes of Health telephoned Beatrice Hahn. “I’m cleaning out 
my freezer, and I’ve come across some old tissue samples 
saved from Marilyn,” he told her. “Would you be interested 
in looking at them?”

“I jumped at the chance,” Hahn told me. After analyzing 
Marilyn’s thawed tissues using the latest technology, Hahn 
and her colleagues found evidence that the chimp had in-
deed been infected with an HIV-like virus—confirming ear-
lier suspicions. Had Marilyn been artificially infected during 
experiments while in captivity, or had she acquired HIV in 
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the wild? Hahn set about investigating Marilyn’s past, ex-
amining the details of every experiment she had ever un-
dergone—and there were dozens—to see if she could have 
been infected in captivity.

As far as anyone could determine, the chimp, perhaps 
orphaned by hunters, had been captured as a two- or three-
year-old in 1963 and transported to the United States, where 
she may have spent some time at the Kansas City Zoo. In 
July of that year, Marilyn was moved to Holloman Air Force 
Base, which was beginning to collect chimps to use in tests 
for space flight. After carefully examining Marilyn’s history 
of captivity, Hahn concluded that she had probably picked 
up her infection in the wild.

Hahn was ecstatic. The finding of yet another infected 
chimp bolstered her hypothesis. The evidence from Mari-
lyn, Amandine, and GAB2—all belonging to the same sub-
species—made a compelling case that the scourge of HIV-1 
had originated in Pan troglodytes troglodytes.

Yet there was still no direct evidence for the virus in 
wild-living apes—a critical link in the chain of proof. There 
was no easy way to study whether these reclusive chimps 
living in remote African jungles carried the HIV-1 virus—
until around 2005, when Hahn and fellow researchers de-
veloped a method for identifying evidence of the virus in 
fecal samples collected from the jungle floor. What’s more, 
they could use the same samples not only to determine the 
species and sex of the animals but also to identify individ-
ual chimpanzees.
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Researchers collected almost 600 samples from ten dif-
ferent forest sites in southern Cameroon. The authors con-
cluded that data from the samples “points to chimpanzees in 
southeastern and south central Cameroon” as “seeds of the 
AIDS pandemic.” They concluded that the virus was “proba-
bly transmitted locally” before making its way via the Sangha 
River and tributaries to the Congo River and then to the 
growing city of Kinshasa, where the pandemic began.

Hahn hopes that the findings may one day provide clues 
for the control of AIDS. And how is it the chimps apparently 
remain healthy in the face of infection? Perhaps the ability 
of the chimps’ immune systems to neutralize the virus will 
shed light on a human prevention. But Hahn’s discovery also 
led to some larger personal insights. “When I began my work 
on the origins of HIV-1, I was a medical researcher,” she 
said, shifting to a more contemplative tone. “When I learned 
that the virus came from chimps and saw how these animals 
were being slaughtered, it turned me into an unexpected 
conservationist. They are being hunted to the point of ex-
tinction, and any clues they may be able to provide could die 
with them. It doesn’t matter if your goal is to protect public 
health or to protect endangered chimpanzees because the 
goals are one and the same. We’re just not as separate from 
the animal world as we would like to believe.”

7.
But the discovery of where HIV/AIDS originated didn’t 
prove how people had first contracted the disease from an-
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imals and how it had then evolved and spread to become a 
staggering pandemic. According to Paul M. Sharp and Be-
atrice H. Hahn, who published a landmark paper in Nature 
in 2008, the virus probably originally arose between 1900 
and 1920. This meant it had been circulating and geneti-
cally evolving—mostly in Africa—for some sixty years before 
it exploded into a pandemic. It may have begun with a few 
infected individuals in the early 1900s to several thousand 
by 1960, all in central Africa.

But how did the pandemic emerge in the area of Léo-
poldville (now called Kinshasa) if the infected chimps lived 
in the southeastern corner of Cameroon, more than 400 
miles away?

As with proof of HIV’s origin, the evidence for how it 
came to infect people was long in coming. Some of the 
earliest evidence dates from the late 1990s, when Martine 
Peeters, Eric Delaporte, and their African colleagues began 
collecting hundreds of meat samples from markets in Cam-
eroon and testing them for viruses. They found that more 
than 20 percent of the samples were infected with some 
form of SIV—an extraordinarily high rate of infection and 
theoretically enough to expose many people to the viruses 
every day—and they even discovered new SIVs in the pro-
cess. Which ones are capable of infecting people, and under 
exactly what conditions they are most apt to do so, remains 
a mystery.

“When you go to one of these markets, you see a lot of the 
women with cuts and blood from the animals all over their 
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arms and hands,” Peeters said. “In theory, this is a perfect 
setup for transmission of the virus. Bushmeat is an enor-
mous viral reservoir.” Peeters said she believes “there is a 
good chance there are many more unknown viruses in bush-
meat, which is handled by numerous people, from hunters 
to dealers to the people who take it home. We have no idea 
what is actually being passed to people through blood and 
cuts during butchering or from bites from the animals or 
even their urine.”

Peeters is not the only one who fears this unknown. Har-
old W. Jaffe, an AIDS researcher at the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, told the New York Times, “That is 
everyone’s nightmare, that there is another virus out there 
that either could be or has been transmitted to humans that 
we cannot detect with current methods. No one wants to 
miss detecting the next HIV epidemic.”

In 2009 researchers discovered a Cameroonian woman 
infected with a type of HIV derived from gorillas. Whatever 
the lack of direct evidence, the broad scientific consensus, 
according to Hahn, is that “the simplest explanation for how 
SIV jumped to humans would be through exposure of humans 
to the blood of chimpanzees butchered locally for bushmeat.”

The concern over “transmission events” persists because 
the continuing bushmeat trade is creating numerous new 
opportunities for the viruses to jump to humans, who are 
coming into ever more frequent contact with the blood 
and other body fluids of the simians that carry them. “The 
hunting of wildlife, which had always been an important 
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source of subsistence food in the Congo Basin and through-
out sub-Saharan Africa, has increased in the last decades,” 
Peeters told me. “Commercial logging operations, many of 
them by European-based companies, have led to the build-
ing of roads in remote forests. This is followed by massive 
human migration and social and economic networks to sup-
port the logging. Several thousand people live in many of the 
logging concessions, and one of their main sources of food 
is bushmeat.”

Two of the biggest conundrums of HIV have now been 
solved—exactly where it originated and a credible theory of 
how it jumped from animals to people. But the question of 
timing—why it became a pandemic when it did—persists. 
Why in Léopoldville in the twentieth century rather than at 
some earlier time during the past millennia?

“The answers may be that, for an AIDS epidemic to get 
kick-started, HIV-1 needs to be seeded in a large popula-
tion centre. But cities of significant size did not exist in 
central Africa before 1900,” the authors of the 2008 study 
concluded. Not only was Léopoldville the largest of the cit-
ies, but it was also a likely destination for the virus. The 
main transportation routes from the jungles were rivers that 
flowed south and drained into the Congo River, right along-
side the booming metropolis.

The emergence, travels, and global explosion of HIV all 
speak to the complex ecology of this and many other modern 
diseases. It’s rarely a simple matter of new viruses or bacteria 
jumping from animals to people. It’s about the labyrinthine 
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possibilities for their evolution that human activity and en-
vironmental change can provide. People are often unwitting 
partners in the emergence of new disease rather than pas-
sive victims, as we like to believe.

8.
Through the dusk and long into the night I waited on the 
cement platform at the train station in Lopé, an interior 
village of Gabon near the Réserve de Faune de la Lopé, a 
wildlife reserve where chimpanzees and other animals are 
regularly—and illegally—hunted. It was almost eleven 
o’clock, and the train to Libreville was already two hours 
late. Insects the size of hummingbirds buzzed the dim sta-
tion lights. A freight train passed the platform, the cars fully 
loaded with tree trunks larger than the fuselage of a Boeing 
737. I lay down on the warm cement, with a small suitcase 
under my head, and dozed. When I awoke twenty minutes 
later, a woman stood nearby keeping watch over two brightly 
colored nylon shopping bags with plastic handles. A bevy of 
flies clustered on the fabric. The woman swatted halfheart-
edly. When I stood up, I glimpsed the brown fur and black 
snout of a small animal protruding from the top of one bag. 
Perhaps this industrious woman was on her way to the mar-
ket in Libreville to sell her bushmeat.

Many hours late, the passenger train to Libreville finally 
emerged from the darkness. Over the next six hours, the 
train frequently shuddered to a stop and then began again 
on its whining, creaking way. At one point a young woman, 
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assisted by a man, loaded three large sacks, one of them 
bloodstained burlap, into the coach. By daybreak the train 
was tunneling through walls of massive green trees and past 
wide rivers that stretched to the horizon. A light rain melted 
into forest mist, and the gloom of daybreak gave way to con-
versation and laughter.
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The Travels of Antibiotic  

Resistance: Salmonella DT104

. . . 

3

 . . .

1.
It was nearly two decades ago that the ominous Salmonella 
DT104 appeared in the eastern United States. On a cold 
early May morning in 1997, Cynthia Hawley stepped from 
her clapboard farmhouse in the green-tufted hills of Ver-
mont’s Champlain Valley and walked across the drive to 
feed the calves. To Hawley’s dismay, her favorite calf, two-
month-old Evita, who’d seemed perfectly healthy the day 
before, was listless, with sunken eyes and a grotesquely dis-
tended belly.

At the time, little was known about DT104. As with most 
salmonella bacteria, DT104’s natural reservoir seemed to 
be among animals—in this case, cows and chickens. But 
through undercooked meat or contamination, the bacte-
rium sometimes jumped to people, causing salmonella food 
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poisoning. Although salmonella food poisoning was usually 
mild or could be cured with antibiotics, DT104 was differ-
ent, as Hawley would soon discover.

Experienced at treating her animals, Hawley gave Evita a 
shot of ampicillin and, with a needle, released the gas from 
her belly. Over the next hour, however, Evita grew worse. 
Hawley’s veterinarian, Milton Robison, arrived and gave 
Evita fluids for severe dehydration, more ampicillin, and an 
anti-inflammatory drug, but to no avail. At nine o’clock that 
night, her sweating head in Hawley’s lap, Evita died.

By the next morning several more calves had fallen ill, 
and Robison returned. He now suspected infection with sal-
monella, a genus of bacteria that occasionally causes diar-
rhea in entire herds. An ampicillin injection often solves the 
problem even when the infection perforates the intestines, 
invades the bloodstream, and turns the diarrhea bloody. But 
not this time.

Soon, 22 of the 147 cows at the 600-acre Heyer Hills 
Farm were ill, including several adults. Within days, 13 had 
died. Alarmed by the epidemic, Robison sent tissue samples 
from several of the carcasses to Cornell University’s College 
of Veterinary Medicine in Ithaca, New York, for analysis.

The report from Cornell confirmed Robison’s suspicion—
but this was no ordinary salmonella. For one thing, analysis 
showed that the strain was resistant not only to ampicillin 
but also to four other antibiotics. Concerned that this profile 
might indicate a new strain, Cornell sent the samples to the 
National Veterinary Services Laboratories in Ames, Iowa. 
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Word came back that the strain was Salmonella DT104, 
a deadly variant that for more than three years had been 
haunting dairy farms—and people—in the United Kingdom 
and elsewhere. Hawley’s sick cows were a prelude to only the 
third human outbreak of DT104 in the United States—and 
the first in the Northeast. The first, in 1996, struck nineteen 
schoolchildren in the small town of Manley, Nebraska, who 
were infected by drinking chocolate milk contaminated by 
infected cows. Fortunately, none of the children died. Then, 
less than six months before Hawley’s cows got ill, there was 
an outbreak in Yakima County, Washington, and in northern 
California, which sickened more than 150 people who had 
eaten unpasteurized Mexican-style soft cheese. In all her 
years working with dairy cattle, Hawley had certainly never 
seen or experienced anything like it. And she herself had not 
become sick—yet.

The bacteria existed not only on farms but also on su-
permarket shelves—at least in the Washington, DC, area, 
where in 2001 the US Food and Drug Administration col-
lected 200 samples of chicken, beef, turkey, and pork from 
three different stores. One in five of the samples was con-
taminated with one form or another of salmonella—includ-
ing DT104. The FDA also identified a bacterial strain resis-
tant to twelve different antibiotics. Eaten undercooked, any 
of those samples could have given consumers food poison-
ing. What made DT104 dangerously different?

The particular part or segment of a bacterium that makes 
it drug-resistant can occur in different places on the mi-
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crobe. Usually a tiny segment on the bacterium neutralizes 
the antibiotic by either breaking it down or preventing the 
bacterium from ingesting it. These tiny bacterial segments 
can be shed or acquired as environmental conditions re-
quire. That is why suspending the use of certain antibiotics 
can cause resistant bacteria to slowly lose their resistance—
and why prudent use of the drugs can possibly restore their 
curative powers.

But DT104 carried its resistance in a more or less perma-
nent form—that is, within the cell’s genetic material. The 
chance of its shedding the resistance, even in the absence of 
antibiotics, was reduced. Once DT104 became resistant to a 
drug—and the DT104 that struck Hawley’s farm had already 
become resistant to at least five of them—those drugs would 
probably remain impotent against the strain. The bacteria 
had mutated, and as a consequence resistance had become 
essentially permanent.

2.
The scientific study of salmonella began in 1885, when pa-
thologist Theobald Smith isolated the organism in tissue 
from pigs. But the bacterium was named after Smith’s su-
pervisor, veterinarian Daniel E. Salmon of Cornell Univer-
sity, who had brazenly usurped credit for the discovery.

The term “salmonella” refers to a genus of bacteria that 
lives in the intestines of many species. In many animals it 
doesn’t cause illness, but in others—including humans—the 
sickness can be fatal. This depends in large part on the kind 
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of salmonella involved. Salmonella and its different forms 
often cause food poisoning.

Some types of salmonella, including those most danger-
ous to humans, emerged through our own practices, in-
cluding the widespread use of antibiotics. Although some 
bacterial strains may resist antibiotics naturally, most be-
come resistant because of overuse of the drugs. Through 
the phenomenon known as natural selection, bacteria fre-
quently challenged by these drugs grow accustomed, in a 
sense, to their presence. Just as every human is different, so 
are most individual bacteria. And just as some people seem 
more resistant than others to a particular illness, so are some 
bacteria better equipped than others to survive in certain 
environments. When the immediate environment is awash 
in antibiotics, the vast majority of targeted bacteria may die, 
but some of the better-suited ones will survive. This is the 
first step toward antibiotic-resistant disease.

The surviving bacteria form the basis for the next gen-
eration and, of course, pass their traits to their offspring. 
Hence, more bacteria in the next generation will survive ex-
posure to the same antibiotic. Continual exposure to drugs 
can make each generation more resistant.

One environment where bacteria are frequently flooded 
by antibiotics is in large livestock operations, where produc-
ers frequently treat their cows and other animals with drugs 
to prevent epidemics in the unsanitary and overcrowded 
conditions commonplace in the industry. In the short term, 
it’s cheaper to keep animals drugged than to keep them 
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clean. Animals fed a steady diet of antibiotics with their 
grain also grow a little faster, thereby making the producers 
extra money. In addition, farmers often feed antibiotics to 
newborn calves—again, for the sake of short-term efficiency. 
These producers want to put the mother back in the milking 
parlor shortly after birthing, so they immediately send the 
newborns off to join thousands of other calves at a grow-out 
facility. Deprived of the natural antibodies in mother’s milk, 
the newborns are given antibiotics instead.

Unfortunately, individual bacteria in the cows’ intestines 
that survive this onslaught of antibiotics—and almost al-
ways some do—are resistant to antibiotics. Any number of 
genetic quirks, such as the particular makeup of the cell 
wall, for example, may let one bacterium survive where an-
other would die.

The final step in human salmonella infection occurs when 
these resistant bacteria infect a person through undercooked 
meat or other contamination—such as on Heyer Hills Farm. 
Residual bacteria, which may include salmonella, often lin-
ger on the meat we bring home from the supermarket. Before 
cooking, when we open the package or prepare the meat, 
juices can contaminate the kitchen countertop and salad 
spinner, making it into refrigerated food and eventually into 
our mouths. Once taken into the stomach, the bacteria may 
pass into the intestines and enter the cells lining the intesti-
nal wall, causing inflammation and pain and possibly fever. 
In most healthy individuals, immune cells in the intestines 
will kill the invaders, and the illness may pass as transient 
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diarrhea. In severe cases, as in older persons, infants, or oth-
ers with weak immune systems, or if the bacteria are espe-
cially virulent, the invaders perforate the intestines, causing 
bloody diarrhea and then escaping through the intestinal 
wall into the bloodstream. If a bacterium happens to be a 
virulent one causing severe food poisoning, such as Salmo-
nella DT104, a short course of antibiotics usually cures the 
infection. But if the offending bacterial strain has already 
adapted to antibiotics in the farmyard, it could survive the 
treatment. A normally curable case of food poisoning could 
rapidly become fatal.

When a strain of bacteria is subjected long enough to a 
variety of antibiotics, very powerful offspring with a wide 
range of resistance are likely to develop. To make matters 
worse, a bacterium that grew resistant while living in an an-
tibiotic-laden fish-farming operation, for example, may be 
picked up and carried by a bird to a stockyard, where that 
bacterium might trade parts with another and pass on its re-
sistance in the process. Because the highly adaptive Salmo-
nella DT104 can infect birds, cattle, amphibians, and many 
other species, antibiotic-resistant illness can quickly spread 
across species. Not surprisingly, some of the most dangerous 
forms of salmonella have evolved in large-scale livestock op-
erations. These epidemics often have begun with large pro-
ducers and later infected smaller farms, such as Heyer Hills.

The incentive for farmers to use antibiotics is almost ir-
resistible because these drugs help animals grow faster and 
produce more. The first approved use of antibiotics in live-
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stock dates back to 1951, when the FDA began to allow 
them as animal feed additives to help pigs, chickens, and 
livestock gain weight more quickly. As an advertisement 
from American Cyanamid said, “Why wait until disease has 
caused weight losses, poor egg production, feed waste, . . .  
and dead birds? Feed AUREOMYCIN Chlortetracycline 
to chickens and turkeys continuously at HIGH LEVELS 
and prevent these losses! Give them internal sanitation. . . .  
Heavier, top-quality meat birds! . . . And PROFITS . . . sev-
eral times higher!”

A half century ago, resistance that did develop was prob-
ably slow to travel elsewhere. Today, however, bacteria travel 
the microbiological equivalent of the interstate highways—
or, rather, international air routes and shipping lanes. Where 
bacteria are concerned, Heyer Hills Farm could be just a 
shipment of cows or feed away from the United Kingdom. 
And the meat on the shelves of a supermarket in Washing-
ton, DC, could have been in California or Texas the day be-
fore. In a world of incessant global commerce, there is no 
one to whom we are not ultimately connected.

3.
The outbreak of DT104 at Heyer Hill was not the first 
drug-resistant form of Salmonella DT104 to emerge from 
livestock agriculture. Rather, the first major documented ep-
idemic struck the United Kingdom in the early 1960s. So-
called type 29 defied antibiotics on a scale unprecedented at 
the time. As tracked by London’s Public Health Laboratory 
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Service, by 1963 type 29 had become resistant to two anti-
biotics commonly used in livestock. It soon picked up resis-
tance to tetracycline and, later, to two more antibiotics. By 
1965 more than 95 percent of Salmonella type 29 tested in 
cattle in the United Kingdom showed antibiotic resistance, 
and some rare forms had armed themselves against seven 
antibiotics. Of some five hundred confirmed human cases 
of Salmonella type 29 food poisoning in the United King-
dom, six were fatal. The epidemic’s origin was traced to a 
livestock dealer who, despite heavy use of antibiotics, had 
sick calves—and was selling them throughout the United 
Kingdom. After being charged by the government with ille-
gal sale of sick calves, the dealer, a Mr. Atkinson, apparently 
committed suicide by slamming his car into a tree.

In the mid-1960s, E. S. Anderson of the Public Health 
Laboratory Service concluded that the type 29 outbreaks 
were “almost entirely of bovine origin” and warned that “the 
time has clearly come for a re-examination of the whole 
question of the use of antibiotics and other drugs in the 
rearing of livestock.” An editorial published around that 
time in the British magazine New Scientist argued that the 
use of antibiotics to make animals grow faster “should be 
abolished altogether.”

With physicians fearing the same could happen in the 
United States, a 1968 editorial in the New England Journal 
of Medicine warned that antibiotics could become useless, 
sweeping away a major modern line of defense against in-
fectious illness. Even common and treatable illnesses such 
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as pneumonia could produce vast epidemics with numerous 
deaths. “Unless drastic measures are taken,” the article said, 
“physicians may find themselves back in the pre-antibiotic 
Middle Ages in the treatment of infectious diseases.”

By the early 1970s the Food and Drug Administration 
agreed that there was cause for alarm and said that “there 
is ample data now in the literature to support more rigid 
control of antibiotics in animal feed and water.” As C. D. 
Van Houweling, a veterinarian and chairman of the FDA’s 
task force on antibiotics, explained, indiscriminate antibi-
otic use “favors the selection and development of single- and 
multiple-antibiotic-resistant bacteria . . . and could produce 
human infection.” The logic applied to many kinds of bacte-
ria. The FDA concluded in the early 1970s that, at the least, 
licenses for use of antibiotics as growth promotants should 
be revoked.

The drug industry immediately launched a counterof-
fensive in the media and even in scientific journals. In a 
1973 article published in Advances in Applied Microbiology, 
Thomas H. Jukes, a former biochemist for Lederle, one of 
the first commercial producers of antibiotics for livestock, 
blamed the FDA’s conclusion partly on “a cult of food quack-
ery whose high priests have moved into the intellectual vac-
uum caused by rejection of established values.” He cited as 
evidence of the cult two bills then before the United States 
Congress that would “authorize definitions for ‘organically 
grown food which has not been treated with preservatives, 
hormones, antibiotics or synthetic additives of any kind.’” 
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Jukes also advocated that antibiotics be routinely used in 
some human food. “I hoped that what chlorotetracycline did 
for farm animals it might do for children,” he wrote, refer-
ring to less disease, fewer illnesses and deaths, and “slight 
to moderate increases in growth.” Antibiotics, he believed, 
could compensate for malnourishment and for the over-
crowded and often unhygienic living conditions of many 
people in the developing world, just as they did for cattle. 
“This sounds like the conditions under which chickens and 
pigs are reared intensively,” he wrote, concluding that simi-
lar benefits could result for humans.

Faced with vehement industry opposition, the United 
States took no action to limit antibiotic use in livestock at 
the time, but in 1970 the British Parliament did ban the use 
of almost all antibiotics to promote growth—despite similar 
opposition from livestock producers and the drug industry in 
the United Kingdom. Over the next six years, the incidence 
of Salmonella type 29 declined in the United Kingdom, pre-
sumably because the reduction in antibiotic use permitted 
populations of nonresistant forms of the bacteria to build up 
again. In other words, in the absence of antibiotics, resistant 
bacteria had no survival advantage over nonresistant ones. 
Unfortunately, the legislation did not restrict new antibiotics 
that would soon come on the market. A decade later, use of 
these new antibiotics in livestock would precipitate another 
salmonella epidemic—a second warning that continued rou-
tine use of large amounts of antibiotics posed a grave public 
health threat.
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From about 1973 to about 1980, completely new types 
of drug-resistant salmonella began to appear among cattle 
in the United Kingdom—including a new multiple-drug- 
resistant strain that struck more than fifty farms in southern 
England and spread to Cambridgeshire and Yorkshire. Years 
later, the folly of the situation was summed up in testimony 
to a House of Lords committee investigating antibiotic use. 
The way antibiotics were being used, the witness said, re-
minded him of “the man who threw himself out of the Em-
pire State Building and as he passed each window he said, 
‘So far so good, so far so good!’”

The National Office of Animal Health (NOAH), the 
representative of animal drug manufacturers in the United 
Kingdom, argued that there was no problem with contin-
ued routine use of antibiotics in livestock because “new 
antibiotics are being developed all the time.” As a resistant 
bacterial strain developed, so the argument went, the indus-
try would develop a new drug to counter it. NOAH did not 
point out that the “new” antibiotics were mostly spin-offs of 
existing ones, and therefore the bacteria would very likely 
be as resistant to them as to their immediate antecedents. 
The discovery and development of new antimicrobial drugs 
for multi-resistant organisms would, in fact, soon begin to 
slow as companies shifted their dollars away from research 
on new antibiotics and toward pharmaceuticals that carried 
a higher profit margin, such as cancer drugs.

In response to continuing salmonella epidemics in the 
United Kingdom and the United States, in 1977 the FDA 
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finally proposed banning the use of penicillin and tetracy-
cline as growth promotants unless the pharmaceutical in-
dustry could show that this use was safe. Although no such 
evidence was forthcoming, the FDA failed to withdraw ap-
proval for the drugs. No action would be taken on this issue 
for another thirty-five years.

Not long after the 1977 proposal, the National Academy 
of Sciences’ National Research Council (NRC) completed a 
report on agricultural antibiotics. By that time, no fewer than 
half a dozen weighty scientific evaluations had already been 
completed, with the broad consensus in the primary scientific 
literature that overuse of antibiotics in agriculture posed a 
health risk to humans. The NRC report, however, concluded 
that there was not absolute proof—no smoking gun. (Then 
again, the NRC pointed out that it was virtually impossible 
to definitively link antibiotic use in animals to food poisoning 
in humans caused by drug-resistant bacteria. This is because 
evidence of transmission is the contaminated food itself, 
which has usually been disposed of before people get sick 
and an investigation is begun.) In the end, the report, which 
was written by a committee chaired by Raoul Stallones of 
the University of Texas School of Public Health, a paid con-
sultant to several animal-drug companies and an outspoken 
advocate for unlimited antibiotic use in livestock, argued that 
the practice should be continued for its economic benefits. 
Sometime after release of the NRC’s report, Stallones wrote, 
“If the decision were mine, the hog farmers could use all the 
antibiotic drugs they wish to make the pigs grow.”
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Far from presenting any evidence that the use of anti-
biotics in livestock feed was safe, study after study proved 
its risks. In 1982 a smoking gun was unexpectedly found 
when researchers at Harvard Medical School traced tetra-
cycline-resistant illness in humans to tetracycline use in an-
imals. By using genetic fingerprinting to exactly match the 
bacteria in the livestock with the bacteria in the patients, 
Thomas O’Brien and his colleagues had, in effect, solved the 
case without using food as the witness. The FDA considered 
the study definitive, concluding that the issue “certainly has 
been studied sufficiently” and that no further evidence was 
needed to justify limiting or banning the use of certain anti-
biotics in livestock. Van Houweling, who had argued in favor 
of the earlier FDA ban, meanwhile had become a consultant 
to the hog industry. In response to the FDA’s latest conclu-
sions, he made an about-face, stating that “history has shown 
that it doesn’t make that much difference” if the drugs are 
banned in feed. (Britain’s ban of certain antibiotics in 1970, 
of course, had suggested exactly the opposite.)

In the face of continued congressional opposition to lim-
iting antibiotic use in livestock, the FDA still took no action 
on conclusion of harm. The agency’s budget, after all, was 
in the hands of the same appropriations subcommittee that 
handled the budget of the US Department of Agriculture, 
which was heavily influenced by agricultural interests.

Throughout the 1990s, scientific evidence continued to 
mount. In 1997, the year that Cynthia Hawley grew ill, the 
World Health Organization reinforced recommendations 
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that had actually been made three years before: “The use 
of any antimicrobial agent for growth promotion in animals 
should be terminated if it is used in human therapeutics; or 
known to select for cross-resistance to antimicrobials used 
in human medicine.”

4.
On Friday, May 16, Cynthia Hawley drove to Burlington, 
about twenty miles away. While waiting to see her hair-
dresser, she felt a sharp abdominal pain, severe enough to 
make her double over. She lay down in a back room while 
her hairdresser phoned Hawley’s sister and mother, who 
drove to Burlington to pick her up. Once she got home, the 
diarrhea and vomiting began. Over the course of that night, 
she grew weaker. The next day, with Hawley unable to retain 
any fluids at all, her mother insisted on driving her to North-
western Medical Center in nearby St. Albans. By the time 
they arrived, she was unable to walk unassisted.

“What brings you here?” the attending physician asked 
when Hawley finally reached the emergency room.

“Acute gastroenteritis,” she groaned, accustomed to using 
medical terminology on the farm. Remembering the veteri-
narian’s warning that the infection was highly contagious to 
humans, she added: “The cows have it. It may be DT104.”

That physician had never heard of DT104. The follow-
ing day, the case was assumed by Mara Vijups, a physician 
trained at the University of Vermont, who’d never heard of 
it either.
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“Cynthia was medically off the charts,” Vijups told me 
when I visited her clinic in Vermont. “I’d never seen any-
one that sick from salmonella. Her blood count showed 
her blood was very toxic. Her face was gray. She was losing 
massive amounts of fluid through bloody diarrhea. It was 
all we could do to keep her alive that first night. She hadn’t 
eaten in days; I really feared we’d lose her. We pulled up 
some articles on DT104, and I called Cynthia’s veterinarian 
and the state veterinarian, since they had experience with 
it in animals. They warned me of what to look out for. I was 
very scared.”

Vijups was used to having several drugs at her disposal to 
treat patients with severe salmonella infections. Ampicillin 
almost always worked, but as Vijups knew from her crash 
course in DT104, that drug would be powerless in this case. 
A combination antibiotic known as Bactrim was another op-
tion, but Hawley, like many people, was allergic to it. That 
left Vijups to ponder two remaining life-or-death options for 
her patient. One was cephalosporin. Although the drug was 
often prescribed for salmonella food poisoning, its effec-
tiveness against the infection had not been widely studied, 
leaving open the possibility of unexpected failure in the face 
of DT104. The second option was fluoroquinolone, which 
had a long and distinguished track record against more tra-
ditional forms of Salmonella DT104. But DT104 had begun 
showing signs of fluoroquinolone resistance in the United 
States and Europe. Still, it was the best hope, and Vijups 
decided to prescribe it—and pray for the best.
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By Wednesday, May 21, Cynthia Hawley had emerged 
from her stupor long enough to catch the CBS Evening 
News with Dan Rather, who happened to be reporting on 
another deadly DT104 outbreak in England. The next morn-
ing, when Vijups came into her hospital room to report the 
US Department of Agriculture’s test results on her bacterial 
culture, Hawley interrupted: “It’s definitely 104. I saw the 
news last night. Once the cows’ diarrhea started getting wa-
tery and bloody, they were dead.”

“Yeah, DT104 is what we’re dealing with,” Vijups con-
firmed. “The good news is that it’s sensitive to fluoroquino-
lone, the drug you’re on.”

Although she didn’t tell Hawley at the time, Vijups had 
a deep personal response to Hawley’s illness: Vijups’s own 
grandmother had died from salmonella food poisoning de-
cades before. “The stories my mother told about my grand-
mother’s death were always with me when I was treating 
Cynthia,” she said. “I was haunted by the picture of what 
the world must have been like with no antibiotics to treat 
the illness. As a physician who encounters treatment failures 
because of antibiotic resistance, I have moments of fear that 
we’re moving back to that time when infections, even mild 
ones by current standards, will become fatal again.”

5.
From the very first documented human outbreak of DT104 
in Great Britain in the 1970s—when it struck seven peo-
ple in Airdrie, Scotland, including five from one family—the 
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traits of the new bacteria were frightening. DT104 killed 
more cows and made people much sicker than had been the 
case in early Salmonella DT104 epidemics, and its embed-
ded resistance set it ominously apart. But there was another 
aspect that made it unusual. Antibiotics commonly develop 
resistance “locally”—that is, their repeated use in one set-
ting can confer resistance to the bacteria involved in that 
particular infection. While those bacteria themselves could 
spread from one person to the next, taking their resistance 
with them, in some cases resistance can spread from one 
type of bacterium to another. For example, if fish-growers 
treat a fish disease with antibiotics, that fish illness can be-
come resistant. The gene or genetic material that causes 
that resistance can then spread to a human pathogen, such 
as salmonella. That, it would turn out, was the case with 
DT104. Although the drug-resistant bacterium was first de-
tected in the United Kingdom, its resistance seems to have 
come from far away.

No one understands this better than Frederick J. Angulo 
of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, who for-
merly headed the CDC’s National Antimicrobial Resistance 
Monitoring System (NARMS) and now is chief of the Global 
Disease Detection Branch at the CDC. As head of NARMS, 
it was his job to identify and track dangerous characters of 
the microbial world such as DT104. Angulo is a cheery mid-
dle-aged man with a serious focus when it comes to bacteria. 
“In 1996 a CDC colleague in Geneva, Switzerland, e-mailed 
me an article about a bacterium that was isolated from a kit-
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ten in England,” he told me when I visited his office in June 
2002. “We didn’t know at the time it had already reached 
the US. The appearance of DT104 was remarkable. It didn’t 
slowly move from one country to the next, leaving a trail of 
intermediate forms as it evolved. The complete bacteria just 
exploded globally all at once, including in the United King-
dom and western Europe, Japan, and other countries.

“The first documented human infection in the US, it turns 
out, had been a man from Kansas in 1985. However, we did 
not become aware of the problem until the mid-1990s. The 
case in Kansas suggests that the bacteria had been lurking 
around, perhaps in cattle, in this country. It just took the 
bug a while to cross over to people through food. I originally 
thought DT104 had emerged in livestock agriculture, and 
that may still be the case, but by 2000 there was growing ev-
idence that the resistance package of DT104 came not from 
livestock but from farms of a different sort—fish farms.”

Two of the resistant genes in DT104 have been traced 
back to fish bacteria that commonly occur in aquaculture. 
Both of the genes that code for tetracycline resistance first 
occurred in a bacterium causing disease in farmed fish. The 
DT104 gene that codes for resistance to chloramphenicol is 
almost identical to a resistance factor that comes from an-
other bacterium common to fish raised in captivity.

“Three of DT104’s most distinguishing traits are directly 
related to its resistance,” Angulo said. “Two of the particular 
resistances the salmonella carries are quite rare. In some 
cases, the only other place that occurred, and that was a few 
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years before the appearance of DT104, was in bacteria that 
lived on farmed fish in Southeast Asia.”

“How,” I asked, “would the packet of resistance genes 
have moved from fish bacteria to the Salmonella DT104 
outbreaks years later?” Angulo didn’t know for certain, but 
he suggested several plausible scenarios.

According to Angulo, a Salmonella DT104 bacterium 
probably would have had to encounter a fish bacterium and 
pick up its resistance, perhaps in a pond filled with waste 
from both cattle and fish farms. Or a bird infected with the 
microbe could have visited an aquaculture facility and defe-
cated in the water. “Wherever it happened, once salmonella 
had picked up the resistance, it could have gotten into fish 
meal made from discarded fish products. Fish meal is a com-
mon supplement in cattle feed. Contaminated feed could 
have rapidly been shipped to Europe, Japan, and the United 
States, where it then infected cattle in those countries. Then 
it was just a matter of time before it jumped to people.”

The idea of bacteria being spread around the world in 
animal feed is not far-fetched. In the 1970s, a rare type of 
salmonella that caused international outbreaks was traced 
to fish meal from Peru. Fishermen had dried the fish on the 
decks of their ships, and seabirds infected with the salmo-
nella had defecated on the fish during the drying process. 
The bacteria became part and parcel of the fish meal, which 
was quickly spread through international trade. The fish 
meal was fed to poultry. Undercooked, the meat then in-
fected people. Although the bacteria from Peru were not re-
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sistant to antibiotics, the incident showed how quickly bac-
teria could spread through trade. “There are other plausible 
scenarios on how DT104 got here, such as by dissemination 
via breeding stock,” Angulo said, “but dissemination via fish 
meal is one way.”

“The main point,” Angulo concluded, “is that DT104 is a 
complex story of animals, their diets, food production, and 
global commerce. The story has many interlocking pieces, 
but it comes down to people impacting global systems and 
disrupting the natural ecology of animals through artificial di-
ets and intense husbandry. This, in turn, impacts our health.”

6.
Cynthia Hawley had been lucky: fluoroquinolone worked. 
She was one of millions of beneficiaries of a drug that, when it 
came on the market in the 1980s after more than thirty years 
in development, was immediately hailed as a breakthrough 
treatment for many infections, including the severest cases 
of salmonella food poisoning. In retrospect, given the drug’s 
unique value in treating potentially fatal human disease and 
all that was known at the time about antibiotic resistance, 
it is hard to fathom why several European countries quickly 
approved the lifesaving antibiotic to prevent outbreaks of 
diarrhea in calves and respiratory disease in overcrowded 
poultry—setting off a new round of antibiotic resistance that 
would put people in even worse shape than before.

The Netherlands approved the use of fluoroquinolones in 
livestock in 1987. Soon afterward, the bacteria responsible 
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for a major type of human food poisoning began to show re-
sistance to fluoroquinolones. Six years later, in 1993, despite 
studies documenting the risks, Denmark licensed them for 
veterinary use. Soon, the first signs of human resistance to 
the drug were documented in that country. In 1998, five 
people associated with a Danish swine slaughterhouse were 
stricken with a fluoroquinolone-resistant strain of DT104. 
The bacteria had quickly spread from the pigs to the slaugh-
terhouse workers, who in turn infected nurses at the hos-
pital. The bacteria also contaminated some meat products, 
infecting a woman who tasted a raw meatball before frying 
it. In the end, more than twenty additional people fell ill, 
eleven were hospitalized, and two died.

Also in 1993—twenty-five years after one government 
committee in the United Kingdom warned of the growing 
risk of antibiotic resistance in livestock—another part of the 
government licensed fluoroquinolone for treating and pre-
venting illness in turkeys and chickens. Two years later, 16 
percent of Salmonella DT104 cultured from farms in the 
United Kingdom showed some resistance to the drug, and 
by 1996, fluoroquinolone-resistant salmonella infections 
were sickening people.

Given the rapid development of fluoroquinolone resis-
tance in the Netherlands, Denmark, and the United King-
dom following its use in agriculture, the FDA seemed to have 
an airtight case for rejecting the drug manufacturer’s appli-
cation, in 1995, to sell fluoroquinolones for use in poultry in 
the United States. On this subject the FDA also had the full 
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support of the CDC, which sent nine letters to the agency 
urging it to reject the application. Nevertheless, in 1995 the 
FDA granted approval for use of the cutting-edge antibiotic 
to treat respiratory disease in poultry. By 1997 salmonella in 
the United States had begun to show resistance to fluoro-
quinolones. By 2000, 1.4 percent of salmonella infections 
showed some resistance, with the percentage quickly rising.

This was strong evidence, according to the FDA, that 
the use of fluoroquinolones in poultry posed a risk to hu-
man health. In 2005—a decade after approving the use of 
fluoroquinolones for poultry—the FDA reversed itself and 
withdrew approval. It had actually proposed the ban five 
years earlier, prompting the Bayer Corporation to launch a 
five-year battle against it. The director of government and 
industry relations for Bayer, veterinarian Dennis Copeland, 
insisted, “The consensus is that there is no public health 
risk.” (Abbott Laboratories, one of the two manufacturers 
of fluoroquinolones for poultry, had withdrawn its product 
before the FDA officially proposed the ban.)

Alexander S. Mathews, president and chief executive offi-
cer of the Animal Health Institute in Washington, DC, which 
represents manufacturers of pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and 
feed additives, claimed that “there is no scientific evidence 
that salmonella food poisoning has been linked to farm use 
of antibiotics.” Richard Carnevale, also of the Animal Health 
Institute, declared, “There is no clear documentation that 
use of antibiotics in these animals was responsible for the 
emergence of the multi-drug-resistant strain of salmonella.”
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Patrick Pilkington, vice president of Live Production 
Services at Tyson Foods, stated that “scientific information 
currently available shows no conclusive evidence of a con-
nection between the veterinary use of fluoroquinolones and 
antibiotic resistance in humans.”

In 2001 Richard L. Lobb, a spokesperson for the Na-
tional Chicken Council, told a reporter for the Village Voice 
that fluoroquinolone actually “improves the gut health of 
the bird and its conversion of feed. . . . And if we are what 
we eat, we’re healthier if they’re healthier.” Of course, the 
birds themselves, often deformed or weakened by their ar-
tificially rapid growth resulting from unnatural feed, their 
cramped and unsanitary quarters, and their water supply, 
which is sometimes laced with antibiotics, were profoundly 
unhealthy. And the spokesperson also neglected to mention 
that by eating the birds, people risked ingesting antibiotic- 
resistant bacteria.

Meanwhile, scientific warnings from the CDC, the FDA, 
and the American Medical Association largely echoed the 
warnings from the 1960s that the use of antibiotics for pro-
moting growth in farm animals should be banned. Knowl-
edge had marched on even as common sense stood still.

Antibiotics used on the farm not only make livestock- 
associated bacteria resistant to some antibiotics but also can 
remain active after passing through the animals. The drugs 
then end up in bacteria-rich waste lagoons, and this medi-
cated sludge is often spread on croplands as fertilizer, where 
the antibiotics and drug-resistant bacteria enter ground-
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water or surface water and then infiltrate the soil. The CDC 
has found significant levels of three different antibiotics in 
lagoon wastewater drained from industrial feedlots, agri-
cultural drainage wells, and associated water sources. This 
wastewater contaminates streams, rivers and aquifers, and 
lakes and their shores, exposing those who swim there or eat 
fish from the seemingly pristine waters.

Fluoroquinolones have also been detected in wastewater 
treatment plants in Europe. One study found high levels of 
antibiotics, very likely from nearby cattle operations, in two 
lakes in Switzerland. And researchers have reported the pres-
ence of antibiotics in river water and sediments in Italy. Other 
antibiotics have been detected in sediments under fish farms. 
This is not surprising, given that up to 80 percent of the anti-
biotics used in aquaculture ends up in the environment.

7.
On May 26, 1997, Cynthia Hawley left Northwestern Med-
ical Center and returned home to Heyer Hills Farm. Years 
later, as we sat in the farmhouse kitchen on a blistering July 
afternoon, she lamented the globalization of world trade or 
whatever it was that had permitted DT104 to be visited upon 
her farm and family. Outside the kitchen window, whose sill 
was adorned with a plaster cast of a black-and-white Hol-
stein, a row of evergreens stood guard along the edge of the 
north pasture.

Hawley was stunned by Frederick Angulo’s theory that 
parts of the bacteria that struck her farm could have come 
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from as far away as Asia. The notion that pieces of a bacte-
rium could hop from fish in Thailand to, perhaps, a bird and 
then reassemble themselves as they travel across continents, 
only to strike at the very heart of her family’s health and 
income, was a sobering reminder of the dangerous complexi-
ties of modern life. She nodded as if to acknowledge not only 
the logic of this scenario but also its inevitability. Species 
intermingle all the time. Humans are connected not only to 
one another but also to the myriad other species, seen and 
unseen, with which we share the earth.

“Our family farm, with about 200 head of cattle and 600 
acres, used to be considered really huge in this area,” Hawley 
said. “We were a big fish in a small pond; now we’re a small 
fish in a big pond of corporate agriculture. You have to get 
bigger to survive because you need to produce quantities in 
order to compete. ‘Farm’ is becoming a misnomer. It’s pretty 
much industry now. I do not like to see what’s happening to 
the animals because of it.”

Later, we walked out to the garden, which Cynthia’s 
mother, Marjorie Heyer, was tending. “The more intensive 
farming gets, the more props you need,” Heyer said. “You 
crowd the animals to save every cent you can on space; then 
you have to give them more antibiotics to keep ’em healthy. 
I’m not saying that’s where DT104 came from. I’m just say-
ing that forty years ago what we worried about was nutrition 
and how to feed the cows right. Now it seems like there is 
a lot more we have to deal with and worry about, especially 
after this DT104 thing. What’s next?”
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Following her parents’ inspiration, when Cynthia was 
twenty-nine she had married a farmer, Brian Hawley, who 
owned a large independent dairy operation nearby. Even 
then, it wasn’t as if the couple had a secure hold on their 
dream. “One January morning my husband went out to start 
a tractor. The tractor ran over him, and he was killed,” she 
said, her stare fixed on a distant memory. Determined not 
to let their vision die with him, Cynthia operated the large 
farm on her own, with hired labor, for the next twelve years. 
In the fall of 1996 she sold the farm and moved back to 
Heyer Hills Farm, where she had grown up. It was not ex-
actly as if she had come full circle; she had traveled down a 
river. Life had always been a river, but now, fed by new trib-
utaries from all parts of the world, the river of life at Heyer 
Hills Farm felt swifter, more dangerous, and less predictable 
than ever before.

8.
Early fears that the resistance of DT104 would become 
permanent were soon realized. Five years after Hawley’s 
encounter, fifty-nine laboratory-confirmed cases were iden-
tified in nine states. The bacterium was still resistant to 
several important antibiotics. Almost half of the victims 
were hospitalized for an average of four days. The illness 
was traced back to ground beef that the patients had bought 
from grocery stores. Then, in 2009, DT104 struck in Colo-
rado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, Utah, and 
Wyoming. The outbreak led to the recall of nearly 500,000 
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pounds of ground beef at a meat-processing plant in Denver.
By then, if the FDA seemed to have stood still on regu-

lating many antibiotics, it was at least moving ahead with 
cephalosporins, an important new type of antibiotic used to 
treat pneumonia, strep throat, and many other infections in 
people but one that accounted for less than 25 percent of 
all antibiotics used in livestock. In 2008 the FDA proposed 
banning cephalosporins in response to the evidence showing 
that use of the drugs in livestock was threatening their effec-
tiveness in treating serious salmonella infections, including 
those in children. But the FDA later withdrew the proposal, 
saying it needed more time to study the issue.

And after thirty-five years, the FDA had still failed to 
withdraw approval for penicillin and tetracycline, as required 
by its 1977 findings that their use in livestock was a public 
health menace. But if the FDA had forgotten, many public 
interest groups had not, including the Union of Concerned 
Scientists, the Center for Science in the Public Interest, 
and the Natural Resources Defense Council. In May 2011 
the NRDC, joined by other advocacy groups, filed a lawsuit 
against the FDA for failing to act on the 1977 findings—that 
is, failing to withdraw approval for use of the two antibiotics 
in promoting the growth of livestock. In response to the law-
suit, in 2011 the FDA rescinded the 1977 documents con-
taining its findings, but it did not overturn the findings them-
selves. The courts pointed this out and determined that the 
FDA was still obligated to follow through. Unless the agency 
could show that the use of these antibiotics posed no risk to 
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human health, they would have to be banned. In either case, 
the agency could not simply pretend the 1977 findings did 
not exist—even after thirty-five years of ignoring them.

While the use of penicillin and tetracycline as feed addi-
tives in livestock remains in a legal tangle, the FDA recently 
moved forward on the use of cephalosporins after their false 
start in 2008. In 2012 the agency banned their extra-label 
use. Although the drug was a minor part of the veterinary 
armamentarium for livestock anyway, the FDA rule was a 
small step forward.

The FDA also put in place “guidance” on the judicious 
use of other antibiotics in livestock. Unfortunately, this guid-
ance was not binding. What’s more, it actually endorsed the 
principle of using drugs to prevent disease in livestock—a 
loophole through which the drug makers could drive deliv-
ery trucks. After all, disease prevention could mean feed-
ing small amounts of the drugs to livestock throughout their 
lives—the very kind of low-dose use that allows many more 
bacteria to survive. This, in turn, can quickly select for bac-
terial resistance to the antibiotic.

Even in the face of weak FDA guidance, the American 
Farm Bureau Federation claimed that there was insufficient 
evidence of “on-farm antibiotic use that demonstrates a 
meaningful risk to humans.” The Farm Bureau went so far 
as to claim that scientists from the CDC, the National Insti-
tutes of Health, and the US Department of Agriculture had 
stated that “there is no scientific study linking antibiotic use 
in food animal production with antibiotic resistance.”
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Even if the recent FDA action leads to decreased use of 
antibiotics in the United States, antibiotic resistance, like 
many infectious diseases, will remain a growing global prob-
lem. Currently China is both the largest producer and the 
largest consumer of antibiotics in the world, according to 
the National Academy of Sciences. Nearly half are used in 
animals. In 2012 a team of American and Chinese scientists 
genetically analyzed samples of manure from Chinese hog 
operations and found 149 resistance genes. These included 
resistance genes for most major classes of antibiotics.

Stuart B. Levy, MD, director of the Center for Adaptation 
Genetics and Drug Resistance at Tufts University, worries 
that the problem of antibiotic resistance has become ubiq-
uitous. “If antibiotic-resistant bacteria in the environment 
glowed red, we would see them everywhere,” he said. We 
would see them on lawns and in sinks and toilets, along riv-
ers and lakes, in forests and along coastlines. We would see 
them from Alaska to Arizona and, now, from the farmlands 
of California to the pig farms of China.
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1.
About the year 1700, John Harrison of Long Island, New 
York, bought from the Lenni-Lenape Indians a 17,000-acre 
tract of oak-hickory forest near what is today the city of New 
Brunswick, New Jersey. At the time, Harrison’s purchase 
was but a tiny grove within 100 million acres of woodland 
that stretched from Virginia to New England and west to the 
Mississippi River.

In 1701 Harrison sold 10,000 acres of his land to a group 
of Dutchmen, who divided it into eight parcels. South Mid-
dlebush, the first road through the region, crossed the tract 
north to south, subdividing the eight parcels into sixteen, 
and other subdivisions began to be made. Cornelius Wyck-
off, one of the buyers of Harrison’s land, for example, gave 
300 acres to each of his four sons, who built houses and 
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cleared land for crops and livestock, leaving behind several 
forested woodlots for timber and firewood. By the mid-1800s 
farmland quilted the region, a railroad had arrived, Indian 
footpaths had become roads for horse-drawn wagons, and 
proliferating byways had further fragmented the remaining 
forest lots. Old Indian Path, the easternmost boundary of 
the original Harrison land, soon became the busy Lincoln 
Highway, which carried automobiles between Philadelphia 
and New York City.

Changes in this part of the country mirrored what was 
happening to forests throughout many settled regions of the 
Northeast. Farms were built, forests cut, and by 1800 the 
4 million settlers in the Northeast had spilled into the re-
motest corners of New England. At farming’s peak around 
1900, more than half of the 100 million acres of north-
eastern forests had been cut, including all but a fraction of 
Harrison’s original land. By that time the largest stand of 
original trees in his twenty-seven-square-mile purchase was 
a sixty-five-acre woodlot. That forested enclave must have 
been a spectacle even in the mid-1800s: two- and three-
hundred-year-old trees presiding over a shadowed realm of 
birdsong, butterflies and flying squirrels, grouse, turkeys, 
and perhaps a bear or panther passing through on its way 
inland or farther north.

In the mid-1950s this final trace of the original forest came 
under assault from a timber company hoping to liquidate the 
valuable hardwood. To protect this rare jewel of nature, in 
1955 several organizations, including the United Brother-
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hood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, purchased the 
land, named it in honor of a former union president, and 
donated it to nearby Rutgers University. Today, hidden be-
tween sprawling New Brunswick and Somerville, New Jer-
sey, the sixty-five-acre William L. Hutcheson Memorial For-
est remains one of the largest old-growth oak-hickory forests 
in the mid-Atlantic states.

2.
On a hot morning in June 2001, three hundred years after 
Harrison’s purchase, I drove to Hutcheson Memorial For-
est. There I was greeted by the forest’s director, Edmund 
W. Stiles, a Rutgers ecology professor. After we introduced 
ourselves, we walked down the path into the ancient grove.

The air turned cooler as the bright morning light dissolved 
into the soft hues of the forest edge. There seemed to be as 
many fallen trees as standing ones. Although not the mas-
sive, moss-draped druids of the purple prose often used to 
describe a primeval forest, they were the biggest trees I had 
ever seen in New Jersey. Their massive branches created a 
heavy latticework against the blue sky.

“Ecologists once believed that forests reached a climax 
and would stay that way,” Stiles began. “Maybe that’s where 
the notion of the forest primeval arose. But it’s not like that. 
About 250 years is the age of old trees in this patch. The 
oldest tree ever recorded here was 344 years old, from 1611. 
It was blown down in a hurricane in 1955.”

Stiles said that since the forest’s beginning—sometime af-
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ter the last ice age, 10,000 years ago—natural catastrophes, 
especially epic storms, had struck every few centuries. Truly 
ancient trees aren’t seen there because they get knocked 
down. Put another way, the forest is ancient, but the trees 
are not.

“One way to talk about an old-growth patch like Hutcheson 
isn’t in terms of the age of the trees but in the length of in-
tervals between major natural disruptions. It’s not just about 
the trees but about the process, the whole system. Another 
way to think of an old-growth forest is as a place where trees 
die natural deaths rather than getting cut down.” 

Is a healthy forest as much about dead trees as live ones? I 
asked. Stiles nodded and explained that a dead tree provides 
an opportunity for numerous insects, birds, and mammals to 
contribute to the forest for hundreds of years. When a tree 
falls, mosses and other plants colonize it. Even the hole left 
in the ground by upturned roots becomes new habitat for 
small, enterprising species. But it takes a long time for trees 
to die and begin to return to the soil—a luxury of time that 
many of today’s forests don’t have. “It disappoints me when 
forest managers talk about having to clean out ‘dead wood,’” 
Stiles said. “In cleaning out dead trees you destroy habitat 
that makes a healthy forest.”

A severely disrupted forest, Stiles continued, can 
quickly lose many of its most “specialized” species—ani-
mals that can’t quickly adapt to new habitats or sources of 
food. “Generalists,” on the other hand, often accommodate 
change. While specialized species vacate the forest, the re-
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sourceful generalists, such as deer and mice, often expand 
their numbers.

“The age of trees is a huge influence on the animal com-
munity, and one of the many ways eastern forests have 
been degraded is by keeping them young. Another way is by 
fragmenting a forest into patches, like here at Hutcheson. 
If a forest is under a certain acreage, many animals can’t  
live there.”

There is almost as much forest in the East today as there 
was two centuries ago, but its pattern is quite different now, 
Stiles went on. After peaking about 1900, eastern farms de-
clined as western trade routes opened markets to cheaper 
midwestern grain. Where the farms were abandoned, trees 
often grew again. By the early 1900s forests had returned to 
cover 50 million acres, and today forests cover three-quar-
ters of their historical range. But one should not be fooled by 
size alone: even though the trees may have returned, the for-
ests have not. Farms flowed in with people and livestock and 
then washed out, taking with them mountain lions, wolves, 
bison, wolverines, elk, mountain lions, bobcats, fishers, and 
numerous other species.

As we continued our stroll, I commented that the forest 
interior was browner than I would have imagined for an an-
cient forest—far from the deep, leafy tunnels, green boughs, 
and verdant undergrowth I expected to see. Stiles pointed 
out that the thick canopy of the dominant oaks, hickories, 
and, especially, sugar maples filters light. “Availability of sun-
light influences what grows and doesn’t grow on the forest 
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floor,” he continued, explaining why some old-growth forests 
can be remarkably park-like in effect.

A fragmented forest receives more sunlight than a con-
tiguous one because every road, clearing, or cut is a virtual 
skylight. The light fosters more leafy growth along the forest 
edge, which provides browse for deer. That’s one reason why 
deer do so well in fragmented forests. Where there’s sun-
light, there’s browse, and browse attracts deer.

“Deer thrive and forest sickens,” I commented, paraphras-
ing a recent headline in New Jersey’s Star-Ledger. “The arti-
cle said that white-tailed deer were almost extirpated from 
New Jersey a hundred years ago. But now they number in 
the hundreds of thousands.”

Stiles snorted. “Those deer are living on borrowed time,” 
he said. “Three hundred years ago there were probably about 
25 per square mile. Now there are something like 200 per 
square mile. Something will knock them down, and it could 
be disease.”

He paused on the trail and placed his palm against the 
bleached skeleton of a dead oak. As if to highlight the con-
trast with other forests in the region, Stiles explained that 
the dead tree had been standing when he first came to this 
patch, more than thirty years ago. When the next genera-
tion of biologists comes to this forest, the toppled trunk will, 
perhaps, have disintegrated and become little more than a 
raised ridge in the ground. Yet it will still be contributing to 
the forest’s health.

Stiles pointed toward the forest edge as we continued on. 
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Through the brush could be seen a distant cultivated hillside 
and a row of houses on the horizon. I pressed the soles of 
my shoes hard against the never-tilled earth. The roots be-
low clutched soil and boulders made from glaciers that had 
retreated 10,000 years ago and the stone arrowheads of an-
cient hunters who had passed through. As I gazed upward, 
the outstretched boughs of an oak seemed to embrace and 
hold me. What threads we silently break; what voices we 
still. By what grace, I wondered, have we been kept so well 
by what we have abused for so long.

3.
Like much of the Raritan River valley, Hunterdon County, 
New Jersey, has seen some of the most rapid development in 
the East. Drained by three graceful rivers, cloaked by beau-
tiful, if young, forests, and within commuting distance of 
New York City, Hunterdon has been transformed over sev-
eral decades from countryside to a suburbanized hub with 
more than 125,000 people.

“When I got here in 1985, I thought I was coming to a 
quiet rural county,” said John Beckley, who lived at the time 
in the town of Annandale, about two miles from a branch of 
the Raritan River. As the county’s director of public health, 
Beckley had seen firsthand many of the changes wrought 
by population growth and commercial development. “In one 
respect we’re no different from many other places in Amer-
ica. It’s just happening a lot faster here,” he said. “When 
I got here I expected to deal with bread-and-butter public 
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health issues. We had an environmental staff of four and 
spent most of our time inspecting or issuing permits for sep-
tic systems and wells—a dozen or so a week. Since then, my 
job’s gotten a lot more interesting.”

In 1985, only months after Beckley arrived at his new job, 
New Jersey reported its first case of infection with the human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which had been isolated and 
described two years before. In 1986 the county had its first 
cases of another new illness, Legionnaire’s disease. Two cus-
todial workers, who survived, were stricken at Hunterdon 
Central Regional High School, Beckley said. Eventually, the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention discovered that 
bacteria living in a poorly designed water heater had caused 
that particular outbreak.

Next, in 1989, Beckley’s office began receiving reports of 
raccoons behaving strangely, wandering across the county’s 
highways and into people’s yards to attack their dogs. “It 
turned out to be the first outbreak of terrestrial rabies in the 
state in nearly half a century,” he said.

Ten years later West Nile virus arrived, an event that led 
to the county’s first mosquito-control program. “We have a 
whole lab now, several trucks, a special freezer for preserv-
ing specimens at minus 70 degrees, and a mosquito-con-
trol team,” Beckley said. “You can imagine how our staff and 
budget have grown since I got here in 1985. None of the tra-
ditional public health challenges have gone away. The fact 
is, we have more infectious diseases than before.”

Many of the diseases that suddenly struck Hunterdon 
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County were not random: they were precipitated or fostered 
by human changes to the environment. The rabies out-
break, for example, was traced to hunters who transported 
raccoons from Florida and released them locally to improve 
hunting farther north, in West Virginia. Some of these rac-
coons were infected with the rabies virus. From there the 
virus marched north through the species, right into New 
Jersey. Legionnaire’s disease, a technology-related illness, 
was caused when the ubiquitous Legionella bacteria were 
given the opportunity to collect in warm environments pro-
vided by modern life, such as water heaters, saunas, and 
air conditioners, and were then aerosolized and inhaled by 
people nearby.

“All these diseases were occurring against the backdrop of 
what has become our single biggest infectious disease prob-
lem,” Beckley continued. He was referring to Lyme disease, 
the most common vector-borne illness in the United States. 
It’s another disease that accumulating evidence indicates 
has emerged in part because of radical changes people have 
made to the landscape—in this case the once comparatively 
stable and biologically rich forests of the eastern United 
States, of which Hutcheson Memorial Forest is now only a 
sad token.

According to Sarah E. Randolph, a professor of parasite 
ecology at the University of Oxford, England, “it isn’t known 
when the Lyme disease bacterium was first introduced into 
the United States, but it is difficult to believe that it is as 
recent as the last major resurgence.” In other words, the bac-
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terium that causes Lyme disease very likely has been in the 
United States for a long time, but until recently the con-
ditions did not exist for the disease to become epidemic. 
Randolph said that though “no one can say for sure when 
the disease first appeared in the UK, the bacterium has been 
around for a long time, at least in Europe.”

In the United States, Lyme disease was first described in 
Old Lyme, Connecticut, in the 1970s, but it wasn’t docu-
mented in Hunterdon until 1988, when 12 patients were 
identified. There were 30 cases in 1989, and by 1993 there 
were 204. In 2000 Hunterdon had more than 500 cases. There 
are so many cases of Lyme disease that Hunterdon County 
continues to jockey for first place nationally with Nantucket, 
Massachusetts, and Columbia County, New York.

Nationally, the disease also continues to increase, al-
though evolving case definitions make the numbers hard to 
accurately estimate. In 2009 the Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention reported about 39,000 confirmed and 
probable cases—with the real number of infections as much 
as ten times higher.

With Hunterdon County near the top of the list, the 
CDC sent a team to investigate—Beckley was one of the 
members—and concluded that one reason for the high inci-
dence in Hunterdon at the time was the county’s high den-
sity of deer, which harbor the tick that carries the Lyme dis-
ease bacterium, near residential areas. Another was the high 
number of rock walls and woodpiles near homes. These pro-
vide refuge and breeding grounds for mice and chipmunks, 
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which also carry the ticks. “Where the edge of a yard comes 
up against the woods, that’s an ‘ecotonal edge,’ which is per-
fect habitat for ticks,” Beckley explained. “That nature-cul-
ture border is where people, who may be mowing the lawn 
or trimming branches, often pick them up. Human activity 
has put people right at the center of the tick’s life cycle.”

Deer and other large mammals, birds, and small rodents 
such as mice are the literal lifeblood of the ticks. These 
mammals provide not only blood meals but also a means of 
transportation and dissemination for the otherwise largely 
immobile ticks. The life cycle begins in fall, when the egg-
laden females drop from the animal carrying them to the 
ground, frequently nestling in leaf litter for the winter. With 
the advent of warm spring weather, the eggs hatch and the 
larvae hitch a ride on mice, chipmunks, or any other small 
mammal or bird nearby. Once on a host, the ticks feed for 
several days and then drop off. They develop over the next 
several months and re-emerge as nymphs the following 
spring. By then they have become mobile enough to climb 
low-lying bushes, where they often perch at the end of a 
branch or leaf and wait for another host, sometimes a larger 
mammal, such as a deer, to pass by. A horse, dog, or human 
will do. It is by these poppy-seed-size nymphs that most peo-
ple become infected.

Hunterdon County apparently didn’t even have deer ticks 
until the mid-1980s, according to Beckley. Or at least not 
enough to notice. An increase in deer numbers and perhaps 
a warming climate may have contributed to the increase. 
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Over the past century, the average temperature in nearby 
New Brunswick increased by almost two degrees and pre-
cipitation increased in that part of the state. These climatic 
changes may have helped to create ideal conditions for the 
ticks. The changes also generally paralleled an explosion 
in tick populations throughout the northeastern and upper 
north-central states.

What’s more, in Hunterdon County, ticks found an es-
timated 30,000 deer to feed on—more than in any other 
county in the state. “Hunterdon County may be God’s coun-
try, but it’s also tick country. At least now,” Beckley quipped.

There was some hope that hunting would reduce the 
deer population—and, thereby, the population of ticks, or 
so the commonly held theory went. “But most hunters want 
to shoot antlered bucks,” Beckley explained. “Because the 
bucks are polygamous, even if their numbers are reduced 
markedly, most of the remaining females will still likely get 
pregnant, ensuring a high birthrate the following year.” In 
an effort to tip the balance, officials of the New Jersey Divi-
sion of Fish and Wildlife initiated an “Earn a Buck” program 
whereby a hunter who kills an antlerless deer—presumably 
a doe—can then legally shoot a buck.

Rapid development is quickly neutralizing the potential 
benefits of hunting in reducing deer, however: it’s illegal to 
hunt within 450 feet of a residence without the owner’s per-
mission, and many open tracts of land are privately held and 
not accessible to hunters. The new houses going up in the 
county are therefore creating more safe havens for deer. All 
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the environmental, economic, social, and political dynamics 
are thus weighted in favor of deer herds living in proximity to 
humans, and this increases the risk of people getting Lyme 
disease and other tick-borne illnesses.

Experts have considered other approaches to reducing the 
deer population, including netting herds and then humanely 
killing them, using sharpshooters, or even instituting birth 
control. But these are expensive or unproven solutions, and 
discussion of them frequently riles up animal rights propo-
nents. “Politically, bringing about a significant reduction in 
the deer population is a very difficult goal to accomplish,” 
Beckley said.

But killing deer may not be as effective as people would 
hope, or, for that matter, as effective as some early studies 
suggested. The virus-carrying ticks have alternative path-
ways for reaching people.

For one thing, if the number of deer were reduced, each 
deer would end up carrying a lot more ticks, with the total 
sum of ticks remaining very high. Moreover, if every deer in 
the forest were one day gone, the ticks would simply shift to 
feeding on the ample supply of other mammals, especially 
mice and chipmunks. Deer may come and go, but the ticks 
that cause Lyme disease would remain, it seems, forever.

Still, Lyme disease should be easily preventable. Prevent 
tick bites and you prevent the disease. For many years, the 
Hunterdon County Department of Health has had Lyme 
disease education and awareness programs in place. Several 
full-time staff members, including a health educator, are at 
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work on these efforts. “Despite stressing to the public the 
importance of prevention—use insect repellant, avoid tick 
areas, stay on trails during tick season, wear light-colored 
clothing, and check yourself carefully when you come in-
side—we still can’t seem to decrease the county’s infection 
rate,” Beckley said.

4.
“In early October 2001, John and I were driving home from 
a weekend on Cape Cod and I started feeling this really pro-
nounced stiffness in my spine,” Linda began. “All my mus-
cles hurt. I lost my appetite and got very agitated. I got a 
fever, and shivers came in spasms.” The night after a nurse 
practitioner diagnosed her illness as flu, John Beckley no-
ticed the telltale bull’s-eye rash on his wife’s right shoulder 
blade. She had Lyme disease, he felt certain. A visit with 
her doctor and a three-week course of antibiotics cured her 
symptoms. She was lucky to have been quickly diagnosed; 
many people don’t realize they have Lyme disease until the 
symptoms are far worse, and in some cases permanent, in-
cluding painful joint or neurological damage.

Linda Beckley told me she wasn’t sure where she picked 
up the tick, but she believed it happened as she was walking 
their dog, Willie, near the South Branch of the Raritan, not 
far from home. Twice before, she had found ticks in her car 
after such walks.

We walked outside to the back porch. As with many homes 
in the community, the Beckleys’ backyard is carved out of 
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the woods. Earlier, I had driven through this urban archi-
pelago, passing islands of lawn in a sea of fragmented forest. 
Wooded peninsulas wrapped behind houses and extended 
into front yards. Paved roads ran around the neighborhood in 
the maze-like geometry of an integrated circuit board. Grass 
abutted woodlands everywhere, and the deer, squirrels, and 
chipmunks I saw that afternoon readily crossed between 
both. Ornamental shrubbery lined the foundation at the 
front and back of the Beckleys’ house. It was dream habitat 
for deer, just as the wood stacks along driveways and rock 
walls were ideal harbors for mice and chipmunks.

Linda and I drove toward the park to walk Willie. “When 
I moved here three years ago, all this used to be a big farm,” 
she said, sweeping her hand above the steering wheel as we 
left their neighborhood and entered a new housing develop-
ment. “When John got here, beyond the farm was all woods. 
Now it’s all these new houses.”

With the houses came legions of people suddenly thrust 
within arm’s length of the deer that came to feed on the 
lawns. Along new clearings, leafy browse flourished. Rock 
walls were built at the perimeters of properties, and wood-
piles appeared at the edges of driveways, creating a paradise 
for the carriers of Lyme disease ticks.

When we got to the park, Linda opened her door, and 
before she had even unrolled the leash, Willie barreled out 
and romped across a field toward the river. As we walked 
toward him we passed a wooded area, catching a glimpse 
of five deer in chocolate-brown coats. Willie, meanwhile, 
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had swum across the South Branch and was heading up an 
embankment beneath towering cement pylons supporting 
Interstate 78, where four lanes of traffic roared above the 
opposite bank.

“Get back here, Willie!” Linda called. While we waited, 
I bent down, picked up a dried gray branch, and tossed it 
into the river. The current grabbed it and swirled it around. 
Willie finally returned and scrambled up the wooded stream 
bank toward us.

“He does this sometimes,” Linda said apologetically.
On the drive back home to Madison, New Jersey, that 

evening, I was delayed by the aftermath of a traffic accident 
on I-78. As I waited at a standstill, I imagined how far along 
its journey toward Hutcheson Memorial Forest the stick 
was that I had thrown into the South Branch of the Rari-
tan. And that brought me back to the June morning several 
months before when I spent time in the old-growth forest 
with Edmund Stiles. Age is defined not only by objects such 
as trees but also by the subtle processes of a growing for-
est, I thought. Where, I wondered, were the long, uninter-
rupted interludes of our world—a world in which intervals 
between major changes seem to shrink ever smaller day by 
day: neighbors moving to new jobs in other cities, a mall 
newly constructed here, a farm giving way to a new housing 
development there.

Even the intervals of Linda’s disease had been shrunk, 
in a sense. Her doctors had compressed the definition of 
her Lyme disease into the interval between when she was 
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bitten and when she successfully completed her course  
of antibiotics.

And she was one of the lucky ones. In as many as one in 
four cases the infection does not announce itself with the 
trademark bull’s-eye rash. This means that some victims go 
untreated. More complicated yet, even some of those who 
are treated early, like Linda, may still develop debilitating 
symptoms years later: painful muscles and joints, depres-
sion, exhaustion, and chronic brain-fog.

Whatever the clinical course of the disease, this medi-
cal definition of Lyme disease invariably excludes the larger 
ecological implications of the illness and therefore its full 
meaning. Linda’s illness was not just about a bacterium that 
entered her body. It was an extension of the unfortunate his-
tory of the eastern forests, and it was connected to autumn 
oaks and hickories, an absence of predators, and an over-
abundance of deer and other small mammals, such as mice 
and chipmunks. Her illness was not exclusively hers. It was 
an intimate part of a picture almost too big to see.

5.
Perhaps no one understands this big picture—the ecology 
of Lyme disease—better than Richard Ostfeld, an ecologist 
with the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies in Millbrook, 
New York. In the mid-1990s, Ostfeld began to suspect he 
might predict people’s risk of contracting Lyme disease 
based upon, of all things, the abundance of acorns in a re-
gion. Acorns come in bursts, or “masts,” with almost none 
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produced in some years and bumper crops produced in oth-
ers. These cycles are synchronized among trees over large 
regions of the country, in part by regional weather.

Ostfeld reasoned that if acorns attract deer and mice and 
the incidence of Lyme disease in humans is related to the 
densities of these animals, then the rate of human infection 
could be related to the production of acorns. Ecologists call 
it a cascade effect.

The year 1995, a very poor one for acorn production near 
Millbrook, might give him and his colleagues an opportunity 
to test his theory. Millbrook is in Dutchess County, which 
has an unusually high rate of Lyme disease. With lots of 
oaks and people, it was an ideal place to conduct the study. 
Ostfeld and his team measured and demarcated two sets 
of plots in the forest at the institute. On half of the plots, 
Ostfeld let the poor natural acorn crop fall. On the other 
plots, he supplemented nature’s production with nearly a 
million acorns from elsewhere. In the months that followed, 
he regularly visited the plots and compared what happened 
in the supplemented plots with developments in the acorn-
poor ones.

For one thing, he noted, the supplemented plots attracted 
far more deer that fall. Logically, this could trigger the cas-
cade leading to a surge of Lyme disease later on. The follow-
ing spring, something else besides more deer was evident: 
mouse populations had also exploded in these same plots 
because more of the well-fed adult mice survived the winter 
than had their poorer kin, and they had more young in the 
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spring. Ostfeld and his colleagues dragged strips of fabric 
over the plots, a standard method for collecting ticks. Aston-
ishingly, the acorn-rich plots had eight times as many newly 
hatched ticks, or larvae, as the regular plots. The acorns 
would not have attracted the ticks. Rather, the greater num-
ber of deer attracted by the abundance of acorns meant that 
more adult ticks could drop from the deer as the animals 
fed that fall. In the spring, the female ticks on the ground 
laid eggs, which hatched into a superabundance of larvae by 
early summer of 1996.

The abundance of acorns also led to an explosion of mice 
because they were better fed through the winter and had 
more young mice in the spring. A superabundance of mice 
would mean a lot more warm bodies for ticks to feed on. 
This also contributed to the explosion of ticks the follow-
ing spring and two springs later, when the people-infecting 
nymphal ticks arose.

There was something remarkable about the ticks that 
hatched from those eggs: they didn’t harbor the bacteria 
that cause Lyme disease. Even if the mother tick was in-
fected, the bacteria were not passed through the eggs to the 
larvae. To become infected, a tick first had to feed on an 
infected animal, such as a mouse, chipmunk, or deer. And 
since almost all mice carry the bacteria (unlike some other 
forest animals), almost every tick that feeds on a mouse be-
comes infected.

It stood to reason that the more mice there were in an 
area, the more likely it was that actively feeding ticks in 
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that area would become infected. And since more mice had 
been drawn to the acorn-rich plots, Ostfeld was not sur-
prised to find a higher percentage of infected ticks there. 
Moreover, a higher density of infected ticks in an area fre-
quented by people means a higher infection rate among 
people. Acorns attract deer and mice, mice infect ticks, and 
infected ticks give people Lyme disease. But could people’s 
health really be linked to something as seemingly unrelated 
as acorn production?

One of the first tests of Ostfeld’s theory would occur after 
a natural mast. He could then compare infected tick popu-
lations in regions where a bumper crop occurred with infec-
tion rates in places where it had not, or he could compare in-
fection rates in the same area over several successive years. 
A spike in infections at a certain interval after each large 
acorn crop might lend weight to his theory.

6.
The year 1997 saw one of the most prolific acorn crops in 
years in the mid-Atlantic states. In Hutcheson Memorial 
Forest, Edmund Stiles recalled the abundance of acorns that 
year. Moving through the forest, he said, was “like walking on 
marbles.” Perhaps no place experienced a greater rain of the 
acorns than the beautiful, oak-arched campus of Drew Uni-
versity in Madison, New Jersey. The campus is situated in a 
grove of old oaks, many of them towering a hundred feet over-
head. The school has been called the “university in the forest.”

Twenty-year-old Jeff Dunbar was a sophomore in the fall 
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of 1997, and so many acorns pummeled his dorm roof that 
term that the noise sometimes woke him at night. By day, 
deer from a nearby forest wandered across campus, and 
chipmunks, squirrels, and mice scurried amid the landscap-
ing at the building’s foundations. The presence of so many 
deer and small mammals on campus that fall meant that nu-
merous egg-laden ticks were falling to the ground. And two 
years later—by the summer of 1999—these led to a pop-
ulation explosion of blood-hungry nymphs. That explosion 
happened to be the very summer Dunbar decided to live 
on campus while working for a state assemblyman nearby. 
Dunbar played Frisbee on campus almost every evening, and 
wayward throws often sent him scrambling through tick-
laden bushes.

On August 1, Dunbar awoke with the left side of his face 
paralyzed. He went to the emergency room at nearby Mor-
ristown Memorial Hospital, where the attending physician 
treated him with steroids. A Lyme test, which measures the 
body’s immune response to the Lyme disease bacterium, 
was negative. But the test can be inconclusive if the body’s 
immune response has not yet kicked in. The disease can 
therefore go undetected. His facial paralysis disappeared 
two weeks later without further treatment.

He continued his job into the winter of 2000. That Febru-
ary, as he was stuffing mailings into envelopes, his shoulders 
and elbows became so stiff and sore that he could hardly 
move them. His physician concluded that the repetitive 
stuffing motion had strained both shoulder joints, and he 
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recommended physical therapy. Dunbar improved, but he 
still felt tired and sore. During the summer of 2001, as he 
was undergoing routine arthroscopic surgery for a slight tear 
in a knee ligament, his surgeon discovered severe inflam-
mation in the joint. A Lyme test ordered by the surgeon was 
positive. By now, the bacteria had invaded Dunbar’s joints 
and spinal fluid. After eight weeks of intravenous antibiotics, 
he improved, and his symptoms largely disappeared.

Meanwhile, Richard Ostfeld had gathered data on the 
rate of Lyme disease in the mid-Atlantic states, where the 
large acorn mast had occurred in 1997—two years earlier. 
If his theory was correct, the rate of infection should rise 
among people there in the second year after the mast. The 
1999 infection rate did increase in the area affected by the 
mast of 1997. In fact, 1999, the year Dunbar became ill, 
saw the third-highest number of Lyme disease cases ever 
reported in the mid-Atlantic region.

Although Ostfeld was encouraged by the results, this was 
far from proof of his hypothesis. Over the ensuing years he 
collected vast amounts of data on acorn production and the 
abundance of deer, mice, and chipmunks. Although lots of 
acorns in the fall attracted lots of deer from other areas of 
the forest, a single acorn mast didn’t necessarily lead to a 
population boom in deer. Their long generation time meant 
their populations didn’t respond quickly. Mice and other 
small rodents, however, which reproduce more rapidly, did 
experience a population boom. In other words, mice, not 
deer, were the strongest link between lots of acorns and an 
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increase in the number of infected ticks—and the increased 
risk to people—two years later.

“Although people frequently blame deer populations for 
increases in Lyme disease, increases in deer populations 
past a low threshold don’t lead to an increased number of 
the nymphal ticks that transmit Lyme disease to humans,” 
Ostfeld said. “But increases in mouse populations do lead 
to greater densities of these ticks. It’s almost axiomatic that 
deer are always the center of the tick life cycle, and it’s very 
hard to convince a lot of people otherwise. But that’s not 
what our data show. It’s the mice.”

7.
Whatever the disagreements among experts, Ostfeld’s re-
search has shown a link between acorn abundance and the 
risk of people coming into contact with infected ticks.

Mice and chipmunks transmit Lyme disease to more than 
90 percent of ticks that feed on them, whereas opossums, 
raccoons, deer, birds, and many other forest dwellers infect 
only about 10 percent or less of their ticks. This contrast 
goes to the heart of the ecology of Lyme disease. The feeding 
options for ticks increase in almost direct proportion to the 
variety of species they can choose from. In theory, a forest 
with a greater variety of animals—as, say, had once been 
present in Hutcheson Memorial Forest, which I visited with 
Ted Stiles—would reduce the probability of a tick feeding 
on a mouse. And the chance of the tick picking up the Lyme 
disease bacterium would also be reduced.
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At the mention of Stiles, Ostfeld, who knew him, sadly 
told me that the renowned professor had since passed away. 
Stiles, he said, had done so much to preserve forests in 
New Jersey.

Ostfeld wondered if the loss of species in the northeast-
ern forests, which now favored generalists such as mice and 
chipmunks, had in fact contributed to the increase in Lyme 
disease. Conversely, if a greater variety of species were re-
turned to a forest, would that reduce the density of mice and 
chipmunks and therefore the high rate of infection among 
ticks—and people? Would a greater degree of biological di-
versity help to protect people from Lyme disease—that is, 
dilute the impact of the disease?

Ostfeld couldn’t recreate the rich and diverse forests of 
old, but he could test the dilution theory with computer 
modeling. So he began by creating a computerized forest. 
When he added a new species to the computer-modeled 
forest, the density of ticks infected with the Lyme disease 
bacterium declined. But would this effect hold true in the 
field? Ostfeld decided to find out.

He and his colleagues tried to get a real-world grasp of his 
hypothesis by listing all the eastern bird, mammal, and lizard 
species, from Florida to Maine, on which ticks carrying Lyme 
disease are known to feed. The farther south one moves, the 
greater is the diversity of species. The researchers then com-
pared the numbers of different species within regions along 
the eastern seaboard with the rates of Lyme disease in people 
in those same regions. They found that the areas with more 
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species had fewer cases of Lyme disease per capita. High 
biological diversity, it seemed, did tend to minimize the rate 
of Lyme disease infection in the human population—at least 
that was one reasonable interpretation of his findings.

In theory, increased biological diversity could reduce the 
risk of Lyme disease in several specific ways. First, it could 
decrease the number of mice that transmit the bacteria to 
ticks. Ostfeld and his colleagues tested this by setting up 
forty field sites in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut 
where Lyme disease was endemic. The sites represented a 
cross section of habitats, from low to high quality. He and 
his research team inventoried all the mammal and bird spe-
cies in each of the sites. As predicted, the more other spe-
cies there were (including predators of mice, such as foxes), 
the fewer the mice.

Second, increased biodiversity could reduce Lyme dis-
ease by lowering the chance that a tick would therefore en-
counter an infected mouse to feed on. Using vast amounts 
of data about the number of ticks on mice from the forest 
(he, his colleague Jesse Brunner, and other members of the 
team had captured more than 10,000 over fourteen years of 
study), Ostfeld statistically analyzed the factors that reduced 
the number of ticks on a mouse. The answer was the abun-
dance of chipmunks in the area. The higher the density of 
chipmunks, the lower the chance that a tick would land on 
a mouse and become infected.

Mouse populations within plots that had no chipmunks 
had, on average, twenty more ticks than did those within 
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plots that had eighty chipmunks. In other words, biodiver-
sity reduced the chance that any given tick would encounter 
an infective mouse.

The third way biodiversity should reduce Lyme disease 
was by decreasing the number of all the best tick vectors.

Some hosts are better for ticks than others. Some animals, 
such as opossums, quickly groom off the marauding ticks. 
Only about 3.5 percent of ticks that manage to get onto 
possums survive, but more than half of those that get onto 
white-footed mice survive to eat their fill of blood. Mice are 
tick havens, whereas opossums are tick traps. Chipmunks, 
squirrels, and some bird species fall between these two ex-
tremes. Therefore, it would stand to reason that the greater 
the number of less-than-ideal vectors there were to attract 
ticks, the fewer ticks would survive.

From all this, Ostfeld finally could comfortably draw the 
conclusion that increasing biological diversity could reduce 
Lyme disease. And there was one sure way to increase this 
protective biological diversity: decrease forest fragmentation.

Larger forests mean more predators and, therefore, a 
lower density of mice. Larger forests mean more species to 
dilute the Lyme disease bacterium. And larger forests lower 
the chance that a tick will find a species that will easily 
transmit the bacterium to it.

“Small forest fragments of five acres or less are really 
risky places,” Ostfeld said. “In those small fragments, risk 
for Lyme disease goes up fourfold, compared with that in 
forests of twelve to twenty acres.”
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“Fragmentation favors good tick hosts and reservoirs, like 
shrews, mice, and chipmunks,” he said. “Fragmentation dis-
favors predators, such as foxes, that prey on the small hosts. 
Foxes live in family groups, with moms foraging for mice and 
other small rodents to support their big litters of pups for six 
months or more. Foxes naturally have higher densities than 
coyotes in healthy forests. But when coyotes move into frag-
mented areas, they displace and kill foxes. The incidence of 
Lyme disease then goes up.”

8.
The ecology of Lyme disease reminds us that many con-
nections between the health of the earth and human health 
are deeply woven into ecology. Changes in forests and their 
species, research such as Ostfeld’s suggests, are reflected 
in human disease. Places such as William L. Hutcheson 
Memorial Forest are touchstones of seeming tranquility in 
a world undergoing constant change caused by humans. 
We will probably never know if Lyme disease afflicted for-
est dwellers there five hundred years ago, but the diverse 
ecology at that time would have weighed against it. If the 
Lyme disease bacterium were present, the indigenous forest 
dwellers might, over millennia, have developed immunity to 
it. What we can be sure of is that, in our overzealous efforts 
to make the world more hospitable for humans, we have 
been making it more hospitable for some of the microbes 
that make us ill.
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A Spring to Die For: Hantavirus
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 . . .

1.
The mysterious illness that killed two young Navajos 

in the spring of 1993—and the deaths that followed—

captured the nation’s attention like no other outbreak 

since Legionnaire’s disease in 1976. The victims, Merrill 

Bahe, 20, and his fiancee, Florena Woody, 21, were 

young and had no medical history that might explain 

why they had become ill. The doctors who treated them 

had never seen anything like it.

Merrill Bahe and Florena Woody grew up in two 

starkly different worlds on the same Indian reservation, 

25,000 square miles of land extending into New Mexico, 

Arizona, and Utah.

For Merrill Bahe, each day brought a new struggle 

with poverty. Each weekday morning, Merrill would 
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awaken at 5 a.m., slip out of his blanket—the only bed-

ding he had ever known—and creep toward the door of 

his family’s wood-and-tar-paper shanty.

It was as much to ease the burden on his family as 

to get a square meal that Merrill Bahe would time his 

hour-long run so that he would arrive at Torreon Middle 

School two hours before his first class, in time to eat 

breakfast with the kindly kitchen staff. One day, Torreon’s 

track coach, impressed with the boy’s speed and strength 

of character, called track coach Mike Gorospe at the 

 Santa Fe Indian School, a boarding school set up by the 

U.S. government and now run by the 19 Pueblo tribes.

Merrill Bahe’s acceptance to boarding school for the 

fall term in 1988 promised to change his life.

Florena Woody had always been lively and enthusi-

astic, eager to ride spirited horses and climb the cliffs 

behind the family’s trailer encampment in Littlewater, 

N.M., to pilfer feathers from an eagle’s nest. Now she 

had a new radiance. Florena’s brother Collins remem-

bers that every time the talk turned to Merrill Bahe, 

Florena Woody “just lit up.” 

Florena Woody’s illness began on April 29, 1993, with 

nothing more alarming than muscle aches in her neck 

and shoulders. Four days later, fever set in. She began to 

cough. On May 6, Florena visited her doctor, who told 

her it was probably a mild case of the flu. The doctor 

gave Florena a shot and antibiotics. Nothing seemed to 

help. One week later, Florena was still feverish. That 
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Saturday night it became clear to Bita Begay that her 

daughter was becoming increasingly lethargic. She 

 decided to take her to Crownpoint Hospital, seven miles 

away. “I can’t breathe,” Florena Woody lamented, as the 

attending physician examined her. 

The doctor ordered a chest X-ray. Soft tissue normally 

appears black on X-rays. [The film] gave him a “sinking 

feeling.” Florena Woody’s lungs were white. Her lungs 

were rapidly, and inexplicably, filling with fluid.

From their vantage point in the hallway, the Woody 

family watched in disbelief as the hospital staff replaced 

the second bed in the room with a mechanical ventilator. 

But the task was futile. An alarm shrilled. Faces turned 

toward the heart monitor. A glowing green wave form 

told them that Florena’s heart had stalled, then stopped.

Merrill Bahe’s symptoms, mild at first, worsened two 

days later. It was Tuesday, May 11. Florena’s funeral was 

just three days away.

“Go to the hospital,” Bita Begay ordered. Merrill 

climbed into the pickup, and Florena’s cousin Karoline 

drove him to the Crownpoint Hospital, where a puzzled 

young doctor found abnormalities in Merrill’s blood test 

but nothing that revealed what was wrong. The doctors 

decided to discharge Merrill with stern instructions to 

return if his symptoms worsened.

By Friday, the morning of the funeral, Merrill’s lips were 

turning faintly blue from lack of oxygen. Collins asked his 

cousin Karoline to drive Merrill to the hospital in Gallup.
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About 10 miles north of Thoreau, Merrill began 

visibly struggling for every breath. His skin was sallow, 

and his lips turned a deeper blue. Karoline pulled into 

the parking lot of B.J.’s Convenience Store, in the tiny 

roadside community of Thoreau. Paramedics from the 

Thoreau Volunteer Ambulance Co. arrived moments 

later, but they could not revive him.

Patricia McFeeley, deputy director of the OMI, con-

ducted a limited autopsy on Merrill, removing just enough 

tissue for the state laboratory to test for pneumonic 

plague, a flea-borne disease that occurs regularly in the 

Four Corners. But the plague tests, completed after mid-

night, were negative. Something else had killed the young 

couple. And McFeeley had no idea what it could be.

—Steve Sternberg, “An Outbreak of Pain”

2.
The Colorado Plateau, which stretches across 130,000 
square miles of southeastern Utah, northern Arizona, 
northwestern New Mexico, and western Colorado, has 
seen more rain and snow during the past twenty-five  
years than at any other time during the past two hundred. 
And those two centuries have been the wettest on the 
Plateau in the past 2,129 years. The Plateau is actually 
a huge basin filled with tablelands and surrounded by 
mountains. It is a world apart from the rest of the Southwest, 
older, with its own assemblage of plants and animals and 
climatic patterns.
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The Plateau’s remarkable climatic history is told by an-
cient trees or their enduring remains—some more than a 
thousand years old. Each spring, beginning at a time lost 
to all but the memory of these relics, a new growth layer 
swelled beneath their bark. Toward the end of the growing 
season, as sap drained away, the layer remained, and the fol-
lowing spring a new one grew. Year by year, century by cen-
tury, the process continued, creating a trunk of concentric 
growth rings. Rainy growing seasons tended to produce wide 
rings, and droughts created narrower ones. By extracting 
a straw-size core of wood and examining it under a micro-
scope, tree-ring specialists such as Henri Grissino-Mayer at 
the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, can not only esti-
mate a tree’s age by counting the rings but also get a sense 
of the climatic patterns of its time by analyzing the rings’ 
character and width.

There has been a dramatic long-term climatic shift on the 
Colorado Plateau, from desert-like conditions to, in more 
recent times, almost seasonal monsoons. Many climatol-
ogists attribute part of that shift to more frequent rises in 
ocean temperature near the western coast of South America, 
a phenomenon known as El Niño.

During El Niño years the surface waters off the west coast 
of South America become unusually warm, whereas during 
so-called La Niña years surface temperatures cool. These 
fluctuating ocean-surface temperatures can affect many as-
pects of the weather by influencing the amount of water that 
evaporates into the atmosphere and the course of high-al-
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titude winds. The shift between El Niño and La Niña has 
historically been transient and mild. But in recent decades 
El Niño has been unusually persistent, leading to greater 
extremes in the weather, including increased precipitation 
in many places. 

Because El Niño is accompanied by a slackening of the 
Pacific trade winds or even a reversal in their east-to-west 
direction, storms that normally pass over the Northwest can 
shift southward, dumping unusually heavy rains or snows on 
southern California and the Southwest.

If El Niño itself is natural, the extremes and duration of 
the heated Pacific appear to be something new—made worse 
by a warmer global climate, some scientists argue. And that, 
much evidence suggests, is the result of the present scale 
and character of human activity—the extent of automobile 
and truck exhaust, coal-powered generating plants, and 
other sources that emit heat-trapping gases into the atmo-
sphere. According to Grissino-Mayer, who has studied the 
historical rainfall patterns on the Plateau, “global warming 
is intensifying many of the natural cycles such as El Niño. 
There’s no doubt about it, in my opinion. The two-hundred-
year period of increased rainfall also coincides with the in-
creasing use of fossil fuels and the emission of greenhouse 
gases into the atmosphere.”

A powerful El Niño cycle began in 1991, and early in the 
following year a severe El Niño–driven flood moved across 
the Los Angeles area, stranding fifty motorists in quickly ris-
ing waters and sweeping a fifteen-year-old to his death. The 
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following month, winds laden with Pacific moisture pum-
meled Las Vegas with two and a half inches of rain, flooding 
streets and turning Duck Creek into a torrent. In Decem-
ber 1992, unusually heavy snows fell at Gallup, New Mex-
ico, and over much of the Colorado Plateau, transforming 
the watercolor landscape into a monochrome photograph. 
Following heavy rains in the area, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency declared the normally arid state a flood 
disaster area. During the first three months of 1993, a se-
ries of mild snowstorms interspersed with rain fell across 
the Plateau, and New Mexico was again declared a flood 
disaster area, along with neighboring Arizona.

Autumn and winter precipitation increased the soil mois-
ture that fed the juniper and piñon woodlands of the Pla-
teau, helping the piñons produce a huge crop of nuts in the 
fall of 1993. These were consumed by people, birds, and 
numerous rodents. Awakened by the fall rains, millions of 
downy chess grass seeds, scattered the preceding autumn, 
began to germinate, spreading their roots beneath the moist 
soil. When the first rains of spring arrived, the extensive 
roots quickly soaked up the water and gave birth to bright 
green seedlings with hairy leaves.

Snakeweed also burst forth, creating refuge and food 
for grasshoppers. This unusual bounty of energy-rich wild-
flowers, nuts, juniper berries, and cones led to an increased 
number of mice, whose reproductive cycles were triggered 
by their consumption of the abundant green vegetation. The 
heavy rains had changed the cycle of life on the Plateau.
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3.
Hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (HPS), a usually fatal 
infection that causes victims to drown in their own fluids, 
was not exactly new—or at least not to the Navajo. It was 
caused, the elders said, by Na’ats’oosi, the mouse, and by 
ch’osh doo yit’iinii, a tiny invisible presence in the mouse’s 
urine. It entered the nose and mouth and took the victim’s 
breath away. An abundance of mice, Navajo elders said, 
brings the disease to the Plateau and kills healthy young 
Navajos. It had done so twice before, they said: once in the 
spring of 1919, a year after a devastating influenza epidemic 
struck the Navajo reservation, and again in 1933 and 1934, 
following unusually heavy winter and spring rains. The elders 
suspected that after the winter and spring rains of 1992 and 
1993 the disease had returned. Florena Woody and Merrill 
Bahe were two of its victims.

Although the Navajo explanation for the disease appar-
ently goes back for generations, the disease eluded detection 
by public health authorities until the severe 1993 outbreak 
was triggered, at least in part, by unusually heavy El Niño 
rains. Here was an illness rising and falling with rainfall pat-
terns that humans themselves seemed to be influencing, and 
a haunting example of how the fates of a young couple in 
Stillwater, New Mexico, were influenced—if not sealed—by 
fluctuating ocean temperatures off the coast of Peru, thou-
sands of miles away.

As the mysteries of the disease began to be unraveled, 
understanding of it grew as old Navajo wisdom blended with 
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scientific analysis in a most unusual way. What emerged, at 
least to those who could hold both perspectives, was a pow-
erfully new, encompassing view of humans not as a stand-
alone species but as just one species among many in a web 
of climate, ecology, and intertwined fates. It was a view of 
a human illness whose significance transcended emergency 
rooms and the search for a cure.

4.
One modern interpreter of Navajo medical beliefs is Ben 
Muneta, a physician with the Indian Health Service in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Born on the Navajo reservation 
and trained at Stanford University School of Medicine, 
Muneta was working with the Indian Health Service in 
the spring of 1993, when a number of people in the Four 
Corners region were stricken with hantavirus.

“Most everyone seemed to be totally baffled by what this 
killer disease was, including the Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention, which sent a team to investigate,” Mu-
neta told me in 2002. In June, Peterson Zah, the president 
of the Navajo, convened a meeting in Window Rock, Ari-
zona, of Navajo healers to seek their guidance. Each healer 
spoke about how humans are not the dominant force in 
nature but instead are dependent upon other forms of life 
for existence. The outbreak had resulted from disharmony 
in the environment, they claimed, and now ceremonies 
were needed to reestablish harmony between patients and  
the universe.
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“People at the meeting, including a few from the CDC, 
began to realize that hantavirus was not a new disease,” Mu-
neta said. “A few elders also spoke of Na’ats’oosi not simply 
as a mouse but as a ‘thing that sucks on things and leaves a 
trail of saliva as it flees.’ Perhaps they realized the virus might 
be spread by mouse saliva as well as urine. Elders have long 
had taboos to prevent human contact with mice.”

Muneta believes that the Navajo not only had understood 
the basic ecology of the disease for centuries but also had 
designed a healing ceremony specifically for it. His belief 
is based on a Navajo sandpainting, which he photographed, 
that depicts a mouse and several medicinal plants, two of 
which went by the Navajo names Tl’oh azihii libáhígíí and 
awe’e’tsa’a’l.

Tl’oh azihii libáhígíí is a member of a group of plants 
known as ephedra, Muneta explained. Plants from this 
group contain ephedrine, a cardiac stimulant, which is also 
used in several over-the-counter asthma and allergy medica-
tions to open the airways. Interestingly, drugs with similar 
clinical properties are used today for supportive care of hos-
pital patients infected with hantavirus.

A second plant depicted in the sandpainting, according 
to Muneta, is awe’e’tsa’a’l. The historical literature suggests 
this evergreen plant was used by some Native Americans in 
a cold medication and, when mixed with green branches, 
sagebrush, and juniper, could loosen the patient’s mucus.

Among the non-Navajo people attending the meeting of 
healers in 1993 was Ron Voorhees, a physician and deputy 
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state epidemiologist with the New Mexico Department of 
Health. “It became clear from that gathering that the Navajo 
knew just about everything about the virus and all we really 
added was a name,” Voorhees told me. “Before the CDC 
identified the virus, the elders were saying, ‘We’ve had this 
before! After wet winters. When there were a lot of mice.’ 
That’s essentially what all the research on the virus would 
later show. We’ve got DNA sequencing, so we can do all 
sorts of things and trace the evolutionary history of the virus. 
But the Navajo had the long history of observational epide-
miology, which is pretty much what we used until comput-
ers made more complicated statistical analysis possible. The 
Navajo looked at people who got the disease and compared 
them with people who didn’t; then they drew conclusions 
about how the people got it.

“Epidemiology is little more than structured observa-
tion,” Voorhees continued. “They did their own risk-factor 
analysis. Navajos have a highly evolved culture, in which 
careful observations over many generations add up to a 
substantial knowledge base. One reason, probably, why 
they reached the same conclusion with fewer tools is that 
they have a much broader view of interconnectedness than 
we do. They are far less dependent on rigid linear connec-
tions, and they see connections in daily life that we can 
see only through statistics. They especially understood the 
basic ecology of the disease, something the CDC and the 
rest of us had no notion of until we heard the elders speak 
at the meeting.”
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5.
Robert Parmenter, a professor of ecology at the University 
of New Mexico and director of the university’s long-term 
ecology research program at Sevilleta Research Field 
Station, doesn’t put much stock in Navajo claims to know 
so much about the disease, but he puts a lot of stock in 
modern science and its conclusions about the origins of 
hantavirus. As leader of a decade-long study of deer mouse 
populations in the Four Corners area, he has a lot of science 
to take stock in.

“The mouse data we had been collecting at our facility 
south of Albuquerque turned out to be invaluable because 
it showed fluctuating mouse populations over a very long 
time,” Parmenter explained during my visit to the campus. 
“The spring of 1993 saw a huge explosion in populations. In 
an average year, perhaps one or two of every ten box traps 
we set out would catch one of the rodents. But in the spring 
of 1993, 90 percent of the traps were full by morning. We 
also kept very precise weather data, so it was easy to demon-
strate, vis-à-vis the occurrence of hantavirus, that mouse 
populations always increased after unusually high winter 
and spring precipitation.”

A second site, on the Navajo reservation nearly two hun-
dred miles north of Sevilleta, had seen unusually heavy rains, 
and surveys there showed an increase in mice as well as in 
cases of HPS. A third site, in Moab, Utah, turned out to 
offer a scientifically convincing point of comparison because 
it had not rained there during the year before the outbreaks 
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elsewhere. In Moab, the density of mice remained compara-
tively low, and no cases of HPS had been reported.

“You can draw three conclusions from this data,” Par-
menter said. First, the rains in 1992 and early 1993 caused 
a dramatic increase in mice. During the appearance of El 
Niño in the summer of 1991, deer mouse population densi-
ties in New Mexico increased from about 15 mice for every 
ten acres to more than 75 per ten acres eight months later. 
By the spring of 1993, there were about 100 mice per every 
ten acres. Second, the initial human cases of HPS directly 
followed these increased densities of mice. “If you put these 
two together,” Parmenter went on, “you come to the con-
clusion that increased winter and summer rain is associated 
with outbreaks of hantavirus.”

“What caused all the unusually heavy rains?” I asked.
“El Niño. When the rains came, so did the sickness. 

When the rains left, the sickness left too.”
But the picture turned out to be more complicated. In 2000, 

researchers from Johns Hopkins University completed a more 
precise analysis of precipitation data during the El Niño years. 
They discovered that even though rainfall was above normal 
in many areas, it was normal around the homes where the 
victims became infected. The rain nevertheless played a crit-
ical role, Parmenter explained. The deer mouse populations 
had exploded in the areas with unusually heavy rain, and then 
the mice spilled out of the canyons and traveled into second-
ary habitats, such as around houses, trailers, outhouses, and 
other places—the very places where people became infected.
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By the autumn of 1993, the snakeweed had become 
mounds of saffron flowers across the Plateau. The HPS out-
break there seemed to have vanished as quickly as it had 
arisen. The slender stalks of the downy grasses bent in the 
autumn breeze as their seed heads faded from green to pur-
ple and then brown and the plants approached their winter 
death, illustrating, in a sad and incongruous way, what the 
Navajo have always said: “In beauty it is done; in harmony 
it is written. In beauty and harmony it shall so be finished.”

6.
As researchers studied the disease, they discovered what the 
Navajo already knew. As their traditions told, the disease was 
old, perhaps even ancient, at least in their culture. A later 
analysis of preserved lung tissues showed that a thirty-nine-
year-old Utah man had probably died from the disease in 
1959. Still more research proved that in 1978 a man, also 
from Utah, had died from the disease. But the scientifically 
documented history of hantavirus stretched back earlier—at 
least outside of the United States. 

The name comes from the Hantan River, which flows 
through areas of Korea where the virus is endemic and 
where American soldiers and scientists were first exposed 
to it during the Korean War. During that time, thousands of 
United Nations soldiers came down with something called 
“Korean hemorrhagic fever.” Hantavirus was later identified 
as the cause.

Soon after the Four Corners outbreak, CDC scientists 
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identified the virus as related to strains found in Europe 
and Asia. But once out from under the microscope, the US 
strain was utterly different. For one thing, it was the first 
known occurrence outside of Eurasia. Second, the Eur-
asian strains didn’t cause respiratory failure. Finally, the 
Four Corners virus was five times more lethal than those 
from Europe. 

Although the disease itself was not new, the way it sud-
denly emerged as an epidemic in the United States for the 
first time surely was. 

Continuing research has strengthened the connection 
between increased populations of mice and human han-
tavirus infections. According to the CDC, there were ten 
times as many of the mice in 1993 than there had been 
the year before—thanks to the drought followed by heavy 
snows and rain, which led to massive plant growth and sub-
sequent food for the mice, whose numbers exploded. Major 
outbreaks that followed also seemed to follow times of un-
usually wet weather.

By the summer of 2002, a total of 318 cases of the newly 
recognized hantavirus pulmonary syndrome had been iden-
tified in thirty-one states, including several in the Four Cor-
ners area. More than a third of the victims died. The case 
count peaked again in 2000 and 2006, with forty-three and 
forty-one cases, respectively. Again, the disease claimed the 
lives of more than a third of those infected.

Then, in 2012, would-be travelers to the popular Yosemite 
National Park in California got a jolt when the World Health 
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Organization warned that hantavirus pulmonary syndrome 
had stricken some visitors to the park.

The first cases were two Californians who had camped 
that summer in the Curry Village area. One died. By the end 
of August, four more cases had been identified. By the time 
the outbreak ended, ten people had become infected. Three 
of the cases were fatal. Nine of the victims had stayed at the 
Signature Tent Cabins in Curry Village, while the other had 
probably picked up the virus while hiking in the High Sierra 
Camps, about fifteen miles from the Village.

In various other regions of the United States, twenty ad-
ditional people became infected, bringing the total count to 
thirty that year. Forty percent of the victims died.

The disease was yet another instance of what the Navajo 
had long known: human health and the fate of the environ-
ment are inseparable. With changes in climate and ecology, 
another ecodemic had arrived.
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A Virus from the Nile
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 . . .

1.
It probably happened in August. Beyond that, no one can 
say when the tiny brown wisp settled upon Enrico Gabrielli’s 
body. The sixty-year-old cherished summer evenings among 
the red geraniums and purple cosmos in his garden, in the 
Italian neighborhood of Whitestone in Queens, New York—
and never more so than in the summer of 1999. In July the 
temperature broke ninety-five degrees for eleven straight 
days—the hottest month ever recorded in the city.

On Wednesday, August 11, the gray-haired Gabrielli re-
turned from his job at a mannequin factory in Elizabeth, 
New Jersey, and complained of fever and chills. His wife, 
Caterina, suspecting the flu, handed him two aspirin tablets 
and sent him to bed. He shivered and sweated throughout 
the night.
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By the time Gabrielli was admitted to the intensive care 
unit of Flushing Hospital Medical Center the next day, he 
was feverish, disoriented, and unable to move. His strength 
rapidly faded. He began having trouble breathing and was 
put on a ventilator. A few days later, as he lay beneath doz-
ens of get-well cards taped above the bed, Gabrielli opened 
his eyes and spoke. His 104-degree fever had broken. He 
had lost more than twenty pounds, which made his once-
full face gaunt. Over the next few weeks he grew stronger, 
though he still could not walk on his own and relied on a 
catheter to urinate. Although he now walked with a cane, the 
life-threatening phase of his mysterious illness had passed, 
and Enrico Gabrielli, the first known victim of West Nile 
virus in the Western Hemisphere, had lived to tell about it.

On August 15, four days after Gabrielli began experienc-
ing symptoms, an eighty-year-old man who lived a few blocks 
from the Gabriellis fell ill. Most evenings that summer, he 
and his eighty-two-year-old wife had sat outside their home, 
talking to each other and to passing neighbors. The annoying 
whine of jets passing overhead from nearby John F. Ken-
nedy International Airport and LaGuardia Airport was a part 
of life. So was the sweet maritime scent of brine from the 
nearby marshes. Gray herons, egrets, gulls, and other shore-
birds frequently passed over the neighborhood, making the 
skies above Queens a living diorama on the history of flight, 
ranging from the ultra-sophisticated structure of herons to 
crudely shaped modern aircraft. Aside from a manageable 
heart condition, the former World War II sergeant had been 
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active and healthy. His wife believes that the mosquito bit 
him one August evening as he relaxed outside in his arm-
chair.

Many houses in the neighborhood lacked air-condition-
ing. Evenings outside, always a favorite summer pastime in 
northern Queens, were a necessity that year. April, May, and 
June had been the driest stretch in more than a hundred 
years. Newspapers carried headlines about the drought and 
the heat, which killed more than a hundred people from the 
Midwest to the East Coast.

“Is something new and different going on with the 
weather?” asked science writer William K. Stevens in the 
New York Times. The article said that the heat wave was part 
of a fifty-year trend toward hotter summers in the region and 
that heat waves and droughts could become more frequent. 
Meteorologists attributed the drought to the naturally shift-
ing warm-cold cycle of surface temperatures in the Pacific 
Ocean linked to El Niño and La Niña years, while climate 
scientists suspected that the increasing severity of shifts in 
the recent past has been caused by global warming.

The drought made misery for humans, but it benefited 
one of the most common biting insects in Queens. The 
northern house mosquito, Culex pipiens, often thrives during 
droughts. After getting a blood meal, a female mosquito de-
posits eggs in wastewater, which is laced with organic nu-
trients. Because of the drought, the city sewers had not 
been flushed by rain in months, creating the organically rich 
standing water the egg-laden females preferred. When the 
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mosquito eggs hatched, the dry heat aboveground tended 
to confine the emerging insects to the humid sewers. On 
August 5, the first rain in weeks fell on Queens, helping 
to liberate the blood-seeking wisps from their subterranean 
lairs. At dusk they fanned across the borough.

Although they naturally prefer birds, the mosquitoes bite 
humans and other mammals as well. There are actually two 
beneficiaries of their blood meals: the mosquitoes them-
selves and any viruses they might harbor—West Nile virus 
in this case. The virus needs a living being—a host—within 
which to replicate. Each time the mosquito bites a bird, the 
virus within the mosquito has an opportunity to move into 
a new host. Without such living incubation chambers, or 
reservoirs—and a means of traveling to new ones—a virus 
would quickly die out because its life within any particular 
animal may be brief. By using a mosquito as a vector, the 
virus can quickly spread and become established in millions 
of birds through a process appropriately known as amplifi-
cation. It is a diabolically effective system. Mosquitoes also 
pass the virus to people, where it can replicate in the brain. 
That was the case with Gabrielli and his elderly neighbor.

On Saturday, August 12, a week after the half-inch down-
pour, the elderly neighbor came in from mowing the front 
lawn and complained of extreme fatigue. “It was the first 
time he’d ever complained,” his wife said. He wouldn’t eat. 
He vomited and went to bed. The next morning, his wife ex-
pected him to be up as usual by four or five o’clock, banging 
around the kitchen and making coffee. Instead, he could 
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barely open his eyes. When he slid his arm over her waist, 
she noticed that his hand was hot. “Somehow he couldn’t 
move right,” she remarked. She canceled plans to visit their 
daughter, who instead came to Queens that afternoon. 
When she arrived, she saw that her usually neatly dressed 
father had tucked in only half his shirt. He was laboring to 
speak in single syllables, and later in the day he collapsed 
in a chair. An ambulance drove him to Flushing Hospital, 
where doctors were able to revive him. He was admitted to 
the intensive care unit, only a few beds from where Enrico 
Gabrielli lay, but his liver and kidneys began to fail and he 
suffered a heart attack. Soon thereafter, he died. The former 
soldier was buried on Long Island—the second known vic-
tim and the first fatality of the mysterious disease.

By August 23, three more patients with neurological symp-
toms had been admitted to Flushing Hospital. Deborah S. 
Asnis, a staff physician and infectious disease specialist, tele-
phoned the New York City Department of Health and Men-
tal Hygiene to report the unusual cluster of illnesses. After 
discovering that nearby hospitals had admitted another five 
patients with similar symptoms, the health department con-
tacted the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The 
next day, an official from the CDC’s Epidemic Intelligence 
Service flew to Queens to interview surviving patients, comb 
medical records, and visit the homes of the afflicted in an 
attempt to identify the disease and determine how it spread.

By early September the CDC had come up with the sup-
posed answer. The mayor of New York City held a news 
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conference in Queens to announce that a disease known 
as St. Louis encephalitis, caused by a mosquito-borne vi-
rus, was responsible for the human deaths. St. Louis en-
cephalitis, named for the city where, in 1933, it was first 
identified, had never before been seen in New York City. 
This was a public health emergency, and Mayor Rudolph 
Giuliani promised to “do everything we can to wipe out the 
mosquito population.”

New York City’s Office of Emergency Management set 
up a command post at 138th Street and 11th Avenue, near 
the Gabriellis’ house. The city mobilized eleven spray trucks, 
five helicopters, and an airplane to douse the city with pes-
ticides. Police officers cruised neighborhoods, warning resi-
dents over loudspeakers to remain inside with their windows 
closed. An advertising campaign called “Mosquito-Proof 
New York City” was launched.

New York City had last seen a mosquito-borne disease 
during a yellow fever outbreak in the early 1800s. Most 
modern New Yorkers could not grasp the idea of a common 
mosquito injecting people with a potentially fatal virus. A 
resident of a neighborhood adjacent to Whitestone also wor-
ried about the mental health of her children, who had devel-
oped a paralyzing phobia of flying insects. “If they see a fly,” 
she said, “they think that they are going to die.”

2.
Months before the first human death, hundreds of crows 
had begun dying in Queens. Some had been found within 
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blocks of Flushing Hospital. One woman found a disori-
ented crow hobbling in her garden. At Bayside Animal 
Clinic, veterinarian John Charos treated more than fifty ill 
crows. Half of them ultimately died. A security guard at Fort 
Totten, a 163-acre government property in Queens, found 
dead crows all over the base and likened it to “a plague.” 
Crows and other birds were also dying in the Bronx, across 
the bay from Queens. Near 198th Street and Briggs Ave-
nue, a passerby happened upon four dead pigeons. Forty 
dead crows were found near the Bronx Zoo, where a captive 
cormorant, three Chilean flamingos, a pheasant, and a bald 
eagle also died.

Many people blamed the rash of bird deaths on the 
drought. Ward Stone, pathologist at the New York State De-
partment of Health in Albany, said it was the worst die-off 
of crows in thirty years. According to the drought theory, the 
heat had driven earthworms, insects, and other sources of 
food deeper into the ground. As the crows dug, they encoun-
tered persistent toxins, such as DDT, that had contaminated 
the soil a half-century earlier, when the pesticide was com-
monly used.

Tracey McNamara, a veterinarian and head pathologist at 
the Bronx Zoo, questioned the drought theory. Crows were 
hardy, adaptable, and resourceful birds, she thought; why 
would a drought affect them more than other birds? Fur-
thermore, a drought would not have directly affected captive 
zoo birds, which had all the food and water they needed. 
The CDC’s diagnosis of St. Louis encephalitis didn’t explain 
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the birds’ deaths, either, she realized, because birds gener-
ally aren’t susceptible to St. Louis encephalitis.

McNamara’s hunch was that a different—perhaps new—
virus was responsible, even though viruses that killed both 
birds and people were few and far between in North Amer-
ica. One candidate, at least in theory, would be eastern 
equine encephalitis, or Triple E. This disease, which also 
attacks the brain, can kill not only birds and people but also 
horses and individuals of other species. The Triple E virus 
was known to be especially lethal to emus, ostrich-like birds 
from Australia. Yet the Bronx Zoo had a number of emus, 
and they remained healthy even as the other birds died 
during the mysterious outbreak. This fact alone all but ruled 
out Triple E as the culprit.

Another observation that weighed in favor of a new virus, 
McNamara believed, was that all the birds stricken by the 
disease at the Bronx Zoo were native to the Western Hemi-
sphere. Did this mean that the virus had moved here from 
another part of the world and was killing only birds whose 
immune systems were unprepared for this exotic invader?

On September 9, two more flamingos died at the zoo. While 
taking blood from one of them, McNamara’s colleague acci-
dentally stuck herself with a contaminated needle. If the bird 
and human deaths were related, McNamara realized, the tech-
nician’s life could be in danger. That day she called the CDC to 
ask about her colleague’s exposure and to suggest that the hu-
man deaths and the bird die-offs were related. In doing so, she 
was discounting St. Louis encephalitis as the cause and thus 
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challenging the CDC’s diagnosis. The latter is not something 
a veterinarian—or anyone else, for that matter—usually does.

3.
Every autumn, clouds of white storks move over Israel as 
they migrate from breeding grounds in Europe to wintering 
grounds in Africa. A more direct flight to Africa would carry 
them across the Mediterranean Sea, but these heavy birds 
rely on thermals—currents of air that rise from warming 
land—to keep them aloft and carry them on their journey, 
forcing them to avoid large bodies of water, even at the ex-
pense of a longer migration route. The summer of 1998—a 
year before the virus struck in the United States—was the 
hottest in thirty-five years in Israel. Temperatures along 
the migration route regularly reached 100 degrees Fahren-
heit and occasionally soared to 116 degrees. Winds gusted 
to thirty miles per hour. Unable to navigate the winds or 
endure the extreme heat, tens of thousands of the stressed 
birds that had hatched in Europe landed in Israel.

One flock of 1,200 birds set down at Eilat, in Israel’s 
southern tip, near the Red Sea. Farmers in the region soon 
began finding dead storks in their fields. Not long afterward, 
hundreds of domestic geese in villages around the country 
mysteriously succumbed to an unknown disease. Many of 
them had neurological abnormalities: they could not stand 
or keep their balance. Israel’s government tested a num-
ber of wild storks and the geese, and the brain of a dead 
goose yielded West Nile virus. Common throughout Africa 
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and, more recently, in Europe, the virus had visited Israel 
in the 1950s and the late 1970s—but not again until the 
summer of 1998. The young European storks may have re-
introduced the virus into Israel, where it then infected do-
mesticated geese. Perhaps under normal conditions, even 
infected storks would have remained healthy—some birds 
carry the virus without ill effect—but under the stress of 
a difficult migration, the storks fell ill. But not, apparently, 
before spreading the virus to mosquitoes in the area where 
they landed. The mosquitoes then could have easily infected 
the goose farms. This drama in Israel was unfolding seven 
thousand miles away from Queens, and a year before either 
a person or a bird there would fall ill from the disease.

4.
On September 9, 1999, when McNamara telephoned the 
CDC’s Division of Vector-Borne Infectious Diseases in Fort 
Collins, Colorado, to express concern about her colleague’s 
accident, her call was transferred to the chief of the Epi-
demiology and Ecology Section. McNamara asked whether 
the CDC would test blood samples she had taken from her 
colleague and the dead birds to see whether the same virus 
could be isolated from both. It was inappropriate, the official 
explained, for an institution concerned with human health 
to test birds’ blood; indeed, since the viruses in birds and in 
people were different, the CDC thought it superfluous even 
to test the human blood sample. At a loss for what else to 
do, McNamara sent both samples to the National Veterinary 
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Services Laboratories (NVSL) in Ames, Iowa. Several days 
later, an official at the NVSL called McNamara to say that 
an unusual virus had been isolated from both samples. The 
lab could not determine exactly what the virus was, beyond 
the fact that it was a member of the dangerous Flavivirus 
genus. Yet flaviviruses had never been associated with bird 
fatalities in the United States. Had a new one arrived or an 
old one mutated?

Definitive identification of the dangerous virus would re-
quire a secure laboratory to prevent human infection. Only a 
handful of such facilities existed in the United States. One 
of these was housed at the US Army Medical Research In-
stitute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID), at Fort Detrick, 
Maryland, the military’s main biological warfare laboratory. 
McNamara happened to have a friend who worked there, 
and that person agreed to test the samples. A researcher at 
the New York State Department of Health’s laboratory in 
Albany also agreed to run further tests on the samples for-
warded by the NVSL.

Meanwhile, McNamara telephoned John T. Roehrig, 
chief of the CDC’s Arbovirus Diseases Branch, and told 
him that the NVSL had isolated something that looked 
very much like a flavivirus. She also pressed her concern 
that the bird and human deaths were linked—implying 
that the virus was indeed something new in this part of 
the world. Confirmation that a flavivirus was killing birds 
in the United States would be a historic and ominous find-
ing. The CDC’s response was still the same: the agency 
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insisted that the human and avian deaths were not related 
and thus there was no logical reason for them to test bird 
samples.  McNamara would have to await the findings from 
her friend at USAMRIID.

On September 23, the telephone rang in McNamara’s 
Bronx Zoo laboratory. Several senior scientists from the 
CDC were on the line. Roehrig asked McNamara to ship 
frozen samples directly to the CDC that night. He said there 
had been some confusion with the samples the NVSL had 
sent them earlier. The callers said little else. To McNamara, 
this spoke volumes.

“Is it okay to be working with the virus here?” she asked 
in alarm.

Because she wore a mask and gloves and worked under a 
special ventilated hood, it was probably okay, she was told.

When the conference call ended, McNamara quickly 
telephoned several friends in the know and learned that 
the Fort Detrick lab had definitively ruled out three possi-
ble candidates for the outbreak: eastern equine encepha-
litis, western equine encephalitis, and Venezuelan equine 
encephalitis. The tests further suggested that St. Louis en-
cephalitis, the CDC’s original diagnosis, wasn’t the cause 
either. USAMRIID had reported its findings immediately to 
the CDC and had continued searching for the identity of 
the mystery virus. Meanwhile, officials at the CDC, finally 
beginning to grow alarmed, agreed to test the samples Mc-
Namara shipped them.

On September 30, 1999, the CDC issued a press release 
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announcing it had now “made the link between the West 
Nile–like virus found in birds in New York City and the on-
going human encephalitis outbreak in the area,” thus con-
firming McNamara’s hypothesis. Geneticists immediately 
began comparing the New York strain with strains from Af-
rica, Europe, and elsewhere to determine where the New 
York strain had originated. They soon found that it matched 
a sample isolated from the brain of the dead goose in Israel, 
a strain common throughout the Middle East.

West Nile virus was first discovered in the 1930s, when 
it was isolated from a woman living on the west side of the 
Nile River in Uganda. Since that time, birds migrating from 
Africa had spread the virus along their migration routes 
throughout much of the Middle East and Europe. But there 
were no bird migration routes from those countries to the 
East Coast of the United States. How, then, had the virus 
traveled thousands of miles from the Middle East to the bor-
ough of Queens?

5.
The thousands of Queens residents sitting on their porch 
stoops and patios the summer of 1999 had no particular 
reason to realize they lived near one of the greatest cross-
roads—for both people and birds—the world had ever 
known. Each month, some 11,000 overseas flights to Ken-
nedy International Airport bring more than 2 million people 
through Queens. More than 20 million overseas passengers 
disembark there annually. That does not include the almost 
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4,000 horses and thousands of exotic birds, turtles, and fish 
and other animals that legally pass through JFK every year. 
Hundreds more animals—perhaps thousands—evade the 
quarantines and inspections set up to keep out imported 
diseases. And no one attempts to account for the numerous 
small six-legged, winged, or tiny crawling stowaways from 
the aircraft’s cabins and pressurized holds and from the bod-
ies of the passengers. If Queens is a cultural melting pot, it 
is also one gigantic petri dish. In its own way, Queens rivals 
some of the world’s other great interspecies crossroads, such 
as Guangdong Province in southern China, the epicenter of 
the SARS outbreak.

Kennedy International Airport also lies along the Atlan-
tic Flyway, a major migration route for birds flying between 
the Americas. In fact, runway 22L juts into the 10,000-acre 
Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge, which is visited every year by 
millions of birds from Mexico, South America, the Carib-
bean region, and the far north. Many people forget about 
the vast network of rivers, wetlands, and shorelines that sur-
rounds New York City. The birds have not.

In spring and early summer, the songs of warblers, vir-
eos, swamp sparrows, goldfinches, and eastern bluebirds 
arise from the trees and forest patches, and snowy egrets, 
black-crowned night herons, sandpipers, belted kingfishers, 
and great blue herons fill the wetlands. The occasional great 
cormorant, green-winged teal, and red-breasted merganser 
wander through. In the winter of 1998, a rare sighting of a 
European widgeon, perhaps from a far-flung Iceland flock, 
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was made in Queens. Escaped parrots and other tropical 
birds are also occasionally documented in the borough.

Birds and people are not the only species passing through 
the region. Monarch butterflies migrate through New York 
City in autumn, feeding on life-giving milkweed in wayward 
urban lots and along roadsides. The monarchs are destined 
for New Jersey’s Cape May, where they congregate by the 
thousands before continuing their patient journeys, on 
breezes or one wing-stroke at a time, to Mexico.

6.
In late August 1999, when Tropical Storm Floyd dumped 
nearly five inches of rain on New York City, the historic 
drought of that year became a memory. By mid-September, 
when the year’s final case of West Nile fever was diagnosed, 
seven of the fifty-nine people hospitalized with the virus in 
New York City had died. Enrico Gabrielli, home from reha-
bilitation for several weeks, walked with a cane.

But a large part of the West Nile virus mystery remained. 
How had it arrived in the New York region in the first place? 
Perhaps a person bitten by an infected mosquito in the Mid-
dle East had carried the virus to Queens, only to be bitten 
by another mosquito in New York. Perhaps that mosquito 
then fled across the parking lot outside the international ar-
rivals terminal and disappeared into the refuge at Jamaica 
Bay, where it spread the virus to other birds and mosquitoes, 
many of which could have ended up in the neighborhoods of 
Whitestone and Flushing. Perhaps an infected mosquito ar-
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rived in an aircraft cabin or cargo hold. Or maybe one of the 
numerous parrots, parakeets, or lovebirds smuggled through 
New York each year was infected. It is conceivable that, by 
some strange anomaly of normal migration, a bird infected 
with the virus in Europe or in Africa passed the infection to 
a bird that migrated to Queens. Given the right conditions, 
a single infected bird could pass the virus to a mosquito. The 
insect, in turn, could quickly infect other birds, igniting a 
rapid outbreak of the virus in both birds and people.

As autumn arrived, many birds left the New York region 
for their wintering grounds. A world away, a new skyful of 
white storks rode thermals above the hot sands of the Mid-
dle East and Israel toward Africa, as they have done since 
before the time of Abraham. The last wave of monarchs, 
propelled by the laggard storm winds, departed New York 
City and environs for forests in Mexico three thousand 
miles away.

Migrating monarchs, white storks en route to Africa, 
cooling waters off Peru, winds across Arabia, an empty lawn 
chair in Queens, and a fresh grave on Long Island. A black- 
crowned night heron lifted from the waters off Whitestone, 
circled as if on a designated flight path, and disappeared into 
the night.

7.
Many of the birds that left the New York City region in the 
autumn of 1999 migrated south along the Atlantic Flyway, 
some fanning into wetlands in South Carolina, Georgia, and 
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Florida. Although the virus was especially lethal to crows 
and jays, more than a hundred other species carry the vi-
rus. Many of these may have survived an infection, enabling 
them to carry what remained of it far and wide.

In July 2001, the first confirmed cases of West Nile fe-
ver occurred outside the New York–New Jersey metropolitan 
region when seventy-three-year-old Seymore Carruthers of 
Madison County, Florida, fell ill. A short time later, a sixty-
four-year-old woman, also from Madison County, came down 
with the disease. “The virus is spreading,” commented Steve 
Wiersma, chief of Florida’s Bureau of Epidemiology. “We 
might slow it but we can’t stop it. Nothing can stop it. The 
ecology is here. The birds are here, and the people are here. 
Of course, the mosquitoes are here and will always be here.”

The viral plume soon stretched all the way south to Mara-
thon, in the Florida Keys, when a vacationing seventy-three-
year-old woman from Sarasota, suffering from confusion, 
swollen lymph glands, headache, and a high fever, was diag-
nosed with West Nile fever. She recovered and was released 
from the hospital several days after being admitted. By the 
end of 2001, the virus had infected people in ten eastern 
states, from Massachusetts to Florida, over an area of half 
a million square miles, and it had been detected in birds 
across the eastern half of the United States.

No one expected the virus to stop there, not least of all 
David Rogers, a professor of ecology at Oxford University 
who had been tracking the virus since its arrival in the New 
York City area. Working with colleagues from the National 
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Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Rogers de-
veloped risk maps to predict where the virus was likely to 
strike next—thus potentially alerting people in the disease 
path to take precautions. After the Florida outbreak, Rog-
ers began feeding into a computer at Oxford satellite images 
of ground vegetation, temperature, and other information 
suggestive of good mosquito habitat. On this data he then 
superimposed the coordinates of areas in which infected 
birds had been found. By early 2002, the NASA team had 
identified Louisiana as a potential trouble spot. True to its 
prediction, by late summer the epidemic had struck there. 
Fifty-eight people fell ill. West Nile had also arrived in Mis-
sissippi and several nearby states.

The virus struck Louisiana with such fierceness that some 
speculated it might have mutated into something more viru-
lent than the strain from New York. For one thing, the Loui-
siana outbreak seemed to be striking a higher percentage of 
young people than had West Nile outbreaks in the previous 
three years. During the virus’s first two years in the United 
States, the average age of patients was about sixty-six years; 
in 2001 it was even higher, seventy. But during the initial 
2002 outbreak in the Gulf of Mexico region, the victims’ 
average age was in the upper fifties. Of the fifty-eight cases, 
twelve of the victims were between forty-five and fifty-nine 
years of age, and nineteen were younger still. Was the shift 
in age a coincidence, or had the virus undergone an ominous 
mutation that gave it the power to overwhelm the relatively 
healthier immune systems of the young? Time would tell.
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“The peculiarity about West Nile virus,” David Rogers 
told me, “is that it appears to be supported by at least thirty 
species of mosquito vectors in the United States and at least 
eighty species of bird hosts, not to mention some other ani-
mals. Normally diseases—even viral ones—have fewer hosts 
and vectors. Even the relatively close cousins of West Nile 
virus, such as yellow fever, have far fewer. The greater the 
number of vectors and hosts, the more likely a disease is to 
spread within a new continent. In three years West Nile vi-
rus in the US has gone from zero to thirty-four states. That’s 
a record by any standard.”

Rogers pointed out that in 2002 alone there were 4,161 
documented cases, with 284 deaths, in forty-four states and 
the District of Columbia. The Midwest was particularly 
hard hit, with nearly 2,000 documented cases in just Illinois, 
Michigan, and Ohio. “This must make West Nile fever one 
of the most important vector-borne diseases in the entire 
United States—if not the most important—all within three 
years of its first appearance in New York,” he said.

“One expects viruses to travel,” Rogers concluded. “They 
always have, especially when migrating animals are part of 
the equation. But the rapidity of the spread of West Nile 
virus is unprecedented. One cannot say exactly where it is 
going to stop.”

8.
It didn’t. By the end of 2003, human cases had been re-
ported in all of the lower forty-eight states except for 
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Maine, Washington, and Oregon. By 2004 it had invaded 
Oregon; in 2006 it reached Washington State. In 2012 the 
first human infection in Maine was documented—a thirty- 
four-year-old man from Cumberland County. As of April 
2013, only Alaska and Hawaii had been spared infection 
with the virus.

Within a decade of its appearance in the United States, 
West Nile virus had infected nearly 2 million people, causing 
illness in 360,000 and encephalitis or meningitis in almost 
13,000, and killing more than 1,300. The virus forced the 
implementation of a costly national blood donor screening 
program to keep the nation’s blood supply safe. In the same 
way that Lyme disease greatly affected when, where—and 
if—people hiked or went outdoors in the Northeast, West 
Nile virus discouraged many people from spending time out-
doors during mosquito season in many areas. Like Lyme dis-
ease, West Nile virus has changed the way of life for many. 
And that’s just the human toll. The virus has killed millions 
of birds and cut the populations of some species in half. 
Some have recovered, but others have not.

The bird-borne virus quickly spread along the Atlantic, 
Mississippi, Central, and Pacific Flyways to southern Can-
ada, Central and South America, and the Caribbean. Proba-
bly assisted by the wild-bird trade (legal or illegal), shipping, 
and air travel, the virus soon infected large areas of Europe 
and Africa, as well as Australia. Carried by rodents, bats, 
cats, dogs, horses, ungulates, and reptiles—not to mention 
humans—it was never at rest for long. By 2013 it had been 
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isolated from more than sixty species of mosquitoes and 
more than three hundred species of birds.

Warmer temperatures, higher humidity, and heavy rain 
have all increased human infections with West Nile virus, 
according to recent research. The largest outbreak since 
1999 occurred in the summer of 2012, a year of scorching 
heat and drought and the warmest year ever in the United 
States, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. In many ways it mirrored what had hap-
pened in 1999, when Enrico Gabrielli got infected. But in 
2012 an even more dramatic string of temperature records 
were broken across the United States.

On June 27, Hill City, Kansas, reached a high of 115 de-
grees; Indianapolis reached 104, and St. Louis, Missouri, 
108 degrees. As if a terrible outbreak of West Nile virus 
weren’t enough, the blazing temperatures and weather that 
year would also bring floods, wildfires, and storms, with rec-
ord storm surges to the coasts of New Jersey and New York.

In fact, the 2012 outbreak of West Nile virus would go 
down as the worst since 2003. All forty-eight lower states had 
infections in birds, people, or mosquitoes. By year’s end there 
had been more than 2,800 infections in people, with half end-
ing up in meningitis or encephalitis. There were 286 deaths.

Hardest hit had been Texas, which alone had more than 
1,700 cases and 76 deaths. During the height of the out-
break, the mayor of Dallas declared a state of emergency and 
tried to stem the epidemic by authorizing the aerial spraying 
of a pesticide in the city for the first time since 1966.
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Lyle Petersen, director of the CDC’s Division of Vec-
tor-Borne Infectious Diseases, stated that in the United 
States and other countries, “hot weather seems to promote 
West Nile virus outbreaks. And most—many major West 
Nile virus outbreaks in Europe, in Africa, and now in the 
United States—have occurred during periods of abnormally 
hot weather.”

Studies have shown that hot weather can increase the 
chances of infection in several ways. First, the virus spreads 
more quickly in hot weather than in cooler temperatures. 
Second, mosquitoes pick up the virus more easily from in-
fected birds in hot weather. Finally, the higher the tempera-
ture outside, the more likely the infected mosquito is to pass 
the virus to a person.

Whatever role temperatures may have played, the Amer-
ican robin, a thrush with the scientific name Turdus migra-
torius, likely played a critical one. Although the robin has 
long been revered as a symbol of compassion, joy, and good 
fortune, its days as a symbol of happiness and hope may be 
numbered. It has become suspect number one in the spread 
of West Nile virus.

The robin is the favorite host for the feeding of the main 
mosquitoes that harbor and spread the virus. Despite mak-
ing up a maximum of 20 percent of the avian communities 
looked at in a 2011 study, robins were fed on by up to 80 
percent of the mosquitoes, earning it the designation of “am-
plification host.” Over the past twenty years, urbanization 
has helped to increase the yard-loving robin by as much as 
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100 percent in some areas. This has led some researchers to 
conclude that suburbia and one of its proudest symbols—
the robin—have likely played right into the hands of West 
Nile virus.

In fact, both urbanization and climate change are key el-
ements in the emergence of new disease. The recent swine 
flu pandemic and potentially pandemic circulating bird flus 
have greatly benefited from domesticated hogs and poultry. 
Lyme disease increases with forest fragmentation and the 
increase in human-tolerant species such as mice and deer. 
The spread of hantavirus increased with the abundance of 
the mice that carry it. Elsewhere, domestic dogs maintain 
the transmission of rabies on the Serengeti Plain. Yellow and 
dengue fever are transmitted by mosquitoes that thrive in 
populated areas.

With each new or emerging disease, the connections to 
human activity are becoming better understood. In 2010 the 
increasing role of humans in fostering diseases such as West 
Nile virus prompted the CDC to begin offering for the first 
time direct grants to states and cities to study the health 
effects of climate change. Currently there are initiatives in 
seventeen states. Although such actions may help to soften 
the blow of some new diseases, many others, like West Nile 
virus, will have established themselves long before we even 
know they have arrived.
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Birds, Pigs, and People:  

The Rise of Pandemic Flus
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1.
In early April 2009, a ten-year-old boy in San Diego County, 
California, showed up at an outpatient clinic with fever, se-
vere cough, and vomiting. Suspecting flu, the health worker 
took a routine throat swab and sent it to the county laboratory.

The lab technician there confirmed influenza A but 
couldn’t determine the subtype, or the “HN,” of the virus. 
(The lab had reagents on hand to determine H3N2 and 
other common subtypes but not unusual ones.) “When we 
got a sample that we couldn’t subtype, and that doesn’t hap-
pen very often, we got concerned,” said Anna Liza Manlu-
tac, the supervisory microbiologist at the time. She sent the 
sample to the state lab in Sacramento—which forwarded it 
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in At-
lanta, Georgia—and then awaited the results. Meanwhile, 
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an eight-year-old girl living in Imperial, California, more 
than 125 miles away, came down with similar symptoms.

On April 15, the CDC identified the virus from the first 
victim. It wasn’t H3N2 or any other common seasonal flu 
variety but H1N1, or swine flu. This particular H1N1 strain 
had never before been seen in humans. That meant a poten-
tial pandemic. The CDC called it S-OIV, for “swine origin 
influenza virus,” and began preparing for the worst.

Unlike pandemic flus, seasonal flu varieties bear some 
similarity year to year. Exposure one season leaves people 
with some immunity to the derivative strains the next. This 
tends to blunt the impact. But pandemic strains are new, so 
people carry little or no residual immunity. Pandemic strains 
can therefore spread faster and make people sicker than sea-
sonal flu. If a pandemic strain happens to be highly virulent, 
it can fell young and old, healthy and infirm alike and kill far 
more than the hundreds of thousands seasonal flu kills each 
year around the globe.

The CDC soon determined that the boy in San Diego 
County and the girl in Imperial, 125 miles apart, had the 
same virus. Since they hadn’t been infected by a common 
source, the virus must have been spreading from person to 
person. Two requirements for a pandemic had been met: a 
new virus and a contagious one. The question was whether 
it could sustain large outbreaks and spread worldwide. As for 
the first two victims, both recovered.

On April 12 Mexican authorities reported an outbreak of 
severe respiratory disease in the state of Veracruz. (In fact, it 
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turned out that more than 600 cases actually stretched back 
to early March, and the illness was soon to strike nearly one-
third of the population of La Gloria.) Clusters also appeared 
in Mexico City and San Luis Potosí. Many victims were young 
adults, who usually are spared the worst effects of seasonal 
influenza but often are hit hard by pandemic strains. Many 
were hospitalized. When it turned out that SOIV was behind 
the outbreaks in Mexico and the United States, the CDC 
issued a travel health warning recommending that United 
States travelers postpone nonessential travel to Mexico. By 
that time, the virus had long since jumped the border.

Like the roots of invasive bamboo, H1N1 was sending up 
shoots in far-apart places. New cases emerged in Guadalupe 
County, near San Antonio, Texas; around Houston; and in 
Ohio and New York. By the end of April, New Zealand and 
Spain had reported cases. Secretary of Homeland Security 
Janet Napolitano proclaimed a public health emergency but 
likened the situation to predicting a hurricane: “The hurri-
cane might not actually hit.”

It did. With the virus soon spreading to several coun-
tries, the World Health Organization raised the pandemic 
alert to Phase 4, meaning that the virus was igniting com-
munity-wide outbreaks and spreading globally. By the end 
of April, the CDC had confirmed cases on five continents. 
Still, WHO hesitated to elevate the alert to Phase 5—sig-
nifying an imminent pandemic—because influenza is so 
unpredictable. History is littered with lessons about crying 
“pandemic” too soon.
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2.
In 1976 a mysterious respiratory outbreak hit Fort Dix, New 
Jersey, striking army recruit David Lewis, who was returning 
to town when he developed trouble breathing and collapsed. 
His commanding officer revived him, and Lewis was taken 
to the hospital on the base. He was pronounced dead on ar-
rival. Lewis’s death, along with the mounting victim toll, set 
off panic. Fearing a second coming of the 1918–1919 Span-
ish flu pandemic, the director of the CDC sent a memoran-
dum to the US Department of Health and Human Services 
urgently recommending mass immunization. President Ger-
ald Ford soon announced a crash program to “inoculate every 
man, woman and child in the United States.” Five months 
after the initial outbreak at Fort Dix, there was still no ev-
idence of spread beyond the area. Not until seven months 
after the outbreak was the first vaccine administered. More 
than 45 million people eventually received it. But the feared 
pandemic never came.

Sadly, more than five hundred people who had been vac-
cinated suffered a paralyzing nerve condition, according 
to research around the time. More than thirty died before 
the crash vaccination program was suspended. The influ-
enza outbreak’s final confirmed toll was 230 cases, with 13 
hospitalizations and 1 death. The cure, it was widely be-
lieved, had been worse than the disease. (More than three 
decades later, an analysis using more modern tools called 
into question whether the vaccines had actually caused  
the paralysis.)
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In 1997, almost twenty-five years after the Fort Dix deba-
cle, came the second pandemic scare. That year, eighteen 
people caught a deadly type of flu from live infected poultry 
in Hong Kong. Half of them died. But in contrast with the 
situation at Fort Dix, “bird flu” didn’t fade away. Warnings 
abounded that the second coming of Spanish influenza was 
really imminent this time. Fifteen years later, deadly bird flu 
continues to occasionally infect people around the world. 
Yet the dangerous H5N1 has not evolved into a pandemic—
at least not yet.

If public health organizations hesitated to cry pandemic 
in 2009, it’s because they had learned from 1976 and 
1997. But on April 29, 2009, with overwhelming evidence 
that the new H1N1 virus was about to explode, the World 
Health Organization raised the alert to Phase 5. A pan-
demic was imminent.

Whatever skepticism past flu scares had spawned, the vig-
ilance had led to vastly improved flu surveillance. By 2009 
more than 130 national influenza centers in 101 countries 
were conducting year-round surveillance for the appearance 
or spread of any new strains. After collection and initial anal-
ysis, the samples were sent to one of five World Health Or-
ganization (WHO) Collaborating Centers for Reference and 
Research on Influenza in Atlanta, Georgia; London; Mel-
bourne, Australia; Tokyo; and Beijing. With data on the new 
virus pouring into databases accessible to scientists around 
the world, within weeks—sometimes even days—scientific 
reports and papers, facilitated by online peer review and 
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publication, were appearing on sites such as Plos.org and 
updates on Nature.com. Real-time multicolored maps and 
charts were rapidly unfolding at flu.net and other database 
sites. The traditional plodding process of scientific review 
and publication had reached unprecedented speed—just 
what was necessary to keep up with fast-moving influenza. 
Yet the virus was leaving its high-tech trackers and scientific 
sleuths in the dust.

In the past, a pandemic strain took six to nine months 
to spread around the world, but H1N1 spread throughout 
the world from Mexico in a matter of weeks. This isn’t sur-
prising, given that during a typical flu season more than 
2 million people typically fly from Mexico to more than a 
thousand destinations in over 160 countries. Eighty per-
cent land in the United States or Canada, while others go 
to Central and South America and the Caribbean Islands. 
Nearly 10 percent fly to western Europe. And wherever 
travelers from Mexico went, H1N1 often followed. “Of 
the 20 countries worldwide with the highest volumes of 
international passengers arriving from Mexico, 16 had 
confirmed importations associated with travel to Mexico,” 
according to a 2009 study in the New England Journal  
of Medicine.

Although many people were infected, not until late April 
did the first US victim of the disease die. Earlier that month, 
two-year-old Miguel Tejada Vazquez and his mother, vaca-
tioning from Mexico, had visited Houston’s Galleria mall. 
(Miguel was the grandson of Mario Vazquez Ráña, a press 
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baron from Mexico and former owner of the United Press 
International news service, who at the time owned forty-one 
newspapers in Mexico.) A few days later, Miguel came down 
with a severe respiratory illness and was rushed to Texas 
Children’s Hospital. He died on April 27.

By May 1 Texas had twenty-eight confirmed cases, sec-
ond only to New York, where the virus hit St. Francis Pre-
paratory School in Fresh Meadows, Queens. Sixty-nine stu-
dents became ill. More than thirty New York City schools 
soon closed. Of the city’s 200 confirmed cases at the time, 
most involved only mild illness. Fifty-five-year-old Mitchell 
Wiener, an assistant principal at Intermediate School 238 in 
Hollis, Queens, was not one of them. He died within days of 
becoming infected.

The CDC’s global map, meanwhile, was lighting up with 
new cases in Germany and Austria, in parts of Asia, and in 
eighteen other countries. The hundreds of confirmed cases 
suddenly exploded into 8,500, with 72 deaths, in thirty-nine 
countries. By the second week in June—barely a month 
after the ten-year-old boy became ill—there were 30,000 
cases in 74 countries.

On June 11, WHO Director-General Dr. Margaret Chan 
called a news conference and declared that a pandemic was 
officially under way. It was the first in almost forty years—
since the Hong Kong flu of 1967–1968. “The virus is en-
tirely new,” she said. “Further spread is considered inevita-
ble. We are all in this together, and we will all get through 
this, together.”
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3.
“The virus that has caused these infections is actually very 
interesting,” Dr. Nancy Cox, director of the CDC Influenza 
Division, said at an earlier press briefing. The virus had gene 
segments from bird, human, and pig flu viruses—what sci-
entists call a “triple reassortant.” The pig component had 
come from both North American swine influenzas and one 
from Eurasia. Although Dr. Cox found the new virus inter-
esting, she probably hadn’t found it completely surprising.

For more than eighty years, a familiar strain of H1N1 had 
been coursing through American hog farms, causing periodic 
outbreaks of “swine influenza” in the animals and occasion-
ally minor infections in people who had been in contact with 
them. Around 1998 this familiar H1N1 virus underwent a 
major genetic change and emerged in pigs as a triple reas-
sortant. This new three-headed virus—part pig, part bird, 
part human—caused a rash of outbreaks in North American 
swine. Then it continued to silently evolve. By 2005 descen-
dants of the triple-headed virus had begun spilling more fre-
quently into people who worked with pigs.

Between 2005 and 2009, eleven triple-reassortant swine 
flu infections were documented in people. The victims had 
come in direct contact with the pigs through butchering, at 
fairs, on a farm, or in live animal markets in the Midwest 
or Texas. Symptoms included fever, cough, headache, and 
diarrhea. Four of the victims ended up in the hospital, and 
two had to be put on ventilators. One of those infected was 
a previously healthy seventeen-year-old boy from Wisconsin 
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who, a week before falling ill, had helped his brother-in-law 
slaughter pigs. The boy had pulled a slaughtered pig’s front 
legs forward while his brother-in-law gutted the animal. Af-
ter a few days with a headache, low back pain, and a cough, 
the boy recovered. The pigs had no apparent illness, but re-
searchers concluded the boy had most likely been infected 
by inhaling aerosolized secretions from the slaughtered ani-
mal’s lungs or airway. All eleven victims ultimately survived.

A three-headed virus that could jump to people was still 
something fairly new, and such a quirk of viral evolution had 
not come about without a lot of inadvertent human help. 
Certain conditions had to be met for it to occur—condi-
tions that would probably not have occurred naturally. First, 
the three types of flu viruses creating it—bird, human, and 
pig—had to converge on the same host.

Enter the versatile pig.
Pigs are hospitable to both human and bird flu viruses—

not to mention hosting their own strains. In a pig, different 
viruses can co-infect the same cells. Once cohabiting a sin-
gle cell, the viruses split apart, exchange genetic material, 
and replicate. The spun-off virus could have parts of all of 
them. The idea of the pig as a flophouse for influenza viruses 
isn’t new. A century ago, veterinarian J. S. Koen, an inspector 
with the US Bureau of Animal Industry, pointed out that flu 
jumps back and forth between people and pigs. What people 
didn’t know at the time was that cells in the airways of a pig 
have surface features that happen to fit the landing ports of 
human flu viruses. (This landing port is what the “H” of a 
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viral subtype refers to, as in H1N1.) Swine tracheal cells not 
only host human flu viruses; they also host the H portion of 
bird flu viruses. The pig is therefore something of a biologi-
cal boudoir for the meeting and mating of flu viruses.

If the pathway that human and pig flus travel between the 
two species is understood, exactly how the avian strains be-
came part of the three-headed virus is much less so. What is 
known is that birds—especially aquatic ones—are the natu-
ral reservoir of all the influenza A viruses. In fact, only from 
wild waterfowl and seabirds have all the known subtypes of 
influenza A been isolated. They are a continuing wellhead 
of dangerous diversity for the seasonal influenzas that infect 
people and feed pandemics.

The ecological pathways by which avian flu genes regu-
larly move into humans were probably established long ago. 
For centuries farmers in southern China and along the rice 
belt of Vietnam, Thailand, and Cambodia have grown rice in 
a system that uses domesticated ducks to feed on weeds and 
insect larvae, snails, and other pests in the paddies. When 
the rice blooms, the ducks are moved. After the harvest, they 
are welcomed back to feed on any remaining grain. The rice 
belt is along major migration routes for waterfowl. Drawn to 
the artificial wetlands, the wild birds, which are natural car-
riers of influenza A, land in the paddies and shed the virus in 
their feces. The domesticated poultry feeding in the paddies 
pick up flu viruses from the wild birds.

In many regions, pigs have been integrated into this sys-
tem of seeming ecological beauty and efficiency. But the 
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high agricultural yield hides the messy viral cross contam-
ination behind it. In Thailand, some rice paddies are con-
nected to fish ponds, which are “enriched” with pig manure. 
Nutrient-rich water from the fish ponds is sometimes used 
to fertilize the rice paddies. All the while, humans frequent 
the areas and sometimes live adjacent to them. Little won-
der southern China and other parts of Asia have become 
known as global “flu generators,” seeding outbreaks of influ-
enza with new genetic material while occasionally propelling 
the rise of new and potentially deadly pandemic strains.

More recently, the rising affluence of many in China has 
increased the numbers of poultry and pigs. “No question. 
Today there is more of what we need for the virus to move 
from one host to the other,” said the CDC’s Nancy Cox. 
“Poultry is relatively inexpensive to grow to supplement 
needs and desires of the human population. Swine farms 
have also grown.” What’s more, the disposal of pigs that in-
evitably die from disease outbreaks is a growing challenge 
to farmers. Prohibited in certain cases from burying the ani-
mals, farmers throw them into nearby rivers. In March 2013 
thousands of dead pigs festered in the major river flowing 
through Shanghai.

Expanding markets in cities, where animals of every con-
ceivable type are kept live, butchered, or sold among crowds 
of shoppers, have created major microbiological thorough-
fares for cross contamination, evolution, and human infec-
tions with flu and other diseases such as SARS. According 
to a 2009 study in the Journal of Molecular and Genetic Med-
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icine, “commercial poultry farms, ‘wet markets’ (where live 
birds and other animals are sold), backyard poultry farms, 
commercial and family poultry slaughtering facilities, swine 
farms, human dietary habits and the global trade in exotic 
animals have all been implicated in the spread of influenza A 
viruses. The ‘wet markets’ of Southeast Asia, where people, 
pigs, ducks, geese and chickens (and occasionally other ani-
mals) are in close proximity pose a particular danger to pub-
lic health.” Traditional agriculture, expanding pig and duck 
culture spurred by increasing affluence, and the growth in 
live animal markets may all have helped to generate new 
strains of influenza.

In theory, any place where wild and domesticated birds 
intermingle with humans can create a bridge for a flu virus 
to cross. In 1996 the Lancet reported that a housewife in 
England, who kept a duck house next to a pond frequented 
by Canada geese, mallards, and other wild birds, appeared to 
be among the first cases on record in which a particular type 
of bird flu jumped directly to humans. Fortunately, she came 
down with only a bad case of conjunctivitis. Such isolated 
cases have probably occurred for centuries. But the vast 
scale of live animal agriculture today, especially in China 
and Southeast Asia, has become central to the maintenance 
of seasonal flu and the creation of pandemics.

Large hog farms in the United States, Mexico, and else-
where probably also give viruses ample chance to meet 
and mix in their favorite host before inflicting the human 
caretakers. Genetic analysis of the 2009 H1N1 outbreak 
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showed that swine can give rise to pandemics and that fac-
tory farm workers’ occupational exposure to pigs vastly in-
creases that risk.

It may not have been coincidental that five-year-old Ed-
gar Hernandez of La Gloria, Mexico, was one of the earliest 
confirmed cases of H1N1. La Gloria, ground zero for the 
2009 pandemic, is located in a major hog-farming area, not 
far from the town of Perote, home of the massive hog-farm-
ing company Granjas Carroll de México. A later survey of 
the hog farm failed to turn up the virus, and lack of sampling 
in the years before the virus emerged would make pinpoint-
ing its origins impossible—beyond knowing that it emerged 
in swine, where it had been circulating undetected for a 
decade before spinning off triple-headed strains whose de-
scendants ultimately sparked the 2009 epidemic.

Nevertheless, Texas resident Steven Trunnell was con-
vinced that a Mexican hog-farming operation gave rise to 
the flu virus that killed his wife, Judy. On April 14 Judy, who 
was eight months pregnant, developed achiness, dry cough, 
and a slight fever. The next day she visited her obstetrician- 
gynecologist. A rapid diagnostic test showed that she had the 
flu. Five days later she went to a local emergency room with 
a fever and gasping for air. Her lungs were filling with fluid, 
so she was intubated and put on a respirator. Later that day, 
a healthy baby daughter was born by an emergency cesarean 
delivery. But it was too late for Judy, who passed away on 
May 4—the first American citizen to die from H1N1.

On May 11 Steven, a paramedic, filed a petition in the 
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district court of Cameron County, Texas, seeking to depose 
officials of Smithfield Foods, part owner of the hog operation 
in Perote. The petition claimed that “it is likely that the cre-
ation and spread of this lethal strain of swine flu may have 
been caused, in part, by historically unsanitary conditions 
which Smithfield Foods knowingly caused to occur in Mex-
ico in connection with the operation of the largest pig farm 
business in the world.” The petition stated that “it is reason-
able to expect that this area around La Gloria is ‘ground zero’ 
for the H1N1-2009 swine influenza virus.” Ultimately, the 
petition went nowhere.

A year and a half after it began, the worst of the 2009 
swine flu pandemic had passed, and on August 10, 2010, the 
World Health Organization announced that the world had 
entered the “post-pandemic period.” “The new H1N1 virus 
has largely run its course,” WHO said. “This time around, 
we have been aided by pure good luck. The virus did not mu-
tate during the pandemic to a more lethal form.” Although it 
was far from another “pandemic that never was,” it was, by 
many accounts, far milder than most had predicted.

According to Marc Lipsitch of Harvard School of Public 
Health, it was probably “the mildest pandemic on record—
compared to the three that happened in the 20th century,” 
although it had a disproportionate impact on children and 
young adults. The CDC’s director, Thomas Frieden, on the 
other hand, said that “any flu season that kills at least three 
times more children than a usual flu season—I think it 
would be very misleading to describe that as mild.”
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By the time it was over, the pandemic had affected over 
214 countries and caused more than 18,000 laboratory-con-
firmed deaths—including more than 250 children. A study 
in the Lancet cautioned that “this number is likely to be only 
a fraction of the true number of the deaths associated with 
2009 pandemic influenza A H1N1.” The study concluded 
that between April 2009 and August 2010, more than 
200,000 people had been infected—80 percent of them 
adults under the age of sixty-five. More than half of the in-
fections occurred in Southeast Asia and Africa.

Probably never before had so much been learned so 
quickly about a virus. Three years after H1N1 appeared, a 
search of medical literature showed that more than 2,500 
papers on it had been published, making it among the most 
studied pandemics in history—and generating an enormous 
amount of data that would help scientists to better under-
stand future outbreaks.

The good news was that the pandemic had come—and 
gone—with far less damage than many had anticipated. The 
bad news was that H1N1 wasn’t even the pandemic every-
one had been predicting and preparing for. The original sus-
pect—the feared H5N1 bird flu from Asia—had been on 
the loose since 1997 and was considered far more lethal.

4.
This most feared pandemic—H5N1, or “bird flu”—began in 
Hong Kong in 1997. Bird flu first came to light when a three-
year-old boy in Hong Kong was hit with a fever, sore throat, 
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and cough. He was admitted to the hospital’s pediatric in-
tensive care unit, where he soon died of severe respiratory 
distress. Like the later H1N1, bird flu had never before been 
seen in humans. Of the eighteen people infected in Hong 
Kong during the initial outbreak, six died.

Today, fifteen years later, bird flu is still traveling, having 
spread widely in poultry. And where poultry outbreaks began, 
human infections weren’t long in following. In almost all hu-
man infections the virus jumped directly from birds to peo-
ple, but there may be some limited person-to-person trans-
mission, according to the CDC. Between 1997 and 2013, 
more than 600 people were infected. More than half died. 
The situation harkens back to the days when H1N1 also had 
limited human transmission. But fortunately, when it comes 
to influenza the past does not always predict the future.

If the “sudden” appearance of swine flu in 2009 misled 
the public to believe that pandemics seem to explode out 
of nowhere, the lingering bird flu from 1997 taught that, 
in reality, they almost never do. And if H1N1 tricks us into 
believing that influenza is a medical issue best addressed by 
physicians, H5N1 tells us that the real cause is ecological.

In some ways the ecological trajectories of swine flu and 
bird flu were similar. But whereas H1N1 was mostly at home 
in pigs, H5N1 has been most at home in birds, which gave it 
birth. The year before the 1997 Hong Kong outbreak, H5N1 
was isolated from a flock of sick geese in Guangdong Prov-
ince, China. No one can say exactly how the virus first arose, 
only that it had probably been carried there by birds. But the 
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virus may already have been widely dispersed in wildfowl, 
and it may have been only by chance that it was detected in 
Guangdong instead of elsewhere.

H5N1 is a type of poultry disease called highly patho-
genic avian influenza, or HPAI. This flu virus and other flu 
viruses that infect birds have caused among the largest out-
breaks of animal disease ever recorded, with several hundred 
million wild birds, geese, chickens, turkeys, and ducks hav-
ing died from it. Long before the flu virus was identified in 
these massive outbreaks, the disease it caused was known as 
“fowl plague,” first identified in Italy in 1878. The virus was 
spread through the transport of fowl to poultry exhibitions 
and shows in Europe in the late 1800s and early 1900s. But 
not until 1955 was it determined to be an influenza A virus. 
Although avian influenza is now controlled in the United 
States, in 1983 and 1984 an outbreak in the northeastern 
United States led to the destruction of more than 17 million 
birds and cost $65 million, causing the retail price of eggs to 
jump by nearly 30 percent at the time. A 2004 outbreak in 
Canada led to several hundred million dollars in losses.

Although mostly limited to birds, avian influenzas such 
as HPAI have long been known to cause occasional mild 
illness in humans. Their versatility in infecting other species 
is also well documented. In 1986 two different flu viruses 
from gulls were found to have infected a pilot whale. Avian 
influenza viruses have also caused periodic die-offs of seals 
near New England.

Not long after the 1997 H5N1 outbreak in Hong Kong, 
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the virus began spreading to mainland China and elsewhere 
in Southeast Asia, sowing occasional human infections 
along the way. Then, in 2003, new human H5N1 infections 
emerged in Vietnam, followed by sporadic cases in Europe, 
Africa, and the Middle East. Reports of human infections 
in Thailand soon followed. The virus was also killing 100 
percent of the poultry it infected there and in Vietnam. 
Wherever there were human cases, they seemed to follow 
outbreaks in poultry.

Although spread in part by migrating birds, the virus had 
become so entrenched in poultry throughout regions of 
China that distinct regional variations of the bug evolved. 
Detached from wild birds, where it arose, it is now mapping 
its own evolutionary course. The movement of poultry has 
reintroduced these regional variations from one region or 
country to the next, adding further momentum.

Bird flu’s forays into other species didn’t stop, and it 
seemed to run rampant across interspecies borders. In late 
2003 cases of H5N1 were reported in dogs, cats, pigs, and 
weasels. In December of that year, two tigers and two leop-
ards in a Thai zoo died after being fed carcasses of slaugh-
tered chickens that had been having respiratory problems. 
At about the same time the tigers and leopards died, there 
was an outbreak of H5N1 on nineteen poultry farms in Ko-
rea. Just before the outbreak, the owner had on many oc-
casions seen magpies entering an area where chicken feces 
were disposed of. Dead magpies later found on the farm had 
been infected by the virus.
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In Japan, dead crows found near chicken pens had also 
been infected with the same virus originally found in Guang-
dong Province, or one closely related to it. The virus deci-
mated poultry wherever it struck. Over 100 million domes-
ticated birds were culled in a futile effort to contain the first 
wave of the virus. A second wave swept through poultry in 
China, Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam in late 2004. And 
another outbreak at a Thai zoo led to the deaths of 147 tigers.

By 2005 a third wave of H5N1 was sweeping through 
Southeast Asia. Human cases were also being reported ev-
ery month in Asia, eastern Europe, Africa, and the Far East. 
Still, there was little, if any, transmission from one person 
to the next. In October 2005, 276 smuggled songbirds died 
en route to Taiwan from mainland China. Later tested for 
disease, the birds were found to be infected with H5N1. It 
wasn’t the first time that contraband could have contributed 
to the spread. The year before, two eagles hidden in tubes 
and smuggled into Brussels from Thailand were found to  
be infected. Although showing no symptoms, both birds 
were euthanized.

In 2005 three civet cats died of H5N1 in Vietnam. Of-
ten bought and sold in street markets in China, civet cats 
were double-crossed: they had also spread SARS—severe 
acute respiratory syndrome—to people during that out-
break in 2003.

In April 2005, H5N1 killed more than six thousand bar-
headed geese, gulls, shelducks, cormorants, and other wild 
birds at Qinghai Lake in central China—the first time the 
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virus had shown sustained transmission in waterfowl. It had 
probably been carried there by wild birds that picked it up 
from poultry in southern China.

After the Qinghai Lake outbreak, dead migratory birds 
were found in western Siberia and in Kazakhstan and Tibet, 
as well as in Mongolia. H5N1 continued to spread among 
poultry in Turkey and Romania and in mute swans in Croa-
tia and Hungary. Birds fell ill from H5N1 at a zoo in Jakarta, 
a dead flamingo was found in Kuwait, and dead swans were 
found in Iraq and Egypt; in Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, Austria, 
Hungary, Germany, Slovakia, Poland, and Denmark; and 
elsewhere in Europe. Poultry were infected in Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, Jordan, and Israel and in several other North Af-
rican countries. By 2006 human cases were beginning to 
surge again, with most of them in Indonesia and Egypt. Spo-
radic human infections continue to this day.

In 2006 influenza researcher Robert Webster declared 
that “the likelihood of an H5N1 influenza pandemic seems 
high, and the consequences could be catastrophic. Re-
cent findings suggest that the 1918 ‘Spanish flu’ pandemic 
may have resulted from a similar interspecies transmission 
event in which a purely avian virus adapted directly to hu-
man-to-human transmission.”

Several years after Webster’s warning, studies suggested 
that the virus could be only a few simple mutations away 
from contagiousness. In one study, scientists inserted into 
the 2009 swine flu virus a mutant version of a key viral 
protein from bird flu. A mere four mutations later, the hy-
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brid strain was able to strongly bind to mammalian cells 
and replicate enough to saturate respiratory droplets—the 
beginnings of aerosol transmission—that is, it developed 
the ability to spread easily from one person to the next. 
Technical details of the research were so worrisome to the 
terrorism-sensitive US National Science Advisory Board 
for Bio security that it recommended researchers withhold 
key details when publishing their work. After a heated six-
month debate between government officials and scientists, 
two papers detailing the results were finally published in 
their entirety in Nature and Science.

Even as public health officials at the World Health Orga-
nization and the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion wrote swine flu into the history book, the catastrophic 
potential of bird flu weighed heavily on their minds. One 
might have hoped that pandemic scares would end there. 
They didn’t. In 2012 yet a third contender for the title of 
Next Pandemic arose.

5.
The third “pandemic” begins in early April 2013 when a sixty-
year-old woman from Zhejiang Province, China, is hospital-
ized, barely able to breathe. Fourteen other cases of severe 
respiratory difficulty quickly come to light in Zhejiang Prov-
ince, Shanghai, and Anhui Province. All of the victims are 
hospitalized. Six die. The virus identified, H7N9, has never 
been seen before in humans. Because it is new to people, 
it has “potential pandemic” written in its H surface protein. 
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Setting H7N9 ominously apart from even H5N1 are genetic 
changes, according to authors of a 2013 study, that “probably 
facilitate binding to human-type receptors and efficient repli-
cation in mammals . . . highlighting the pandemic potential.”

With H5N1, H1N1, and now H7N9—all new to human 
experience—the earth seems to be passing through a me-
teor shower of new flu viruses. H1N1 has already struck, 
bird flu appears to be a near miss, and H7N9 is passing 
somewhere between. The genetic makeup of H7N9 sug-
gests it probably originated from Eurasian avian influenza 
viruses. Other components echoed duck, chicken, and even 
pigeon ancestry.

So the story goes.
The cases are initially limited to Shanghai and neigh-

boring regions. By the third week in April two people are 
infected in Beijing, to the north, and two more in Henan 
Province—with live poultry shipped from Shanghai the 
likely source of the spread. But with some 6 billion domes-
ticated birds shipped annually throughout China, the viral 
trail is almost impossible to follow. There’s still no evidence 
of the virus spreading widely among people, but the scat-
tered reports are worrisome. Jeremy Farrar, director of the 
Oxford University Clinical Research Unit in Ho Chi Minh 
City, Vietnam, told the journal Nature, “I think we need to 
be very, very concerned.”

Because H5N1 leaves a trail of dead poultry, the virus’s 
whereabouts are known. But H7N9 can silently infect birds, 
flying under the radar, spreading through flocks undetected 
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and in turn infecting people in poultry markets, far from 
where the last human cases were seen. By mid-April there 
are 63 infections and 14 reported deaths—up from 24 cases 
in a single week. Within the first two weeks of its appear-
ance, H7N9 virus is infecting more people than H5N1 has 
since 1997.

In April 2013, the first asymptomatic case of H7N9 is 
detected in humans—a four-year-old girl who had been in 
contact with a seven-year-old who fell seriously ill. The oc-
currence of silent cases among humans, as among poultry, 
means the virus may be evading surveillance. US Secretary 
of Health and Human Services Kathleen Sebelius declares 
that the avian influenza virus has a “significant potential to 
affect national security.”

Shortly after H7N9’s emergence, studies show it has al-
ready mutated in people since jumping from birds—a mu-
tation that allows the virus to grow well at a temperature 
similar to that of the human upper respiratory tract.

By August 2013 it has infected more than 130 people 
in China, with more than 40 deaths. As with its dangerous 
cousin H5N1, which continues to evolve, no one can say 
where the new virus will end.

The rest remains to be seen.
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MERS-CoV and Beyond
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Epilogue
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It is only a matter of time, many epidemiologists warn, until 
another epidemic on the scale of the Spanish influenza out-
break of 1918–1919, or the current HIV/AIDS pandemic, 
sweeps across the globe.

More than a decade ago, the National Academy of Sci-
ences’ Institute of Medicine cautioned:

Today’s outlook with regard to microbial threats to 

health is bleak on a number of fronts. . . . Pathogens—

old and new—have ingenious ways of adapting to and 

breaching our armamentarium of defenses. We must 

also understand that factors in society, the environment, 

and our global interconnectedness actually increase 

the likelihood of the ongoing emergence and spread of 

infectious diseases.

Since 9/11, infectious disease threats have increasingly 
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assumed a mantle of bioterrorism. As Jane Evans of the De-
partment of Military Strategic Studies, US Air Force Acad-
emy, wrote bluntly in Global Security Studies in 2010, “infec-
tious diseases threaten national security.”

A number of potential infectious disease threats have 
emerged, but in most cases they have either subsided or 
failed to materialize. In the late 1990s there was bird flu, or 
H5N1. Although still present, it has not become the pan-
demic that many have feared. Not yet.

In 2009 swine flu emerged, and though it became a pan-
demic, its impact was less than many had predicted.

In 2013 a new form of lethal bird flu emerged, H7N9. 
Like H5N1, it lingers in the background, its utter unpredict-
ability preventing the scientific community from making any 
meaningful assessment of its true threat.

And just before the latest bird flu emerged, a new virus 
was isolated from a patient in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, who had 
come down with a severe and sudden case of pneumonia 
and renal failure. A short time later that summer, in 2012, 
the same virus was isolated from a patient in London with se-
vere respiratory illness. That patient had been in the Middle 
East and had recently returned to Great Britain. Ultimately 
the cases were connected to an even earlier outbreak, when 
health care workers at an intensive care unit of a hospital in 
Jordan came down with acute symptoms. Two of them died. 
All of the cases turned out to have been caused by a newly 
discovered coronavirus.

The virus was later named Middle East respiratory syn-
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drome coronavirus, or MERS-CoV. Although different from 
the SARS virus of 2003–2004, it is a coronavirus of the same 
family and causes SARS-like symptoms, including fever, 
cough, and shortness of breath—all associated with severe 
acute respiratory illness. The SARS virus had originated in 
China, had infected 8,000 people and killed about 10 per-
cent of those infected, and was traced back to civet cats.

MERS-CoV has so far been much deadlier—if slower to 
spread. By May 9, 2013, 33 laboratory-confirmed cases had 
been reported—24 from Saudi Arabia, 2 from Qatar, 2 from 
Jordan, 3 from the United Kingdom, 1 from the United Arab 
Emirates, and 1 from France. Eighteen were fatal.

Most worrisome was the World Health Organization’s an-
nouncement on May 12, 2013, that the virus was spreading 
between people in close contact. By July it had infected 85 
people, including several in the United Kingdom, Italy, and 
France. More than half had died. But many milder cases 
have probably occurred undetected.

Scientists don’t know the natural reservoir of the virus, 
although evidence of genetically similar ones has recently 
been isolated from camels and bats.

As of September 2013, 130 people had been infected, 
with 58 deaths. The vast majority of the cases were in Saudi 
Arabia. With cases only sporadically emerging, in July the 
World Health Organization met and declared “that the cur-
rent MERS-CoV situation is serious and of great concern, but 
does not constitute a [public health emergency] at this time.”

Once again, a threat emerges. As our attention is—un-
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derstandably—diverted by these frightening new illnesses, 
old threats, such as antibiotic-resistant disease, which kills 
some 20,000 people every year in the United States, con-
tinue to grow. Some of the gravest threats remain the sub-
tle genetic changes we foster in old scourges. Our attention 
may be focused on the newest epidemic, but death is often 
in the details of the old ones.

When a frightening new disease does come along, only 
a deep sense of bias and denial permits us to point reflex-
ively at a phenomenon like bioterrorism as the cause while 
ignoring our own collective promulgation of the global en-
vironmental disruption that has given rise to so many new 
infectious diseases. We frequently spell out the dangers of 
deliberate genetic engineering even as we maintain what 
amount to giant genetic engineering laboratories—in the 
form of the intensive agricultural systems that create agents 
such as the one responsible for mad cow disease, which 
terrorize in their own way.

But even in an age of mounting epidemics, there is hope. 
With early detection, many epidemics will be contained. For 
those that are not, medical technology may offer some re-
spite. Changes in personal behavior alone can greatly reduce 
the risks of many diseases, such as HIV/AIDS. Mad cow dis-
ease was quelled by banning the feeding of meat and bone 
meal to cattle, allowing them to be mostly herbivores again. 
As the overuse of antibiotics has caused many bacteria to 
become resistant, more sparing use of antibiotics may help 
roll back the tide of some untreatable bacterial infections.
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But what of the deep ecological, demographic, and in-
dustrial roots of the surge in new epidemics? Will humans 
be able to ameliorate the upset predator-prey balances that 
have helped precipitate Lyme disease? With the urgent need 
for dietary protein in some parts of Africa, can people re-
duce the massive consumption of bushmeat that may be 
predisposing humans to new forms of HIV? Will societies 
be able to curb the effects of climate change that are causing 
some disease-causing organisms to spread to new areas or 
otherwise proliferate? Although we are learning much about 
the ecological origins of new diseases, it remains to be seen 
whether we will address these mounting epidemics at their 
roots. This will require more than devoting ourselves to new 
treatments and cures. It will also require curing the cause—
and that means protecting and better addressing the eco-
logical integrity upon which our health, and that of so many 
other species, often depends.
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